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On Chris Hemsworth
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Michael Nash at The Wall Group. 
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Produced by Steve Bauerfeind for 
Bauerfeind Productions–West. 

Where to buy it
Where are the items from this page  
to page 81 available? Go to 
GQ.com/go/fashiondirectories to 
find out. All prices quoted are 
approximate and subject to change. 

 Sebastian Kim
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> In our refresher course on laundry (October), we 
suggested dry-cleaning wool suits once a year. Two 
clothing-care trade groups didn’t like that one bit. 
(Who knew the Laundering Lobby was a thing?)

Boots and Beats:
Who Made Timbs Popular?
> In a recent GQ.com Q&A, RZA said that his group helped make 
the workmen’s footwear popular: “I think one of the bands that 
really brought Timberland boots to the forefront was Wu-Tang 
Clan. In all of our early videos, whether it was Method Man,  
ODB, the RZA, the GZA, you see the Timberlands stomping.” 
Shoe nerds across the Interwebs took up the issue, arguing 
against his claim.

gq prefers that letters to the editor be sent to letters@gq.com. letters 
may be edited.

The Great Clothing-

Care Controversy

• “The Refresher 
page points 
the man who 
wants to make 
an impeccable 
impression in  
a poor direction.  
I must take 
issue with the 
recommendation 
of limiting the  
dry-cleaning of  
a wool suit to once 
a year. When 
garments are not 
cleaned on  
a regular basis, 
acids and chloride 
salts in perspiration 
may cause 
degeneration. Oil- 
based soils from 
spilled foodstuffs 
will oxidize, causing 
discolorations. 
Airborne 
particulates that 
settle on fabrics 
can cause physical 
damage. Insects 
such as moths and 
roaches are drawn 
to fabrics that have 
been in contact 
with proteins— 
e.g., body oils. If 
the garment  
is not dry-cleaned 
regularly, the 
garment serves as 
an uninterrupted 
food source.” 

• The southern 
rapper on  
our immoderate 
web series,  
Most Expensivest 
Shit: “It’s  
humbling.  
I would’ve never 
known a $1,000 
sundae exists.”

> Frank Bourassa, 
the most prolific 
counterfeiter of 
American currency 
and the subject  
of a profile  
by Wells Tower 
(November), 
received a 
surprisingly small 
punishment for his 
enormous crime. 
So small, in fact, 
that some readers 
jumped to their 
own conclusions. 

2 Chainz, Expensive-S#!t Correspondent, GQ.com

Top Forger, 
Assumed Narc

 In addition to its letter, the Drycleaning 
& Laundry Institute sent its own five-panel 
cartoon. We must admit: It’s kinda clever.…

 From the 
National Cleaners 
Association:

• “Pretty sure  
got away  
with it meant  
he cooperated  
with the feds  
and gave  
some names up” 
—Romel Greene  
via WorldStarHip 
Hop.com

• “This guy’s a 
snitch… I did the 
math”—Rick_Flair23 
via WorldStarHip 
Hop.com
• “i need to get in 
contact with him. 
asap.”—daddy43205 
via WorldStarHip 
Hop.com

• “I think Boot Camp 
Clik put ’em  
on the forefront!!!” 
—j.berg73 via 
XXLmag.com

• “biggie made  
timbs pop” 
—IMOfuckurthoughts 
via Complex.com 
 

• “Jungle Brothers 
were first.”—Lando 
Calrissian via 
Facebook.com
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 The ever expanding GQ universe 
makes a mark all month long. We’ve got 
the most impactful moments, distilled.
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A Style Resolution: The Total-Closet Overhaul 
 January is all about self-improvement, but now it’s time for a little shelf-improvement, too. Your clothes 

deserve to be taken care of just as much as the body that wears them, and that starts with a well-organized 
closet. That’s why, over the next few pages, we’ve mapped out a step-by-step guide to creating the most  
tricked-out, covetable closet ever—whether you’ve got a walk-in or a hole in the wall. Bottom line: Your closet 
should highlight your duds, not hide them. Whether you splurge on a fully customized designer version by 
GQ-approved California Closets (who built the incredible space shown here) or you go DIY, your freshened-up 
closet will make it that much easier for you to look fresh when you step out in the morning.—J I M  M O O R E

GQ 
Endorses 
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This Isn’t a 
Closet—It’s a 
Showroom
The first thing you 
have to change is 
your mind-set. Stop 
thinking of the closet 
as a stash spot and 
start treating it like a 
room. One that works 
for you: showcases 
your gear, makes 
it easy to find what 
you want, and won’t 
embarrass you if you 
tell the girl who slept 
over that she can grab 
a shirt while you make 
breakfast. Imagine  
a store that sells only 
your clothes—now 
you’ve got the idea.

Run Free, 
Unworn Tee!
That asymmetric 
jacket or pair of 
pleated pants looked 
so good on the store 
rack—but not so much 
on your body. If you 
haven’t worn a piece 
of clothing in the past 
year, get rid of it. 
Related: Nothing with 
stains or a Super Bowl 
XXXIV logo should  
be taking up precious 
real estate.

Strip It Down
You don’t know exactly 
what you need from 
the space until you 
know exactly what 
you have. Pull out all 
your clothes—and 
whatever junk you’ve 
stored in there—and 
set it all aside. If you 
go the DIY route, give 
that empty space, 
from walls to shelves, 
a crisp white paint  
job. Now you’ve got  
a blank canvas that’ll 
let your clothes  
own the spotlight.

Be Well-Hung
You put your shirts 
and suits on hangers. 
Now that you’re 
spending just as much 
on fancy sweats and 
tees, give them the 
same treatment (i.e., 
don’t jam them into a 
drawer). And a $790 
Givenchy tee demands 
quality: Dump the wire 
job for something 
sturdy in inch-thick 
wood or plastic.

Keep Your 
Tools Close…
Question: Why, if you 
get dressed in your 
closet, is your lint 
roller sitting in that 
kitchen junk drawer 
with a battery-less 
flashlight and a ball 
of twine? Move your 
tools—that roller, 
along with your  
suit brush, sweater 
stone, and iron.

Rack It Up
If your closet is closer 
to a crawl space  
(we feel your pain, 
studio dwellers), 
invest in one or two  
of those rolling 
clothing racks that 
you’ve seen in stores 
and push them  
against the walls of  
your bedroom. They 
only cost about  
$70 at The Container 
Store, and they’ll 
make getting dressed 
in the morning feel like 
you’re going shopping. 

...and Your 
Keys Closer
A valet—the fancy 
term for a tray 
that doubles as a 
landing pad for your 
watch, keys, and 
loose change—will 
do wonders to keep 
your stuff exactly 
where you need it. 
(Flea markets exist 
expressly for this  
kind of purchase.)

A BRIGHTER, 
BOLDER DB
If you pick up one 
suit this winter, make
it double-breasted 
and in a fresh color, 
like this cobalt blue
number. It’s a break
from the two-piece
norm that’s dialed up
a notch. Then install a 
hook for hanging your
DB while you dress, or
for your dry cleaning 
when it comes home.

Never Give 
Friends Your 
Old Clothes
Partly because 
you don’t want 
your buddy 
rocking that 
sweater you 
just couldn’t pull 
off. But mostly 
because it’ll do 
more good at the 
Salvation Army 
down the street. 
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the new
ad d itio n

jacket $3,360 | pants $870
Louis Vuitton
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Keep It Clean
Laundry goes in a 
hamper in your closet. 
And that hamper 
needs a lid to contain 
any funk, unless you’re 
a magical unicorn 
who doesn’t sweat at 
the gym. Our custom 
California Closets 
setup two pages back 
has a nifty tilt-out 
hamper, divided in two 
so that you can keep 
your dry cleaning  
from touching the 
shorts you wore on 
squats day.

A SPRING TIE 
WITH TEXTURE
You can’t go busting 
out woolen ties in 
warm weather, but
that nubbly feel feels
so right with a suit.
Designers are starting 
to catch on, making 
cotton ties with a little 
of that rough-hewn
character but in 
colors and weights 
that play nice with 
your cotton suits and 
lightweight wools.

HIGH-WATTAGE
WOOLLIES
We bet your 
warmest winter
socks come in 
snoozy colors like
gray, speckled gray, 
and “I think that’s a 
light gray-brown?” 
Which is why you’ll
want these hefty 
woolen socks in 
the kinds of ballsy
colors you wear 
the rest of the year.

Rack ’Em Up
Maybe it’s a nail that 
you bashed into the 
wall. Or a hanger 
that’s always slipping. 
However you store 
your ties, there’s a 
better way. It’s called 
an extendable tie rack: 
It slides out when  
you need it and tucks 
back in when you’re 
knotted up. Häfele 
makes a simple, 
sturdy one for about 
$55 that’s nothing  
like the motorized  
one your dad uses.

Shoes Don’t 
Belong on  
the Ground
Especially not 
when you’ve invested  
in everything from 
British bench-made 

A SOFTER SIDE 
OF BOOTS
If there’s a boot-
shaped hole in your 
closet, fill it real 
quick. Grab a pair in 
dirty brown suede—
they’ll work with 
tightly tapered jeans 
or your favorite 
broken-in suit.

Roll Your Own
The sock drawer: not 
just a place to hide 
your weed. Spend ten 
minutes rolling pairs 
up instead of piling 
them into a rat’s nest, 

Now Actually Do It
The real trick with any sort of home-improvement effort like 
this? Doing it, right now, before you rationalize another second 
of cluttered-closet existence. If you’re going with the full hot- 
rod custom job, call up California Closets when you finish  

this sentence. Figure you don’t need help, Mr. Handyman? Shut off Netflix  
and hightail it to Home Depot for paint and some shelves, then bag up all  
those clothes you haven’t worn since Lost was on the air. And look at that: 
You’re no longer trapped by your closet.— S A M  S C H U B E

then use a divider 
to separate dress 
socks from sportier 
weekend wear. That’s 
two minutes saved 
today, tomorrow, and 
every day after that.

the new
ad d itio n

oxfords to Balenciaga 
high-tops. Get ’em high 
up on a shelf, so you 
can see what you’re 
working with—and so 
you stop stumbling 
over ’em at night.

the new
addition

the new
additio n
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this tie (royal blue) $15
The Tie Bar

this pair $1,245
Saint Laurent by  
Hedi Slimane

this pair $90
Club Monaco



Pants: At Ease or 
at Attention?
 My tailor asked 

me if I wanted a 
“military hem” on 
some dress pants  
I recently brought  
in. Is it wise to have  
that kind of hem, 
which makes the 
back of the pant  
leg slightly longer 
than the front?

 Trousers with plain 
bottoms (no cu≠s) 
often look better 
with the “military” or 
slanted hem, i.e., cut 
slightly longer over 
the heel—usually 
no more than a half 
inch or so. This angle 
is invisible and can 
eliminate excessive 
trouser break over 
the front of the shoe, 
which looks old and 
sloppy, and prevent 
the ankle-bunching 
pants that can make 
you look like a  
rube congressman.
 
Tee Tucking
 I like the T-shirt-

with-a-blazer look, 
but some of my 
T-shirts are a little 
long—the hem hits a 
few inches below the 
belt. Is it ever okay 
to tuck a T-shirt into 
your jeans?

 I don’t like the 
T-shirt-with-blazer 
look, at least for 
me. I think I don’t 
like the look of 
the neckline, so in 
this matter I will 
defer to the proper 
authority: Don 
Johnson on Miami 
Vice. Johnson, as 
Detective Sonny 
Crockett, wore 
T-shirts or Henleys 
under his blazers, 
and he pulled  
the look o≠—almost 
as if he invented  
it. (Maybe he  
did.) The tees were 
always tucked 
into his trousers, 
and they never 
came untucked, 
even in chase 
scenes. Tucking 
them in gave 
him a consistent, 
discernible waist 
that tied the 
look together. 
Incidentally, he 
never wore a belt, 
which might  
have intruded  
on his ice cream 
pastels. But 
remember what 
Sonny said: 
“Knowing what  
the answers are 
doesn’t make it any 
easier, does it?”

Rolex Warning?
 A wise person 

once told me a 
man shouldn’t buy 
himself a Rolex 
before he’s 30. Do 
you agree? 

 I don’t agree. If 
you’ve just signed 
with the Yankees,  
or Grandpa kicked 
and left you his 
feedlot empire, why 
not buy yourself  
a Rolex? Sure, it’s a 
status symbol, but 
in today’s world of 
ridiculous watches it 
seems more sensible 
than showy. It’s the 
perfect survivalist 
watch, not needing 
batteries. It’s 
durable. And it may 
even appreciate 
in value. What 
shouldn’t a man do 
before he’s 30? I’d 
say getting married 
is probably a good 
thing to avoid in 
one’s youth. I don’t 
see what damage 
a Rolex can do to a 
fine young man. 

U N S O L I C I T E D  A D V I C E  F R O M  G L E N N  O ’ B R I E N

This Year, It’s BYO Dress Code
 Having a signature look is good self-marketing. 

Think of Elton John’s glasses or Warhol’s wig. And 
if you can find a look that works every day, getting 
dressed is a snap. A look is forgiving. Andy Warhol’s 
strategy was to start out looking old (he adopted  
the silver wig when he was 37), so he never seemed 
to age. The great French artist Jean-Paul Goude  
devised an outfit—calf-high pants, white bucks  
with lifts, buttoned-up flannel blazer—to minimize 
what he saw as his physical shortcomings, and  
still nobody else looks that way.

I’ve had a few signatures. I’ve been wearing Ray-
Ban Wayfarers again since I got a folding pair, but 
the shades were a trademark in my youth. I wore 
them on my cable show, TV Party, because nobody 
could see where I was looking. I kept the shades 
through the Blues Brothers craze, but after Tom 
Cruise wore them in Risky Business, I had to stop.  
By then you could buy knocko≠s in any drugstore. 

But you don’t pick a signature look as much as it 
picks you. I got a Black Watch tartan raincoat from 
John Pearse in London about twelve years ago,  
and it sort of adopted me. Pretty soon I had a Black 
Watch wallet, briefcase, vest, ties… Then the raincoat 
got kind of famous. J.Crew started making it as a 
mackintosh. I still wear the original, and it still has 
fans. I say whatever gets you noticed and a lot of 
compliments, keep wearing it every day. It’s working.

The Style Guy
Glenn O’Brien  

Solves Your  
Sartorial  

Conundrums

The Style Guy 
welcomes your 
questions. E-mail him 
at styleguy@gq.com. 
Plus: Find Glenn 
O’Brien on Twitter at  
@lordrochester.
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• Too impatient to grow your own? We 
heartily endorse the all-business look of a low-
hassle buzz. One piece of advice: Keep the  
sides a touch shorter than the top, thereby 
avoiding the tragic malady known as “tennis- 
ball head.” We’d recommend letting a pro  
do it the first time—or every time, really. A  
fade is a terrible thing to botch.

GO LONG! TAKE IT ALL OFF!

DON’T GET YOUR HAIR IN A BUNCH:  
SAY NO TO THE MAN-BUN

• Or the samurai. 
Or the topknot. 
Whatever you call it, 
the look has lost  
its mojo. Two years  
ago, rocking one 
made you a wild-
eyed gender-bending 
iconoclast. Now Leo 
DiCaprio, lover of 
dad jeans and cargo 

shorts, is man-bunning during his beer-belly 
walkabout. Our advice: If you’re blessed  
with long hair, be proud. Let it hang.

PLAY WITH YOUR GUNK!

• We’re noticing the high-and-tight side part losing 
some ground as the office dress code loosens 
up—and we’re all for a longer hairstyle. Just know 
that letting it grow doesn’t mean letting it go. “A 
lot of men see a guy looking good in long hair and 
want the same,” says Miles Elliot of New York’s 
Freemans Barbershop. “But they have no idea 
what to do to get there.” You need a plan. This plan.

1.
Pick your longhair spirit animal
Do you want the Jared Leto, or something closer 
to the shag of the guy on the cover? Bring a photo 
to your barber. He’ll tell you if you can pull it off, 
then give you a trim that’ll help it grow in properly.

2. 
Stay regular
“Make monthly visits to your barber,” Elliot 
says. “He’ll tidy everything up to help it grow out 
smoothly.” This is how you avoid returning to  
your old, boring ’do. 

3.
Keep an open head
Play with different styles: pompadour it out, slick 
it back, leave it a little messy. Test-drive looks  
and you might just find something better than what 
you first wanted. (Sorry, Leto.) 

New Year, New ’Do
Admit it: You’re a little bored with going to the barber and asking for “the 

usual.” So break in 2015 with the cut you’ve always wanted—shorter or 
longer or silver-er—with advice from the pros on how to do it regret-free

Years ago I hit on the haircut that works for me, and now “trying 
something new” feels the same as “making a grave mistake.” So last fall  
I booked an appointment at the most hideously expensive salon I could 
find and asked the colorist to turn my dark brown ’do to silver. The 
chemicals fried the crap out of my scalp. I had to buy special purple 
shampoo to keep the silver from turning puke blond. And at one point,  
a 9-year-old asked me if I was in One Direction. (I’m 33 years old.)  
But it was worth it. Because even if I looked like Halle Berry in X-Men,  

the dye job alleviated my hair boredom, felt pretty punk rock, and, after a few months, 
made me desperately miss the regular brown hair that the follicle gods gave me.— W I L L  W E L C H

BLONDS 
(AND GREENS 
AND SILVERS) 
HAVE MORE 

FUN

  TAME  
      THE  
       MANE 

CREAM
GET IT IF: You’re going 
long and you need a 
product with a little 
more weight to keep 
everything in check.
WE RECOMMEND: 
Bumble and bumble 
Grooming Creme, $29

CLAY
GET IT IF: You want 
an easier, cleaner, 
more natural look 
that doesn’t throw off 
blinding reflections.
WE RECOMMEND: 
American Crew 
Molding Clay, $17

POMADE
GET IT IF: You’re 
ready to join the 
greaser look that’s on 
the comeback trail.
WE RECOMMEND: 
Baxter of California 
Hard Water  
Pomade, $20

O P T I O N  A O P T I O N  B O P T I O N  C

• Sometimes the only thing standing between you 
and a new look is a change in the stuff you put in 
your hair. Let the experimentation begin.

SHINE ON,  

    YOU CRAZY 

FOLLICLES

 MATTE’S   

          B
ACK
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Raise a Glass to 
Champagne That 

Doesn’t Suck
Freaking bubbles. You spent big  

on that famously fancy bottle and all  
you taste is bubbles. Toast better  

with a new wave of small-batch,  
big-taste champagnes you’ll guzzle  

before you can say “L’chaim!”

 Chances are, 
the last time you 
drank champagne 
went something like 
this: You popped  
a bottle, raised your 
glass, took a sip…
then promptly hid 
the flute behind a 
potted plant. Worse 
than that? So did  
all your guests. 
Because, let’s face 
it, champagne— 
even the pricey 
stuff—just tastes  
like sugary bubbles. 
It’s a headache in a 
glass, and you’re not 
wasting valuable 
drinking time on that.

But what if the 
champagne you 
popped at midnight 
was so good you 
were pouring 
seconds by 12:05? 
It’s not as out-there 
as it seems, thanks 
to a new wave  
of wine producers  
who are rejecting 
the mass model  
and making great 
wine that just 
happens to be 
champagne.  
See, while the big 
brands churn out 
oceans of palatable  
consistency—and 
we don’t blame them, 
because it takes a  
lot of wine to fill all 
those G6 minibars— 
more and more, 
smaller vineyards 
are homing in on  
single, tasty years; 
focusing on exclusive 
varietals; and putting 
out batch sizes 
smaller than a run  
of Air Yeezys. These 
are still champagne, 
but they’ve got all  
the same dimensions 
as, well, wine. Some 
are so good you’ll 
want to frame them, 
some so strange 
you’ll swear they’re 
not even wine, but 
none—we promise—
that you’ll ever  
want to ditch behind 
a succulent. 
— C H R I S  C O H E N

OLD GUARD,  
NEW TRICKS
• Maison Jacquesson 
has been making 
champagne for 
200 years but has 
shifted its focus to a 
yearly blend based 
on what tastes best, 
not what it put out 
the year before. It’s 
always different 
but always good. 
The Cuvée 737 
($70) is extremely 
dry but still rich and 
toasty.— C . C .

GO FOR THE  
ROSÉ GOLD
• Christophe 
Mignon’s Rosé Pur 
Meunier ($68) is 
100 percent Pinot 
Meunier, a grape  
that more often  
plays supporting 
actor to Chardonnay 
and Pinot Noir.  
It’s complicated  
and mineral:  
rosé for dinner,  
not the beach.

NEW KID ON  
THE TERROIR
• Cédric Bouchard 
started his label 
in 2000, but he’s 
already among the 
best in the game. 
His wines are a 
single-grape variety, 
grown in one vintage 
on one plot of land. 
Inflorescence  
“Val Vilaine” Blanc 
de Noirs ($75) is 
made from Pinot 
Noir; it’s fruity  
but nowhere even  
close to sweet.
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 >  How to Conquer the 

2015 Culture Monster

THE

N I A R K 1

 • It’s coming at you,  

and it’s coming at  

you fast: a downright 

monstrous onslaught  

of 2015 entertainment.  

Tame the movie-TV- 

book beast with these 

twenty-six objectives
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“Try to care  
about any 2015 
movie other  
than Mad Max. 
(’Cause I  
totally don’t.)” 
— D E V I N 

G O R D O N

• In The Wedding Ringer, Kevin Hart plays  
a best-man-for-hire. To celebrate, we 
Frankensteined this toast from our favorite 
movie weddings.— S T E V E  K N O P P E R

��

Ladies and gentlemen, I’m sorry to drag  

you from your delicious desserts.{1} But when  

my brother asked me to be the best man at  

his wedding, I was like, “Whoa-ho! Of course, 

man!”{2} Today I’m a bit upset, but I’m also  

very, very happy and very, extremely proud  

of you, man.{3} Sometimes you just have to  

step out on faith and believe that what you have 

built together is worth preserving.{4} Other 

times, you think you have true love—and then 

you catch the early flight home from San Diego 

and a couple of nude people jump out of your 

bathroom, blindfolded like a goddamn magic 

show, ready to double-team your girlfriend.{5} 

But seriously! You’re a real 8 out of 10, love— 

I mean that sincerely.{6} Just go easy on each 

other. Don’t whack it up dry. Use some butter 

from the table or something.{7} So, ladies  

and gentlemen, if you’d raise your glasses:  

The adorable couple! {8} Fornication! {9}

“ I S  T H I S  T H I N G O N ? ” 

Raise a Glass to the Worst 
Best-Man Speech Ever

��

Who shouldn’t we be?
“I know a guy who  
is on the prowl.  
He was having a lot  
of bondage and anal  
sex with his doctor.  
We call her Dr. Anal.  
I bet proctologists 
don’t do anal, because 
they think it damages 
your colon. Only  
one way to find out:  
I gotta butt-fuck a 
proctologist tonight.”

Skunk is a rough 
spirit animal.
I have nine animals 
inside of me. And 
I was very excited 
about pulling them—
in my head I think, 
“I’m definitely gonna 
get eagle.” I got a 
chipmunk. I got all 
burrowing small prey.
 
Has it changed your 
self-conception?
I think I’m gonna live 
my life trying to defy 
my inner chipmunk.
 
Have you seen the 
original Gambler?
There’s a lot more 
chest hair in it than the 
one that we made.

• While on set, Brie Larson is pulling from a deck  
of spirit-animal cards. “This morning we got skunk,” 
she says. This month the 25-year-old continues  
her rise, post–21 Jump Street, in a remake of 1974’s  
The Gambler.— Z A C H  B A R O N

How do you deal 
with the violations  
of privacy that  
come along with 
success, like the 
iCloud hacking?
Either you can choose 
to trust yourself and 
trust that the world  
has room to improve 
and become a more 
positive, interesting, 
dynamic place,  
or you can choose  
to be scared and  
not leave the house. 
And we have this 
awesome thing as 
humans that we’re 
able to have that 
choice. I guess I want 
to believe that there’s 
meaning in that.

Bet Big on Brie Larson 
in The Gambler

• Learn from Adult Swim 
vet Eric Andre, who 
plays a Tinder creep 
on FXX’s new comedy 
Man Seeking Woman. 
— F R E D D I E  C A M P I O N

��
Pass Tinder 101

�–��

Make Some Resolutions

• Goals! They  
do a body  
good. So this 
year, after we’re 
done working  
out twice a day 
while getting  
ten hours of  
REM sleep, we  
hereby officially 
resolve to do  
the following.

“Get everyone 
I know addicted 
to Serial, a 
crime podcast 
akin to The 
Killing, so as  
to feel better 
about my  
own addiction.” 
— F . C .

“Spearhead 
the Entourage 
critical revival. 
If it’s not wrong 
or borderline 
impossible, it’s not 
a true New Year’s 
resolution, right?”
— Z A C H  B A R O N

“Plow through 
Richard Price’s 
latest book,  
The Whites. Our 
greatest crime 
writer returns 
after that terrible- 
TV hiatus.”— D . G .

“Limit sequel 
intake so as not 
to get diabetes. 
Pretend Ted 2 
and Paul Blart: 
Mall Cop 2 aren’t  
real. Cave; love 
Magic Mike XXL.” 
— S A R A H  B A L L

“Get amped 
for the 1,245 
superhero 
movies 
scheduled for 
the next ten (!) 
years by  
not seeing a  
single one  
in 2015.”— Z . B .

“Start soaking 
up the new live-
comedy golden 
age: See stand-
up Kyle Kinane 
and variety- 
show duo Jonah 
and Kumail.” 
— J O N  W I L D E

“Pay musicians, 
not streaming 
services,  
and thereby 
be more self-
righteous.” 
— S A M  S C H U B E

“Despite all the 
#TrueDetective 
Season2 
memes, keep 
an open mind 
come summer.” 
— J E N  O R T I Z

“Watch my 
spending. Don’t 
blow $170 to see 
what’s left of the 
Who on tour in 
April. (Wait...it’s 
just $500 for the 
VIP package?!)”
— S T E V E 

K N O P P E R

“Go to a  
fucking movie  
in the theater.  
Any movie.  
Any theater.” 
— J . W . ,  

A . K . A .  “ D A D ”

“Get smarter  
by looking at art. 
MoMA’s The 
Forever Now 
isn’t conceptual 
gobbledygook. It’s 
a survey of dope 
contemporary 
painters.” 
— W I L L  W E L C H

“Get in shape so 
I can carry Chris 
Pratt’s baby after 
the Jurassic 
Park sequel/
reboot, Jurassic 
World.”
— L I N D Y  W E S T

“Cut the cord. 
Kick cable to 
finally end toxic 
relationship 
with cable-news 
assholes.” 
— F R E D D I E 

C A M P I O N

Nailed it!

1,  8  HUGH GRANT  Four Weddings and a Funeral

2 STEVE BUSCEMI  The Wedding Singer

3 OMAR EPPS  The Wood

4 TAYE DIGGS  The Best  Man

5 LUKE WILSON  Old School

6,  9  STEPHEN MERCHANT  I  Give I t  a  Year

7 KEVIN BISHOP  A Few Best  Men
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F I L M  S C H O O L

Let Patton Oswalt 
Program Your 
Netflix Queue

��

• His name is Patton 
Oswalt, and he’s 
addicted to movies. 
Between 1995 
and 1999, Oswalt’s 
vice was a serious 
movie habit—classics, 
not-so-classics, that 
one where Jerry 
Lewis plays a clown 
in Auschwitz—until 
he cleaned himself 
up. In his new memoir, 
Silver Screen Fiend, 
the comedian revisits 
his favorite demons.
— J E N  O R T I Z

Can re-watching a 
movie ever feel like 
the first time?
There are ones I’ve 
really loved at a certain 
point, and then get a 
little older and it’s 
like, Oh, I can’t watch 
this the same way. 
Like Lethal Weapon. 
At first it was, Holy shit,
what a great action 
movie! Now, it’s still 
a really well-made 
movie—but it’s hard 
to get around the Hey, 
this guy’s kind of a 
psychopath thing. He 
fucking straight-up 
murders people, 
and then they’ll just 
play a funny sax solo. 

What’s your movie-
theater etiquette?
One: Cell phones 
off. “But what if I get a 
text from the…?” Then 
don’t go to a movie. 
Two: Everything you 
bring in with you, pick 
it the fuck up and throw 
it away. These people 
are running a movie 
theater. They’re doing 
a nice thing for you. 
Pick your fucking shit 
up and throw it away! 
What are you, 5?!

Three: Don’t 
fucking talk.
Four: If you don’t 
like a movie, leave 
instead of sitting there 
fuming and sighing.
Five: It’s 2015. Going 
to a theater, you’re 
part of a rare breed—
treat each other 
nicely. Either that or 
we should get 
headphone jacks in 
the armrests. Plug 
in and just yak away. 
I’d pay a fucking 
fat premium for that.

Name one movie 
we all gotta 
see before we die. 
I’ll name two: the 
original Bad News 
Bears. If this movie 
came out today, 
the think pieces on 
this movie would 
be endless. And 
the second one is 
Kurosawa’s Ikiru. 
I’m just warning 
people, if you watch 
it, be prepared—
it might end up 
wrecking your life.

How about a 
movie you’d assign 
for homework?
Arthur Penn’s 
Bonnie and Clyde.
A perfect example 
of a film that is art. 
They’ve smuggled 
serious art into 
something 
that is ridiculously 
entertaining.

• Ben Metcalf comes down hard on blackberries. “Cloyingly stupid” 
old fruit, what with “their melodramatic tendency to fall apart and 
bleed to death if not applauded at once.” And yet, to read Metcalf’s 
debut novel—a tale of surviving a Virginia backwater—is to 
revisit that berry’s briar patch. His brambling sentences, virtuosically 
barbed, twist toward the mouth-flood of a Twain-ish joke—one 
so sun-ripe and inky black in its humor, you can’t believe its creator 
is of this (cotton-pickin’) earth.— S A R A H  B A L L

��
G R E AT R E A D S

Taste the New Southern Gothic

• Here’s the thing about movies and TV shows 
set at sea: Even when they’re horrendous—and 
they’re often horrendous—they’re a blast. Black 
Sails, a Starz show about pirates, returns the day 
after Black Sea, a treasure-hunting submarine 
movie, hits theaters. Our scientific inquiry 
into the swashbuckle quotient.— S A M  S C H U B E

P E A K  O C E A N

Choose Your Own
Sea Adventure

�	–��

 K E L S E Y  D A K E

Okay, so: What color 
is the sea?

Black Black

And what are we on? A (fake) old-timey pirate ship A (real) vintage sub

What’s the year? 1715-ish? Smack in 
the middle of the golden 
age of piracy

Right now—smack in 
the middle of the golden 
age of oligopoly

Who’s the first-nameless 
captain played by 
an unexpectedly good-
looking actor?

Flint, ripped straight from 
the pages of Robert 
Louis Stevenson (and 
played by Toby Stephens)

Robinson, a curmudgeonly 
ex–Royal Navy man 
(brought to life by Jude Law)

What about the 
sociopath played by 
Oh Yeah, That Guy?

Tadhg Murphy, of Vikings
miniseries savagery

Ben Mendelsohn, who 
scared our pants off in Animal 
Kingdom and Starred Up

Any executive producers 
with seafaring experience?

Only Pearl Harbor–tested 
Michael Bay

Tessa Ross produced, uh, 
Submarine (not, somehow, 
about submarines)

And what’s the booty? Ill-gotten gold aboard the 
sunken Spanish Urca de Lima

Ill-gotten (Nazi!) gold aboard 
a sunken German U-boat

BLACK SAILS BLACK SEA
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 >  “Does This 
Watch Make Me Look 

Like 
a Dick?”

                                                                                                   

“ S O  I ’ M  W O R K I N G  on this story about 
wearables,” I tell my friend. 

“Werewolves?”
“Wearables.”
“Oh,” he says, disappointed. Which, screw him  

for raising expectations like that. But I understand the 
tepid response. For those living under a rock without  
a broadband connection, a wearable, at its most basic,  
is technology you can wear (duh) that delivers on  
one of two promises: to give you more information about 
yourself or to ease the flow of information coming in.

Maybe. A little. But that’ll change. Because  

all those trendy wearable gadgets—you know, the 

ones that allow you to count your steps and text 

from your wrist—are just the clunky forebears of 

devices that will do everything for us, seamlessly. 

GQ resident geek J O N  W I L D E  investigates the 

watches, techy shirts, and, ahem, penis monitors 

of today and discovers that things are poised  

to get way better—and much, much weirder
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you know the feeling. It’s why I’m not cur-
rently wearing any wearables. It’s also why 
I can’t wait to start.

“Smartwatch” Is a Strong Word

I T ’ S  F A I R  T O  A S K ,  with our pockets 
already home to supercomputers, what 
exactly wearables will do for us. According 
to Astro Teller, the answer is “almost 
everything”—or at least they will even-
tually. Teller is a man of humbling intel-
lect, which is why he’s also director of 
Google[x], a Murderers’ Row of geniuses 
helping the future arrive as fast as pos-
sible. From their fertile brain-loins have 
sprung such technologies as autonomous 
cars and balloons that deliver Internet, 
along with wearables like a contact lens 
able to measure the glucose of diabetics, 
and, yes, Google Glass. 

“Wearables will find all sorts of ways 
to mediate your physical experience,” he 
says, meaning they will become the layer 
between what you hear and see—maybe 
even touch or smell or taste—and what 
your brain perceives. Picture Google Glass 
27-dot-oh displaying tasting notes on the 
wine menu you’re perusing, then logging 
the calories of the 2027 Domaine de la 
Romanée-Conti Grand Cru you splurge on. 
It’s a hypothetical that sounds magical and 

scary. It’s also a giant leap forward from 
this smartwatch on my wrist. 

The smartwatch is the wearable du 
jour, a sidekick device that gives you a new 
way to dip into your data stream without 
touching the metal-and-glass monolith in 
your pocket. I’ve worn a few (though not 
Apple’s, because they’re more secretive 
than the CIA), and I get the allure. 

I developed a routine: I’d put the watch 
on when I got to work and take it o≠ when 
I left. Being able to quickly see whether a  
text or an e-mail is ignorable versus 
three-alarm urgent with a glance at my 
wrist helped keep me focused at work. 
Sometimes I’d use a smartwatch’s voice 
control to reply, but because the dictation is 
so spazzy, I’d have to keep things short and 
simple—no long-winded explanations or 
needless “Thanks!” You could say that I like 
smartwatches because they’re kinda dumb. 

You could also say that most every 
smartwatch feels like a beta unit, glitchy 
and unintuitive. The screens are, by and 
large, obnoxiously bright. Each text, 
e-mail, and weather update is a wrist-
mounted Bat Signal letting everyone know 
that you’re the dude with the magic watch. 

Despite how dorky most of them look,  
there’s reason to think that might change 
soon. The Chronowing smartwatch that HP 
and menswear designer Michael Bastian 
debuted this past fall felt a little half-baked 
on the functionality but looked—crazily 
enough—like a real watch. And recently, 
Humberto Leon and Carol Lim of Opening 
Ceremony teamed with Intel to develop a 
women’s bangle-slash-smartwatch called 
MICA. Leon told me that he and Lim blew 
engineers’ minds with a simple idea: “We 
said, ‘What if we don’t want people to 
notice she’s wearing a wearable?’ ” Dear 
tech companies: Listen to this man.

Press “Start” for Inner Peace

A C T I V I T Y  T R A C K E R S — you know, 
Fitbits and the like—went from mind-
blowing to mundane at warp speed. I’ve 
always felt they deliver numbers for num-
bers’ sake, confusing stats for useful intel 
that might get me to change my ways. But 
they’re showing signs of making that leap 
toward Teller’s great wearable future. Just 
ask Monica Rogati, Jawbone’s VP of Data.

Rogati knows that delivering fitness 
insight, not just useless trivia, requires 
both more information and a squad of 
humans with actuarial tables for brains 
who can parse it into something useful. 
That’s where she and her data-loving team 
come in. Relying on hundreds of thou-
sands of Jawbone users sharing data with 
the company, she’s quantified the e≠ect of 
losing an hour of sleep on how many fewer 

The term is horrible, probably invented by 
the guy who turned “creative” into a noun. 
But as a buzzword, “wearables” is buzzing 
louder than ever as tech companies grope 
for the Next Big Thing™. 

You can’t swing an HDMI cable in a Best 
Buy without hitting a stack of activity-
tracking wristbands. And in just the past 
year, Samsung has flooded the market 
with five smartwatches (as in three more 
than the number of wrists you have), all 
designed to mimic your smartphone’s 
basic functions. As with all of its ground-
breaking product introductions, Apple 
announced the coming of its smartwatch 
months before you can buy it (arrival 
date: a vague “early 2015”) to stoke desire 
and mess with the competition. Fashion 
designers like Ralph Lauren (workout-
tracking shirt, out this spring) and Michael 
Bastian (smartwatch) are in the mix. Factor 
in start-ups pushing wearables for your 
dog, your baby, and your dick and you’ll 
understand why I’ve written this pamphlet 
on the global Illuminati conspiracy to turn  
humanity into cyborg slaves. 

I kid about the enslaved-humans thing. 
But I’m serious about my skepticism. I 
su≠er from a modern existential angst: 
I love new gadgets, and I also worry that 
my life’s being overrun—or maybe just 
straight-up run—by technology. Perhaps 

• The wide world of wearables (clockwise from top left): Jawbone’s all-knowing UP3 activity tracker; 
Google Glass (in sky blue); the Garmin vívosmart, an activity tracker with smartwatch notifications  
built in; the enlightening InteraXon Muse headband.
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to free me from the e≠ects of technology. 
Muse has made meditation into a game, 
and I am going to win the hell out of it.  
 
The Future Is Now(-ish)! 

W E A R A B L E S ,  R I G H T  N O W ,  are hit-
ting puberty. They’re gawky and zitty and 
trip over themselves, but if you look hard 
enough, you can glimpse what they’ll be 
when they grow up. Unless you’re Astro 
Teller, who knows exactly where wearables 
are headed. “They will become our interac-
tion with the world,” he says.

Teller speaks grandiosely about the 
ambitions of Google Glass, a type of 
product he firmly believes will inevitably 
become ubiquitous. From the vantage of 
pure robot logic, mounting the controls 
and the screen on your head makes too 
much sense. Texts and e-mails float in front 
of your face; replying—or searching, or tak-
ing a photo—only takes a few words, not a 
tug from your jeans pocket and a flurry of 
taps. “Glass aspires to merging your digital 
self and your physical self so you can just 
live your life,” he says. It’s an idyllic con-
cept that makes my techno-angst flare up, 
what with its tautological belief that we 
can eradicate the stresses and demands of 
technology with more technology. 

Then Teller starts prognosticating, and 
I find myself nodding in awe and wonder. 
“We will wear things to express to the 
world who we are and what we need,” he 
says. He gives an example of walking up 
to an espresso machine that automatically 
knows, thanks to your body-monitoring 
wearable, how much to pour to keep your 
brain revved up. Then he gets into the 
hard stu≠: cyborg upgrades. “There’s a lot 
of evidence that you can create a tiny bit 
of heat against the back of your hand and 
train people to unconsciously have a per-
fect sense of direction—you can’t tell why 
you know which way is north, but you’ll 
know,” he says. “Technology can give your 
body this new capability.” 

Which raises the yeah-but question: Is 
that a good thing? It’s easy to let your brain 
veer toward some dystopian future, espe-
cially considering the uneasy relationship 
we already have with the time-suck smart-
phones in our pockets. But maybe it’ll be 
amazing. The way Teller sees it, wearables 
mean we stop being aware of technology 
and start letting it flow through our lives 
seamlessly. We’ll be jacked into the main-
frame, with ScarJo’s disembodied lips purr-
ing whatever information we need into our 
ears the moment we need it. If that’s the 
case—if wearables really can become the 
un-technology, freeing us up to experi-
ence the world instead of burying our faces 
in screens? Then I’ll be the 60-year-old 

steps users take the next day. She’s seen 
how women average twenty more minutes 
of sleep per night than men—and she’s 
used her vast data pool to drill down fur-
ther. “Is it di≠erent if people live in cities 
or in the country? In China or in the U.S.?” 
asks Rogati—and she could easily find out. 

The first wave of activity trackers have 
been basic: centered around steps, a bor-
derline-useless metric, and sleep, which 
they couldn’t measure particularly accu-
rately. But the hardware is improving. The 
just-released Jawbone UP3 claims to track 
heart rate and skin temperature—and after 
promised updates, hydration. It should be 
able to tell the di≠erence between light, 
deep, and REM sleep. Which means Rogati 
and her crew will be able to connect more 
dots and invest that insight in the feedback 
the Jawbone app gives us. 

And I admit, I’m intrigued. I’ve bailed 
on every activity tracker I’ve ever tested. 
Counting steps makes me feel like a sub-
urban mom in ankle weights fast-walking 
the mall. A smarter activity tracker paired 
with smarter people behind the scenes 
crunching numbers might actually help 
me shed the extra fifteen pounds I’ve car-
ried since college. But in the meantime, I 
have grander ambitions: inner peace. 

Of all the products I tested, I’m most 
hooked on the InteraXon Muse, an EEG 
device that teaches us non-Buddhists to 
attain focused serenity, all for the low, low 
price of $299, plus shipping and handling. 
It’s a semicircle of rubber and plastic that 
spans my forehead and hooks over my 
ears, making me look like a caveman try-
ing on headphones. Pressed to my skin are 
seven sensors, each measuring my brain 
waves, which are wirelessly beamed to 
my iPad, interpreted by an app, and then 
transmogrified into a soundscape (deliv-
ered via headphones) that changes depend-
ing on how well I keep my brain engaged. 

Basically, Muse’s app wants me to 
meditate. I’m supposed to focus intently 
on my breathing, and nothing else. But 
things veer from transcendental to techy: 
While meditating I hear a virtual tide gen-
tly lapping at my virtual feet. If my brain 
wanders, howling wind kicks up. And if I 
somehow, miraculously, think myself into a 
prolonged period of focus, a tiny little bird 
lands nearby and sings its heart out. Except 
that bird has only dropped by once, on my 
first go-round; right now I’m birdless and 
psyched out. I want that winged validation 
so badly that the instant I hear peaceful 
lapping, I think THIS IS IT. BIRD TIME. At 
which point the app goes all Perfect Storm. 
I haven’t heard the bird in a week now, 
but I’m getting better at finding my peace-
ful place with every try. Ironically, the 
wearable I love most is the one designed 

Track Your Foot!
< Sensoria’s 
Fitness Socks 
($199) not only  
log steps and 
speed but can 
actually give you 
feedback on your 
running form—
say, if you pronate 
too much or you 
run like an ostrich.

Track Your Baby!
< The $299 
Sproutling  
swears it can track 
sleep, predict 
when your infant 
will wake up, and  
even guess at 
what kind of mood  
he’ll be in when  
he does. (Hint:  
boob-hungry.)

Track Your Dick! 
> What good is 

having a boner if 
you can’t quantify 

its power, bro? The 
Bondara SexFit 
(out late 2015) is  

a cock ring able to 
tally your thrusts 

per minute, which 
will totally impress 

her, man.  

Track Your Dog!
> Strap Whistle 

($99) onto Fido’s 
collar and it’ll 

send updates to 
your phone that 

let you know how 
active he is, how 

often he walks, and 
when he’s resting. 
Alternatively, you 

can look down. 

Put an Activity 
Tracker on It!
First they came for our wrists, 
and we said nothing. Then  
they came for our dongs.— J .W. 

waiting in line to get my HandCompass™ 
mod, telling all the young punks around 
me about how much navigation on the  
first smartwatches suuuuuucked. 

jon wilde is a gq articles editor.
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David appeal. But the front-to-back pat-
tern is a Greek-mythology horror show: 
half-bald, half-haired, a look of equal parts 
pathos and comedy, the aesthetic of peder-
asts and clown wigs. 

I tried minoxidil, which seemed to slow 
the loss. For a time I experimented with the 
shaved look, but Cassandra said the bald 
me looked less like a military badass and 
more like a Jewish accountant. So I grew 
my hair back, pushing it down and to the 
sides to cover the baldness up front. I was 
starting to resemble Gollum, but with a 
clump of hair holding on to the very front of 
my hairline. One day, the woman who cuts 
my hair blurted out that I should get hair-
transplant surgery. This blurting continued 
for the next two years.

Most people have an inner compass 
they consult when making big decisions. 
I do not. I focus-group. I focus-grouped 
my baby’s name, job decisions, and the 
beginning of this article. So I started to tell 
people that I was considering hair surgery. 
And I found that, nearly universally, men 
were cool with it. A few guys confessed to 
having had the surgery themselves; others 
wanted details because they were thinking 
about it. The normal-haired were equally 
nonjudgmental. Even my dad—whom I was 
the most nervous to confess to, since he’s 
even less vain than I am and, at 74, has a 
full head of barely gray hair—was fine with 
it. In fact, too fine. 

“I had it in the back of my mind to talk 
to you about it,” he said. “I don’t think it’s 
stupid at all.” Since part of my living comes 
from selling movie and sitcom scripts, he 
thought it was almost necessary. “This isn’t a 
group of philosophers discussing Descartes. 
This is a low-intellectual industry. You 
have to look the part.” I felt much better 
about my hair decision and much, much  
worse about my career.

So when a friend too joyously pointed out 
that I was losing my thick dark hair, I didn’t 
much care. In fact, I was glad it thinned out 
enough so it stayed down instead of stick-
ing up in embarrassing ways. I was already 
living with Cassandra, who would become 
my lovely wife a couple of years later. I could 
lose my hair, my nose, and my cheekbones 
and it wouldn’t a≠ect my life at all. 

What I soon realized, though, was that  
I wasn’t just balding. I was balding in a 
particularly bad way: from the front, in 
a backward march to the top of my head. 
Balding from the crown, if you’re of aver-
age height or taller, is mostly invisible. A 
fade from the temples has a certain cool 
villainy. The back fringe isn’t great, but 
at least it has a monkish, academic, Larry 
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I ’ V E  N E V E R  T H O U G H T  of myself as vain. That’s because I’ve never 
had anything to be vain about. I was an uncoordinated, awkward, 

plain, soft kid who was smart enough to figure out that my corporeal being 
wasn’t worth investing in. Much of my clothing is not from the past decade 
but from the one before it. I don’t use any hair product, a category that for  
me includes not just pomade and wax but also combs and brushes.

 >  The Great 
Anti-Baldness   

• The Bad-Hair Club for Men: from left, 
Socrates, Bozo the Clown, Gollum,  
and Larry David. The author’s situation  
wasn’t quite so dire—yet. 
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an o∞ce that looked less like a place to talk 
about cutting into my head and more about 
upgrading me to a suite based on my high-
stakes gambling. When I told her I was wor-
ried that having surgery would make me 
vain, she said, “It’s not vanity. It’s identity,” 
which made sense for about twelve seconds. 
Then she started talking about my “tuft,” 
which made a lot more sense. “Usually, the 
tuft stays,” she said, touching the small cir-
cle of hair, just above my forehead, that was 
holding strong while every hair around it 
was disappearing. Whether it was vanity or 
identity, I did not want a tuft.

Her next move was the equivalent of a 
vacuum salesman throwing dirt on my car-
pet: She ran a microscope camera through 
my scalp, displaying the image on a giant 
monitor. The hair on the back of my head 
was an army of thick, sturdy soldiers in per-
fect formation, while the front looked like 
the Iraqi army scattered after a firefight 
with rebels. The good news, she said, is that 
all that thick surplus hair in the back that 
made my balding pattern so weirdly uneven 
also meant I was an excellent candidate for 

surgery. She explained the procedure: The 
doctor would simply uproot hair from the 
“donor” part and replant it in the bald spots. 
It takes half a day, and I’d be able to watch 
TV during the surgery. 

Having concluded her very e≠ective pitch, 
the saleswoman called in Edwin Suddleson, 
M.D., to examine me. Dr. Suddleson is a 
charming, laid-back surgeon who operated 
on cancer patients for twelve years before 
tiring of the sadness and long hours. He rec-
ommended moving 1,600 grafts of skin with 
varying numbers of hairs attached from the 
back of my head to the deforested patch in 
my front. This would be much less dense 
than healthy hair, but by spacing the grafts 
out in the front, Dr. Suddleson said, he’d cre-
ate the illusion of normal thickness. And he’d 
place these crucial transplanted hairs behind 
my hairline so it wouldn’t look weird, since 
even non-balding men don’t retain their orig-
inal hairline. (This is why some guys who get 
a hair transplant when they’re young wind 
up having that weird fake-looking hairline 
when their hair recedes and the transplanted 
sprouts stubbornly stay put.) 

Women, though, were nearly uniformly 
hostile to the idea. “Are you fucking kidding 
me?” my mom yelled. “Are you that vain? Oy 
yi yi. Of course this wouldn’t have happened 
if you didn’t move to L.A. L.A. has crazy val-
ues. Crazy, crazy. I don’t want you to become 
one of these shallow L.A. people.”

Almost every woman I polled thought 
hair surgery was vain, dishonest, girlie, 
and unappealing. The one exception was 
Cassandra. She thought I should go for it. 
Mostly so I’d shut up about my hair, but also 
because she thought I’d look better.

Ours is a marriage based on honesty and 
shallowness.

I  D E C I D E D  T O  G E T  a consultation at 
Bosley, America’s biggest surgical “hair res-
toration” company, with seventy-one loca-
tions nationwide. Instead of wasting money 
on infomercial production values, Bosley 
apparently sinks it all into swanky o∞ces. 
After I stepped o≠ the elevator onto the 
penthouse floor of the company’s Beverly 
Hills location, a very attractive woman led 
me past a bust of Dr. L. Lee Bosley and into 
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“Hair plugs.” Sounds disgusting, right? 

But call it transplant surgery and it starts 

to seem a little more palatable, or at least 

like something you could do in secret 

while supposedly taking the morning off 

to wait for the cable guy. J O E L  S T E I N  goes 

under the knife and finds that today’s 

versions of your weird uncle’s creepy 

plugs are a lot less creepy than ever—in 

fact, they’re worth every dime 

G Q I N T E L L I G E N C E G R O O M I N G

  Experiment 
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“One of the joys of being born with a dick 
is that aging boosts your position in soci-
ety, as opposed to those of us with a vagina, 
who have to fight for relevance once our  
outsides betray us. I think that’s why 
women find things like this so unattrac-
tive. We want you to embrace your power 
instead of succumbing.”

She was totally right. And since I had 
less than twelve hours until my surgery, 
I decided to embrace my own power by 
totally freaking out. I had that 
fight-or-flight adrenaline spike 
that reduces your peripheral 
vision and makes everything 
super-focused. I didn’t want to be 
known as a guy with bad plugs. 
My freak-out was so intense and 
annoying that Cassandra sug-
gested I call and postpone. 

Before I did that, though,  
I Googled “celebrity hair trans-
plant.” I saw old photos of Joel 
McHale and newer photos of Joel McHale. 
I’m not saying that Joel McHale had a 
hair transplant, but millions of people 
who use the Internet sure as hell are. And 
Cassandra has a crush on Joel McHale. 
Not Old Joel McHale. New Joel McHale.  
I calmed down. No one, I realized, was actu-
ally going to think of me as Hair-Plug Guy. 

One of the joys of being born with a dick is 
that you can do whatever the hell you want 
and no one really cares.

W H E N  I  A R R I V E D  A T  the Bosley o∞ces 
at 7 a.m., I told Dr. Suddleson about my 
meltdown the night before. “Was the 
phone in your hand?” he said, smiling.  
I was obviously not the first patient to tell 
him this story. Then he combed the front of 
my hair forward so it looked like long, dark 
lines of hair separated by streaks of scalp. 
“Well, you can’t go on living like this.”

A half hour later, I was in a hospital gown, 
with my tuft tied into little tiny tufts with 
rubber bands, creating the first hairstyle 
more nauseating than the rattail. I went to 
have my surgery in a beautiful corner o∞ce, 
looking down at a McLaren dealership, 
picking out DVDs to watch, drinking herbal 
tea. I was feeling very L.A. and, despite what 
my mom said, very good about it. To numb 
my skull, a nurse named Jennifer gave me 
about a dozen injections in a straight line 
across the back of my head. As she worked, 
she applied a vibrator to distract me from 
the pain of each shot, emasculating me even 
more. I barely felt the needle. 

Dr. Suddleson asked me what kind of 
music I liked, and we settled on classical. 
Soon the only other sound in the room 
was the crisp, crunching sound of some-
one cutting my scalp. “Now you know how 
Custer felt,” Dr. Suddleson said. In less 
than fifteen minutes, he had stitched up 
the wound, connecting the two pieces of 
skin and making the missing inch of scalp  
disappear. I saw no blood. 

Three people wearing scrubs and 
shower caps filed into the room. They 
looked like they’d just punched in for 
a shift at the Foxconn factory. While  
I worked on my laptop, they used scalpels 
and microscopes to slice the scalped strip 
of hair into individual grafts. 

About 200 of the grafts had just one 
hair, which Dr. Suddleson would carefully 
implant right along my hairline, since 
that’s where the hair is naturally thinnest. 
But most grafts shoot out two to four hairs. 
So the remaining 1,400 would be placed 
behind my hairline, where they could 
sprout in di≠erent directions. Dr. Suddleson 

Hair surgeons charge by the hair, more 
or less. Which seemed weirdly specific 
and unmedical. But the really upset-
ting thing was that it costs way more 
than I’d expected. Though there’s some 
kind of bulk-discount sliding scale, my 
1,600 grafts would cost $11,000. And, Dr. 
Suddleson said, depending on how much 
of a perfectionist I am and how much 
more of my current hair falls out, I’m 
probably going to want another $11,000 
operation in about two years. (About  
30 percent of his patients come back for 
round two.) This was indeed vanity. A 
level of vanity that said I cared about my 
hair as much as a new car. 

When I got home, I showed Cassandra 
the close-up photos of my scalp, and 
she looked pretty grossed out. “Whoa! 
That is scary. It’s worse than I thought,” 
she said. This was an even better sales 
technique than the microscope camera.  
I scheduled the operation.

The night before the surgery, I told my 
friend Claire about it. She said she needed 
to meet with me immediately and stage a 
plastic-surgery intervention. “Hair plugs 
are shorthand for ‘not cool,’ ” she pleaded. 
“You’re going to get pelted by food in the 
cafeteria.” And then she made it clear why 
most women object to this whole idea: 
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• A half hour later, I was in a 
hospital gown, with my tuft tied 
into little tiny tufts with rubber 

bands, creating the first hairstyle 
more nauseating than the rattail. 
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Sheedy in The Breakfast Club. 
He said that the hairs had 
taken root and I didn’t have 
to worry about being gentle 
anymore. He removed the 
stitches from the back of my 
head, and that night I felt 
nothing when I lay my head 
on the pillow. It was, by far, 
the easiest medical procedure 
I have ever been through. 

The major downside was 
that I wouldn’t see any mean-
ingful results for six months, 
and full results for more than 

a year, since my transplanted hairs would 
die and the new roots would be dormant 
for at least three months. I would have to 
wait for my Chia Pet head to grow.

A N D  F O R  T H O S E  first six months,  
I felt wholly unchanged. But a few weeks 
later, Cassandra was pretty sure she saw 
improvement. My dad said the same thing. 
Someone I hadn’t seen in a while compli-
mented my “haircut.” By month eight,  
I was shocked when Cassandra declared 
me “cured.” Though we didn’t have sex 
more often, I’m pretty sure she looked at 
me more when we did. 

Finally, by month nine, I could see it, 
too. The front of my head looked not lush 
but decidedly unshiny. It was kind of like 
magic—just from sitting in a chair for a 

few hours, I suddenly had my hair back. 
I became a hair-surgery evangelist, my 
enthusiasm and results accidentally per-
suading Claire’s husband to look into it 
himself. My mom suddenly denied ever 
being against the procedure: “It filled in 
really beautifully. It looks natural.” She 
even admitted that I didn’t look “too L.A.” 

I went to see Dr. Suddleson, who seemed 
very pleased with his work, about 80 per-
cent of which he said had grown in. The 
hair, he said, comes in a tiny bit kinky at 
first and takes eighteen months to flatten 
out. He said I should wait that long 
before deciding to get a second proce-
dure, which would give me about half the  
improvement of the first one. He was 
pretty sure I’d be back. 

I am, too. It’s not that people treat me 
any di≠erently, but I feel better anyway. 
I finally understand what women mean 
when they say they’re wearing makeup 
or getting a boob job for themselves and 
not for male attention. It’s like the zits 
in high school that other people won’t 
notice: You’re still walking around with 
anxiety that they might. I have the relief 
of once again not thinking about my 
hair. I am, once again, a guy who doesn’t  
think of himself as vain.  

joel stein’s first book, Man Made:  
A Stupid Quest for Masculinity, was not  
a New York Times best-seller. 

was precise: He had harvested exactly 1,617 
grafts. And he was going to transplant the 
extra seventeen for free.

Jennifer and her vibrator numbed up 
the front of my head. Then Dr. Suddleson 
returned, scalpel in hand. He sliced 1,617 
slits in di≠erent angles into my head, 
rapid fire, taking less than twenty minutes  
(an assistant counted by ten aloud), chat-
ting the whole time. 

After he left, the Foxconn employees 
approached my head from both sides, 
using jeweler’s forceps to place the indi-
vidual grafts into the holes the doctor had 
made. As they worked, I watched three 
episodes of The Wire on my laptop, focus-
ing less on the corruption in Baltimore 
and more on which actors might have  
had hair surgery.

At 2:30 p.m., Dr. Suddleson and the 
vibrator nurse placed a baseball cap loosely 
on my head, handed me a leather case 
full of recovery materials, told me to treat 
my scalp gently for the next week as the 
hairs took root, and sent me home. Inside 
the case were bottles of Vicodin, Motrin, 
Ambien, and antibiotics; a spray bottle of 
blue copper peptide; and gauze saturated 
with the same stu≠, which I was supposed 
to apply to my head nearly constantly over 
the next seven days to speed my recovery. 
The peptide was also in the shampoo they 
gave me, which I carefully patted into my 
hair and rinsed in the shower with low-
pressure water for the next seven days. 

I never took the Vicodin. Or the Ambien 
or even the Motrin. I felt the incision in the 
back of my head when I went to sleep, but 
other than that, it was almost like noth-
ing had happened. I wore the baseball 
cap everywhere, because there were 1,617 
disgusting scabs on my scalp, but the few 
times I did take it o≠, no one seemed to 
notice. If people aren’t noticing a thousand 
scabs, I started to realize, they might not 
have noticed my balding, either. 

A week later, I returned to Bosley, and 
Dr. Suddleson ran his hand violently 
through my hair, causing a rainstorm of 
red scabs, like a horror version of Ally 
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Then
Nearly a half century of 

modern medicine treated 
pates like putty, implanting 

hair plugs the width  
of pencil erasers in the 

wrong directions, twisting 
hair-bearing flaps of scalp 

around to the front, or 
literally cutting out the bald 
spots and sewing together 

what was left. 

Now
Surgeons transplant 

naturally occurring groups 
of hair, gland, and skin from 

the back of the head into 
places they would naturally 

occur if it weren’t for 
nature’s cruelty. This was 
mainstream by the turn  
of the millennium; now 

robots have begun to help 
out with the extractions.

Next
In a dream of post-Dolly-

the-sheep hair restoration, 
stem cells from a few  

hair follicles (maybe even 
those belonging  

to someone more gifted—
Tom Selleck, say) could  

be multiplied in a petri dish 
and then implanted or  

even injected into a thirsty 
scalp.— S O R A Y A  K I N G 

The Creepy Past, Robotic  
Present, and Sci-Fi Future of  

Pulling Your Hair Out  
(and Putting It Back Someplace Else) 
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• The author, at left, before his hair transplant. Fifteen months 
post-op, that’s him on the right, too. 
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⟶ M O u n ta i n - B i k i n g ,

⟶ We have a theory that   C H r i s  H e m s w O r t H   
is Hollywood’s leading man, literally. Maybe it’s his 
Australian-ness. Maybe it’s his hobbies (surfing, boxing). 
Maybe it’s that he plays a Norse god, complete with 
godlike biceps. So we put him through a barrage of 
questions and challenges designed to ascertain exactly 
how manly Hemsworth really is. And it turns out 
we were right—but not for all the reasons we thought 

jacket $4,790 

Tom Ford

+

crewneck $990 

jeans $570 

and belt 

Tom Ford

shoes 

Alden

by
Dav i d
K at z

http://gq.com


ollywood  
likes to build up its leading men as paragons of badass virility. But let’s be 
honest: Playing manly and being manly are hardly the same thing. We’ve 
seen Johnny Depp infiltrate the Mafia and handle a tommy gun, but I 
wouldn’t trust the guy to jump my car. And then you have Chris Hemsworth. 

We all know the Flaxen-Haired One came to fame as a stoic alpha-
god in Thor. Even in his artistic breakout—in Rush—he was a hard- 
drinking, model-shagging Formula One racer. And with a packed slate of 
starring roles in 2015, from playing the world’s toughest hacker in this 
month’s Blackhat to reprising his role as the God of Hair and Hammer in 
Avengers: Age of Ultron this May, Hemsworth isn’t letting o≠ the gas. 
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But he might be more rugged in real life. He grew up scrap-
ping with two brothers (the actors Liam, younger, and Luke, elder) 
and guided by a father who once raced motorbikes and wrangled 
bu≠alo. He surfs and boxes and knows Muay Thai. Plus he’s from 
Australia, birthplace of Paul Hogan and a billion deadly animals 
and a version of football that makes ours look like a cuddle puddle.

And so we wondered, is Hemsworth the rare Hollywood leading 
man who is actually more robust, more manly in reality than the 
characters he plays? That’s why, when I meet him in Los Angeles, 
I arrive armed with the JUST HOW MANLY ARE YOU, CHRIS 
HEMSWORTH, QUIZ-CHALLENGE ™, a series of questions and 
physical trials that Hemsworth has no clue he’s about to be put 
through. Let’s begin.

1. What’s your favorite manly hobby?  
Please demonstrate
Hemsworth is an outdoorsy guy. Normally he’d be out surfing—and 
I’d ask to tag along for this piece—but since the Malibu coastline 
is glass-flat this week, he has another suggestion: What if we go 
mountain biking instead?

This is an excellent idea that frightens the hell out of me. I realize 
that mountain biking with Thor is a good story, one that very possi-
bly ends with “…and that’s how Chris Hemsworth set my shattered 
fibula.” Nevertheless, I meet Hemsworth at 8:30 a.m. on a Saturday 
at his friend Matt’s place so we can borrow some bikes. 

It’s nice—a large wood-and-stone house in Pacific Palisades. 
Hemsworth greets me enthusiastically at the door like I’m a 
friend: casual, quick to laugh, welcoming. Australian, basically. 
He fills the doorway. I had hoped he’d be one of these made-by-
Marvel guys who come out of a six-month gym overhaul jacked 
for the camera, only to deflate to human size afterward (until the 
sequel, anyway). But I can see why six-foot-three Hemsworth, 
even in sneakers, shorts, and a loose white V-neck, was tapped  
to play a Norse god.

I follow Hemsworth inside, through the living room, into 
the kitchen, and it’s only then that I realize I’m standing in 
Matt Damon’s house. The giveaway is Matt Damon, perched on 
a countertop in his kitchen, sipping co≠ee as his family buzzes 
around. Despite the thirteen-year age di≠erence, Hemsworth and 
Damon are tight—like, annual-family-trip-to-Costa-Rica tight. 
“We became friends around the time I started to work, and I’ve 
really benefited from watching how he handles himself,” says 
Hemsworth. “Matt’s just a normal guy who has the movie-star 
thing figured out.” And now Matt is our bike guy.

Damon leads us out to the garage and starts gearing us up—
checking brakes, squeezing tires, inspecting helmets for structural 
integrity. When I mention I forgot my shades, Damon bounds 
upstairs and comes back with two pairs, just so I have options. 
When I voice my fears about keeping up with Hemsworth, he 
tells me not to worry. “I’m not sending you guys on anything too 
crazy,” he says. “Obviously, be a little careful up there. I broke 
my clavicle on the same trail a few months ago.” Thanks for the  
reassurance, Matt Damon.

2. So, Chris Hemsworth: What’s the coolest 
scar you’ve got and how’d you get it?
He ticks o≠ a few from a life spent surfing, dirt biking, and rough-
housing with his brothers. “All pretty boring,” says Hemsworth 
with manly modesty. Then he remembers one that’s not so boring, 
flipping over his left palm. “See this tiny little scar?” he asks, grin-
ning. “I got this when I was 6 or 7, living in the Northern Territory.” 

Hemsworth spent most of his childhood in Melbourne, where 
his mom taught school and his dad worked in child-protection 
services. But on a couple of separate occasions, his father moved 
the whole family up to the Northern 

The Clothes That  
Make the Manliness
⟶ To understand the appeal of these clothes, it helps to 
think back to (or just Google) the 1970s. Specifically, guys 
like Robert Redford and Richard Roundtree. Guys who wore 
their hair a little longer and their clothes a little tighter (and 
whose names begin with the letter R). They were men in 
charge of their own sex appeal. That look—the macho look—
has always been cool, but it hasn’t always been in fashion, ya 
know? Well, now that swaggering spirit is definitely back  
in fashion. To get it, you just need denim (sometimes pants, 
sometimes shirts), leather (sometimes jackets, sometimes 
boots), and a big ol’ honkin’ belt buckle. Why? Because it 
draws a little extra attention to your manliness.

vest $825 

Giorgio Armani

+

pants $3,175 (for suit) 

Giorgio Armani

shirt $195  

Armani Jeans

belt 

John Varvatos

watch 

Panerai

(text continued on page 48)
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jacket $1,295 

Polo Ralph Lauren

+

shirt $295 

jeans $145 

Polo Ralph Lauren

vintage boots 

The Frye Company 

socks 

Wigwam
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shirt $325 

Burberry London

+

khakis $195 

Burberry Brit

belt 

John Varvatos

vintage boots 

The Frye Company

sunglasses 

Valley Eyewear
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Territory—the Outback—so he could work the cattle ranches,  
culling bu≠alo from grazing land. “It was a way for the family to 
save money,” says Hemsworth, who went to a largely Aboriginal 
school. “Remote as you can get, the nearest town a five- or six-
hour drive over dirt roads.”

On one such sojourn, young Hemsworth decided to buy a knife. 
A big knife. An unnecessarily, absurdly large knife. “I remember 
the sales guy asking, ‘Well, what’re you gonna use that for?’ I said, 
‘Fishing?’ And that was the security test. Later, I went snorkeling 
in this swimming hole. Thought I stabbed a fish, but I stabbed 
myself in the hand instead. I still have a vivid memory of what 
that felt like. It wasn’t alarmingly bad, but it was like, ‘Oh, wow. 
I’ve just done something here.’ ”

3. What was the last thing you did that 
scared the hell out of you?
Having a family, Hemsworth says. Though he doesn’t mean settling 
down. That part, getting hitched four years ago to Spanish actress 
Elsa Pataky (of the Fast & Furious franchise), held no anxiety. He’d 
already exorcised the playboy shenanigans from his system, he says. 
“The fame, the parties, the women—I did that stu≠ back home, 
when I was on the show,” Hemsworth explains, referring to his three 
years on the Aussie soap Home and Away. It’s huge there: been on 
for twenty-seven years, launched the careers of Heath Ledger and 
Naomi Watts. “I got away with a lot more over there,” he says. “Then 
I came here”—to film 2010’s Ca$h—“and sort of started over.” 

A shared dialect coach introduced Hemsworth to Pataky; nine 
months later, he popped the question, sort of. “We did it all back-
wards—agreed to get married before I actually proposed.” So even 

that part wasn’t scary. Having kids, though—he has a 
2½-year-old daughter and 9-month-old twins—that 
scared him. “Just not screwing it up,” he says, revealing 
the first sign of being a good father: worrying about 
whether you’re a good father.

4. How quickly can you change  
a diaper?
“I’m good, man. Depends on how messy it is. 
Sometimes you gotta give ’em a hose-down.”

5. Is it manly to be followed by Matt 
Damon driving an electric car?
We’re two minutes into the bike ride, with Damon in 
his Tesla sedan leading us to the trailhead, driving 
silently alongside as we pedal. He leans his head out 
the window. “You guys bring water? I totally forgot to 
get you some water.”

 “I would have been okay if you hadn’t said water,” 
replies Hemsworth. “Now I’m dying of thirst.” We arrive 
at Will Rogers State Historic Park, and Hemsworth 
thanks Damon for the navigation. “If we’re not back at 
your place in two hours, call the paramedics,” he says.

We start up the trail. Quickly I realize that I’d been 
so worried about wiping out going downhill that I 
forgot to prepare for collapsing on an uphill. We’re 
facing a big climb. I know I’m in trouble when I look 
to my right and see Hemsworth is already sweating. 
Nothing “too crazy,” my ass.

6. Who would win in a fight:  
you or a kangaroo?
Hemsworth is keenly aware that his bio—the bush life, 
the surfing, the bu≠alo-hunting dad—make his upbring-
ing sound “like I tick every box on the Crocodile Dundee 
form.” He thinks it makes him seem more macho than 
he really is. That said: “Kangaroo. Absolutely. It would 

kick you in the face. A lot. They lean back on their tails and double-
kick. That’s how they fight each other in the wild.”

7. What’s the craziest thing you’ve ever  
done to get into character?
He’s not a Method guy. His philosophy, cribbed from Anthony 
Hopkins on the set of Thor, is “Don’t bring it home. Don’t even 
bring it to the makeup trailer.” That’s not to say he hasn’t endured 
some intense physical prep, most recently limiting himself to 500 
calories a day on the set of Ron Howard’s upcoming whaling saga, 
In the Heart of the Sea, to achieve that emaciated castaway look. But 
the craziest thing Hemsworth’s done to get into character was sit in 
Michael Mann’s o∞ce and learn to type. For ten weeks. 

It was for this month’s Blackhat, a cyber-crime thriller directed 
by Mann. Hemsworth plays the most ripped, ass-kicking-est hacker 
since, well, ever, released from jail in order to help the FBI track 
down a cyber-sociopath. Mann enlisted a UCLA-based hacking 
expert to show Hemsworth how to code. First, though, the expert 
had to teach him to type, since Hemsworth was strictly a hunt-and-
peck guy. “It reminded me of being back in school,” he says. He hated 
school. “But it was Mann’s suggestion, so I wasn’t going to not do it.” 

8. When’s the last time you used a hammer 
from this earthly realm?
“Two or three weeks ago,” says Hemsworth. “I repaired a little tree 
house.” This was for his daughter, on the grounds of their new 
home: a reported $7 million eight-bedroom seaside estate overlook-
ing the Brita-clear waters of Byron Bay, on Australia’s east coast. 
That’s where Hemsworth tightened gaps 
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jacket $3,495 

Ermenegildo Zegna

+

t-shirt $168 

belt and boots 

John Varvatos

jeans $345 

3x1 

watch 

Montblanc

necklace and rings 

(throughout), his own

where to buy it?  

go to gq.com/go 

/fashiondirectories
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vest $1,320 

Prada

+

shirt $900 

jacket $2,235 

jeans $800 

Prada

belt 

Etiqueta Negra

bracelet 

George Frost
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T h e  N ew Standa rd s   
 N i c h o l a s  A l a n  c o p e

⟶ When we make our 2015 time capsule, 
these are the six pieces of clothing 
going inside. Together, they represent 
The Way We Dress Now—or at least the 
way we should be dressing, as we work 
on becoming our most CONFIDENT, 
stylish selves. The theme that unites 
them is simple enough: Each is an old 
road-tested classic with a subtle—
and kinda devilish—twist
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01
№

JEANS 
DESTROYED 
JUST FOR 
YOU
Distressed jeans 
are back in style 
(way back), but 
they don’t work if 
every tear looks 
robot-made. These 
beauties justify 
their price by being 
ripped, torn, and 
otherwise mutilated 
by hand, so no two 
pairs are alike. 

jeans $310 

Ron Herman Denim

02
№

THE SHELBY 
COBRA  
OF JACKETS
Clothes, like cars, 
tend to depreciate 
in value—unless 
what you buy 
becomes a classic. 
Your future 
grandson would 
probably love to 
inherit this rugged-
on-the-outside 
and soft-on-the-
inside shearling 
jacket that’s fast 
becoming a symbol 
of this new manlier 
style era. But we 
also suspect you  
can sell it in forty 
years and make  
all your money 
back. So hey, it’s 
basically free.

jacket $4,895 

Bally
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THE 
BACKPACK 
OF THE 
GODS
Sure, you could go 
cheaper. You could 
find a backpack 
without that 
decadent pebble-
grain leather, a 
knapsack without 
the oversize fetish-
grade zipper, a 
book bag built for 
carrying actual 
books (as opposed 
to the deed to your 
third home). In 
fact, any handsome 
leather bag can  
be godlike. But the 
one that’s really 
immortal is this 
one, by Tom Ford.

backpack $3,220 

Tom Ford

03
№
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belts, from $100 to $165 

Will Leather Goods

04
№ BELTS THAT 

DRAW A 
BEAD ON 
SANTA FE
With hand-beaded 
craftsmanship 
and even a 
buffalo nickel, a 
southwestern belt 
can add intrigue  
to a gray flannel suit 
or transform  
an ordinary pair  
of jeans into some 
serious Dennis 
Hopper–worthy 
biker gear. Just 
don’t bother trying 
to match one to 
your shoes.



AMERICAN 
TENNIES 
WITH A 
FRENCH 
ACCENT
We couldn’t be 
happier to see so 
many Adidas Stan 
Smiths and Nike  
Air Force 1s kicking 
around these days. 
And now French 
hipster brand AMI 
has put a nifty new 
spin on the look 
with a sneaker that 
subtly fuses those 
two classics.  
You can wear kicks  
like these with 
jeans, khakis, or 
even a suit—but we 
can’t recommend 
scuffing them up  
on the tennis court.

sneakers $390 

Ami

05
№



06
№

sweatshirt $415 

Neil Barrett

styled by renata chaplynsky at art department. set design 

by noemi bonazzi at brydges mackinney.

where to buy it? go to gq.com/go/fashiondirectories

STREETWEAR 
WITH A 
BOLT OF 
INSPIRATION
Cool-kid brands  
like Hood By Air 
have built their 
reps on graphic 
sportswear—and 
now Milan has 
caught on. This Neil 
Barrett sweatshirt 
has gone straight 
from the runways 
to America’s best-
dressed sidewalks. 
Next up: NBA-arena 
tunnels. This is 
already looking like 
the year of the bolt.
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THE BLING  
You probably know that people are getting rich in China. They lag only behind America in sheer 
what the hundreds of billionaires (and tens of thousands of millionaires) are going to do with their 
purveyors coming to teach them how to act rich. D E V I N  F R I E D M A N  ventures to China to partake in 



   DYNASTY
number of billionaires. And you probably know that all of that money is new. But do you know 
money? Well, neither do they! Lucky for them, there is an army of Western luxury-lifestyle 
a gaudy crash course in the centuries-old art of snobbery ( Photographs by L AU R E N  G R E E N F I E L D )



centers of Liaoning and the other coalfields 
of Gansu, Gulfstreams and Airbus business 
jets touched down to collect the ultra-rich 
of China and their entourages before tip-
ping wing flaps and taking o≠ again for the 
industrial city of Dalian, way out there on 
the eastern edge of the world. 

These people were not merely wealthy. 
We are not talking about individuals who 
just go ahead and order the premium 
cable channels without even trying to play 
DirecTV against Comcast. We’re talking 
dislocating, alien, dehumanizing amounts 
of money—the kind of stratospheric wealth 
that seems inevitably to propel people into a 
kind of post-geographic realm. At this level 
of wealth, you’re not really a citizen of Baku 
or Hamburg or Pacific Palisades or whatever 
the location of your birth; the only people 
you have anything meaningful in common 
with are other people who are also that 
wealthy, people you meet at the private air-
ports and luxury boutiques and resorts and 
the better yacht clubs of the world, citizens 
of a kind of nationless, concierged realm we 
can call Yachtland. By this logic, China is 
sending more people to Yachtland than any 
other nation in the world.

The problem with China, though, is that 
there exists almost zero in the way of native 
Yachtland infrastructure. There are precious 

few private airports, no James Bond–style 
Monte Carlo casinos, no Portofino-esque 
towns populated only by people who smell of 
Acqua di Parma, and there is literally only a 
single yacht club at which a Russian oligarch 
or an Italian real estate magnate would feel 
at all comfortable. I even visited the most 
exclusive public riding stable in Beijing in 
search of Yachtland but found only a walled 
compound out near the airport called the 
Equuleus International Riding Club that I 
would have taken to be some kind of cucum-
ber farm/orthodontia-manufacture center, 
were it not for the stadium-size Bentley ads 
that were festooned all over the place. (It 
should be noted that the Bentley ads fea-
tured cobblestone streets and castle-y places 
that called to mind an image of Yachtland, 
only further highlighting the fact that 
Yachtland was nowhere near here.) 

While more than a dozen billionaires 
and hundreds of millionaires were en route 
to Dalian, a micro-class of expat Europeans 
had converged on the city and were already 
here, putting the finishing touches on a 
little outpost of Yachtland they’d built 
out on a vast new municipal marina. It 
looked not unlike a United Nations tent 
city, except that at the center of it was a 
“beach polo” pitch and dozens of yachts, 
plus some Aston Martins and Ferraris and 

stu≠. It had been constructed for an event 
held over a long weekend this summer 
called “SO! Dalian,” which you can think of 
as a kind of orgiastic ultra-luxury pop-up 
shop. Many of these European expats were 
here to sell yachts of the mega-, ultra-, and 
holy-shit variety, and on the first morning 
of the event they were already gathering in 
the main tent, which had been chilled to 
the temperature of a package of grocery-
store chicken thighs. Little Frenchmen in 
tiny fitted blazers and driving mocs, mus-
tachioed Germans in pink pants, macho 
beaming Italians named Giordano. A 
tanned little tribe that had pulled up stakes 
in the Old World in order to dedicate them-
selves to selling super-extra-perversely-
expensive vessels to people on the other 
side of the globe who have a reputation of 
being kind of scared of the ocean and have 
no idea what these yacht salesmen are talk-
ing about half the time. 

A lot of these yacht salesmen—Paul 
Blanc, here for the tall-masted-French-sail-
boat company Beneteau; Michael Breman, 
representing Lürssen, a German com-
pany that builds $600 million yachts with  
custom-made motorcycle elevators 
for people like Paul Allen and Roman 
Abramovich—seemed to approach their 
jobs with a kind of knowing, world-weary 
bemusement, like private investigators in 
noir novels. But not Traugott Kaminski, 
yacht salesman for Sanlorenzo. Traugott’s 
vibe was a little di≠erent. I think monoma-
niacal is the right word. Traugott: native 
of Hannover and resident of Hong Kong, 
a man who calls himself the Godfather of 
Yachts. He stood that first morning at the 
boat slip and barked orders at his crew—
his white shirt pressed, his complicated 
“architectural” eyeglasses polished, his hair 
cinched back into a limp fusilli of ponytail—
looking like a man who could burn ants on 
the sidewalk with only his eyes. It was a look 
that said: Today I’m going to sell a mother-
fucker an $80 million boat with leather 
flooring and a Jacuzzi on the flybridge, 
whether they want it or not.

He was super keen on showing me how 
he’d kitted out his spec boat—a ninety-six-
foot gleaming wedge of white fiberglass and 
smoked glass bobbing before us—to suit his 

• The rich, the Chinese are being taught, enjoy their polo on the beach—even if it takes trucking in sand.

his past summer, a fleet of private planes was dispatched 
throughout the vast north of China. At airports in the coalfields 
of Jilin and the industrial centers of Hebei and the other industrial
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clientele. The industrial laundry machines, 
the champagne-glass-chilling shelves, the 
showers specially made for men to bathe 
with their mistresses, the shrunk-down 
cabins because Chinese don’t like to spend 
the night on their boats. Traugott told me 
he goes the extra mile. On board, he intro-
duced me to a cast of extras he’d hired to 
give his craft that Yachtland feel: I met a 
Ukrainian woman named Yulia—she had to 
have been six feet tall and never took o≠ her 
sunglasses, day or night—who would dis-
pense gold-flecked champagne and caviar 
to prospective buyers; I met a Chinese man 
named Kenny from Shanghai who would 
provide a selection of “vintage” cigars. 

“SO! Dalian” was a rare and valuable 
event because the hyper-rich of China are 
hardly ever in the same place at the same 
time. These men (they are almost entirely 
male) are figures of intense fascination if you 
happen to sell yachts, or anything expen-
sive, or want to fund a company. You could 
argue they’re the most important figures 
in our contemporary global economy. And 
since many of them had never been even 
to a simulation of Yachtland, this weekend 
they would begin to be educated about 
the world they might someday inhabit.  
I figured Traugott, renowned for his net-
working, might be able to introduce me to 
some of these guys, and so I asked him. 

He gave me a cursory look that 
made me feel as if I were being 
reduced to cold data. He would allow 
only that there were several clients he 
was excited to see. I asked him what 
they did, and he said, “Business.”  
I asked him where they lived, and he 
said, “Northern China.” He did get 
excited when he talked about one 
potential customer, a whale. The 
Whale of Whales, as Traugott made it 
sound. This guy was ready to pull the 
trigger on a boat this very weekend. 
What’s his name? I asked. Would he 
like to be interviewed?

Traugott almost laughed. “I cannot 
tell you my potential customers. I have to 
hide them. I must sell first the boat.” And 
that was all he would say, turning away to 
inspect the karaoke room in the main cabin. 

$  $  $

I n  2 0 0 4 ,  t h e r e  w e r e  three billionaires 
on the Hurun list of Chinese billionaires. 
(The Hurun and Forbes lists are the gold 
standards when it comes to counting 
rich Chinese people.) Today there are 354 
Chinese billionaires on that list—388 if 
you include the billionaires in Hong Kong. 
There are also 60,000 Chinese people worth 

• To sell $100 million boats—like Traugott Kaminksi, the Godfather of Yachts, below right—you’re gonna need to find a ton of rich people. Also “vintage” cigars. 
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at least $200 million—another 
line of demarcation between 
being wealthy and being a pho-
ton cannon of currency. 

Now, America is still number 
one in billionaires with 492. Fuck 
yeah, America, etc. But Rupert 
Hoogewerf, the Luxembourg-
born man behind the Hurun 
list, estimated for GQ that even 
given their relative economic 
slowdown, the Chinese would 
overtake us in billionaires in 
two years. He also said that for 
every billionaire Hurun knows 
about in China, they suspect 
there’s another one they don’t. 
“Some of them we don’t know 
about because their wealth is 
new or they live somewhere 
remote, and some of them are 
secretive because they’re gov-
ernment o∞cials or what have 
you,” Rupert said. But in a world 
of profound income stagnation 
(the median income in America 
is essentially the same as it was 
fifteen years ago), in a world 
where more and more money is 
being concentrated in the hands 
of the hyper-rich and where most 
of the hyper-rich have already 
established their spending pat-
terns and taste preferences—not 
to mention parked their capital 
in the banks and companies of 
their choice—you could argue 
that the new and soon-to-be bil-
lionaires of China are the most 
important market in the world. 
If you want to sell things like, say, mega-
yachts, China represents close to 100 per-
cent of your potential growth market. 

The problem is that Chinese people have 
not yet learned what the world expects your 
lifestyle to be when you’re a billionaire.

“They don’t like the sun,” one of the many 
European yacht salesmen I met in Dalian 
said. “They wear ridiculous bathing cos-
tumes. They are afraid of the water. If you go 
to a Chinese beach, during the day, the beach 
is empty. You can have it all to yourself. They 
come out only at sunset to take photos of 
each other. These are the stereotypes.”

At this point, people who buy yachts here 
aren’t buying them because, for instance, 
they enjoy them. Consider that the larg-
est yacht in China was bought in 2012 at 
another of the “SO!” events, this one down 
on the resort island of Hainan in the south. 
It was 146 feet long, and it was purchased 
on the spot for an estimated $45 million. 
Rumor has it that the owner has never taken 
the boat out once since he bought it. “He 
doesn’t leave the marina,” another yacht 
executive, this one French, told me. “He 

comes to the boat, sits in a chair, 
and fishes o≠ the side. Then he 
goes back and sleeps in his villa.”

But let’s review one fact here: 
Ten years ago, there were three 
billionaires in China. And now 
there are at least 350—350 bil-
lionaires and 60,000 200-million-
aires in a nation where twenty 
years ago there was essentially 
nothing fancy to buy!

“They have no idea how to 
spend it,” Geo≠rey Ravoire, one 
of the people who ran the “SO! 
Dalian” event, told me. That’s 
where the “SO!” people come in, 
as they see it: They don’t just put 
rich people and yacht companies 
together; they provide a kind 
of public service—instructions 
on lifestyle—for the super-rich. 
Delphine Lignières, the founder 
of the event, put it this way as we 
sat in the VVIP tent and drank 
rum drinks: “We try to give the 
message to stop and enjoy,” she 
said. “We try to teach them to 
have experiences.”

$  $  $

O k a y,  s o  t h i s  is something  
I really didn’t want to find funny: 
four Chinese women in cock-
tail dresses trying to pronounce 
foie gras. Because really, that’s a 
tough thing for anyone to pro-
nounce. But still, you listen to 
people shouting “frah grah” 
and see if you don’t have to take 

some time to do a little personal 
reckoning. This was the week 
before the Dalian event, when 
I spent time at an etiquette 
school in Beijing called Institute 
Sarita. Here women receive 
instruction in such courses 
as “Introduction to the Noble 
Sports,” “Pronunciation of Luxury 
Brands,” “British Afternoon Tea,” 
“Lingerie Lesson,” and, natu-
rally, “Introduction to French 
Cuisine,” where we might learn 
how to pronounce things like foie 
gras. The course lasts for twelve 
days, costs about $15,000, and 
books up months in advance. The 
school meets in an apartment 
in the tony Sanlitun Diplomatic 
Residence Compound that 
the school’s owner and chief 
instructor, Sara Jane Ho, rents  
for this purpose. 

Sara Jane is from Hong 
Kong and attended Exeter, 
Georgetown, Harvard Business 

School, and a finishing school in Switzerland 
upon which the institute is modeled. She is 
29 years old and drives a murdered-out lit-
tle Audi coupe and often wears her hair in 
a halo of braids. She begins each morning 
with either a brisk swim at a luxury hotel or 
horse jumping at a friend’s private stable. 
She looks like a woman who James Bond 
sleeps with even though she has a death ray 
in her mountaintop midcentury-modern 
home that she has aimed at civilization. I 
think she’s aware of this: She has framed on 
her wall a page from Chinese Cosmopolitan 
magazine in which she is wearing a short 
red dress and holding a red leather riding 
crop. It’s impossible to be in her company 
for more than seventeen seconds with-
out apprehending that she comes from 
superior breeding. It registers instantly in 
her posture as she sits on the edge of her 
French sofa (“All of my furniture is custom-
ordered from Paris”), in the way her knees 
are pressed together and ratcheted a few 
degrees away from center, in the distant, 
immutable pleasantness of her facial expres-
sion. I’ve never met a more pleasant person. 
There’s also something irresistibly hor-
rifying about the total control she has over 
herself at every moment. Like, one amazing 
thing I saw Sara Jane Ho do was slowly peel 
and eat a banana using only a knife and fork, 
an exercise in flatware surgery her students 
were meant to try their hand at afterward. 
We watched her sit erectly in her French 
dining chair as first she wounded the thing 
with English cutlery, severing it down its 
length and unzipping a flap to reveal the 
fruit, which she consumed with extraordi-
nary forbearance, replacing the flap over the 
deflated thing, the pleasant smile never leav-

ing her face. None of us could do it 
like she did, with that unbearable 
restraint. I believe there are peo-
ple on the Internet who would pay 
to watch Sara Jane Ho do what she 
did to that banana.

On the morning I attended, 
there were four students: three 
hostesses—Lucy, Lucy, and Laura, 
all in their forties or fifties—and 
Doris, a string bean of a 16-year-
old who’d been flown in from 
Shenzhen by her parents and put 
up at a five-star hotel to take the 
course. I watched them take a 
class in flower arrangement and 
another on setting the table. For 
the table-setting lesson, the three 
hostesses and Doris donned 
white cotton gloves like atten-
dants at a fine-jewelry store and 
measured the distance between 
forks with a ruler. In the after-
noon, a makeup artist came to 
show them how to apply their 
makeup tastefully. 

THE GREAT 
HAUL OF 

CHINA
Now that they’ve got 
the world’s biggest 

economy, the über-rich 
in China are starting to 

spend like it , dropping 
historic sums on 

everything from Rolls-
Royces to Rolexes—

just as any aspiring 
tycoons would. But 
to get truly gaudy, 

they’ll need way more 
marinas and private 

airports. Just wait . 
— J O H N  B .  

T H O M P S O N

BOTTLES OF RED WINE  
SOLD IN CHINA IN 2013: 

1.75
BILLION

INCREASE SINCE 2009: 
175%

ROLLS-ROYCES  
SOLD IN CHINA IN 2013:

1,016
NUMBER OF  

COUNTRIES WHERE  
MORE WERE SOLD: 0

YEAR ROLLS-ROYCE  
BEGAN OFFERING  

CHAUFFEUR TR AINING  
FOR CARS IN ITS 
PHANTOM LINE 

BOUGHT IN CHINA  
(BASE PRICE  

$1.1 MILLION): 

2014
GUCCI  

STORES IN CHINA: 

70
IN ITALY: 33

→

LOUIS VUITTON  
STORES IN CHINA: 

51
IN FRANCE: 19

PERCENTAGE OF  
THE WORLD’S  

LUXURY PURCHASES  
MADE BY CHINA’S  

WEALTHIEST 2% IN 2013: 

33
NUMBER OF  

PRIVATE PLANES  
OWNED IN CHINA: 

371
NUMBER EXPECTED  

BY 2032: 
2,420

NUMBER OF  
YACHTS  

IN CHINA IN 2012: 

3,000
NUMBER PROJECTED IN 

FIVE YEARS:  
38,100
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“In China,” Sara Jane said when I asked 
why it was necessary to train Chinese 
women in the application of makeup, “espe-
cially among the nouveau riche, people put 
on a lot of makeup. I don’t know if you’ve 
noticed. People go out for dinner to a simple 
hot-pot place and their hair is like bam, and 
they’re wearing a crazy Chanel suit, red lips 
like vroom. It’s almost kind of scary.”

Before lunch was when they did French 
cuisine. I’m not going to tell you I didn’t 
have a kind of out-of-body experience 
watching Laura yell frah grah, frah grah, 
frah grah! I am not going to say that I didn’t 
turn to an imaginary camera and give the 
imaginary (American) audience a kind of 
jaw-drop look. People love it when a stereo-
type is fulfilled. There may not be a happier 
moment for a traveler than when French 

people act like super-haughty French peo-
ple or when an Italian swears at you with 
his hands while riding a motor scooter with 
his mom on the back—you think, Wow, now 
I’m really in Italy!

Later, I asked Sara Jane what kinds of 
people come to take her class.

“It’s only for people who have a high-end 
social need,” she said. “It sounds snobbish. 
And look, everyone should have man-
ners. But I can’t be everything to everyone.  
I want to train ladies.”

I was also interested in the concept of 
“noble sports.” Namely, which noble sports 
are trendy in China right now?

“The first wave of rich sports was golf,” 
she said. “And it’s old now. Everybody and 
their mother plays golf now. To say, Oh, I’m 
learning golf, it’s not exciting. Equestrian 

is really where it is. It’s the next thing, and 
you’re just starting to see the wave now.”

I asked her why, given that China was 
designed by Mao to be a kind of post-class 
society, her clients think it’s so important to 
learn the skills she teaches.

“Chinese are rich now,” she says. “But  
I tell my students all the time, being a 
world leader doesn’t just depend on your 
bank account. It’s about social and cul-
tural leadership, and that’s why my clients 
are coming.”  So it’s not about joining a  
kind of society?

“China doesn’t have a ‘society,’ ” she said. 
“It’s not like New York or London or even 
Hong Kong, where you know one rich per-
son and you know them all. China, you have 
all this random wealth from random cities. 
Some random person has three factories in 

• For $15,000, Sara Jane Ho will teach an aspiring Chinese socialite to eat a banana with a knife and fork, and other assorted secrets of well-heeled Westerners.
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the south, and he buys a Rolls-Royce. But 
there’s no society. The only reason they know 
each other is because private banks have 
events and they meet each other that way.”

$  $  $

I f  yo u  h a d  to  go to the bathroom at “SO! 
Dalian,” you had to leave the tented city of 
Yachtland and hit the porta-potties out by 
the seawall. It was a jarring transition. In 
front of you, across the marina, was a half-
built replica of Venice, complete with deep 
canals lined by ornate stone buildings, that 
was itself set before an even more bizarre 
tableau: a massive swath of totally graded-
out dirt. Like a God-size blind spot backing 
straight up to the mountains. Dalian is a 
city of 6 million on the Korea Bay known 
for its warm-water port and for being one 
of many large Chinese cities Americans 
have never heard of. It boasts a standard 
downtown with a skyline of generic glass 
skyscrapers and streets teeming with 
tra∞c. But “SO! Dalian” wasn’t held there; 
it was held here, where an entire second 
downtown, with, like, fifty skyscrapers and 
hundreds of smaller buildings, was going 
to be built all at once. It made the event, if 
you happened to wander outside the tented 

luxury village, feel as if it were taking place 
in the future. Even the name “SO! Dalian” 
sounded futuristic. It’s like a post-English 
patois imported from a not-too-distant 
future when English is mostly used to 
make something sound fancier. 

Over the four days of the “SO! Dalian” 

event, there was lots to see and learn. The 
company Vladi Private Islands gave a tuto-
rial on how to buy your own private island. 
(Best to go through Vladi Private Islands, 
turns out.) Some other attendees claimed 
they’d heard a talk about how to get an 
American passport simply by parking half 
a million dollars in a U.S. bank. You could 
watch the stunning women of Kazakhstan 
take on the stunning women of Palm Beach 
in the “beach polo championships” while 
approximately three people watched, none 
of whom seemed to realize that there isn’t 
really any such thing as “beach polo cham-
pionships.” There was some good people-
watching, too. No one seemed certain what 
the dress code for something like this was. 
One man—identified later as worth several 
hundred million dollars—had on a kind of 
orange nylon Louis Vuitton mock turtleneck 
and what might have been welding glasses. 
I saw a woman wearing a pink ru±ed 
human-sized beer cozy making a dream-
vacation wish at the dream-vacation booth 
sponsored by a local bank. I saw beautiful 
women with silk umbrellas, and a grand-
mother sucking on a fried fish like it was 
a lollipop. I watched as a yacht-company 
o∞cial forcibly removed an old man from 
a boat before it took a cruise because he 

was merely a “guest” and not even a “VIP”;  
he watched that boat disappear into the 
fish-colored murk with his fists clenched, 
crying hot tears of humiliation. On another 
day, at the Gaggenau VIP tent, I saw a man 
with a faux-hawk, a tailored suit, and a 
porkpie hat and wondered what his story 

was—maybe he was a billionaire? Later that 
day, I opened the door to a porta-potty out 
near the seawall, and staring back at me 
was the same man, his feet on the toilet seat, 
his fine suit pants around his ankles, and 
a cigarette clenched between his teeth. He 
was swiping at a Samsung phablet. There 
was not the slightest embarrassment in 
his eyes when he asked if I wouldn’t mind 
shutting the door, or at least that is what  
I think he said, because I don’t speak the 
language. We never saw each other again.

A lot of the action seemed to be located 
in the Gulfstream tent. The private-plane 
market is way more advanced than the 
yacht market. One afternoon, I met a fel-
low named Yan Zhenhua exiting the tent. 
Mr. Yan hailed from Fujian Province and, 
that day, was in head-to-toe Burberry—
plaid golf shirt with plaid-accented chinos.  
I asked him why he’d come to the event, 
and he told me he’d just ordered a G280, 
which can be had for between $20 million 
and $30 million.

“Gulfstream sent a plane to where I live,” 
he said. “The plane was just for me and my 
friends. Six of us came.”

Where did you come by your fortune?  
I asked. 

“I have many gas stations,” Mr. Yan said. 
“I started with my own money, so I come 
from zero.”

And why do you want a plane? I asked.
“Because I like it. My friends have one, 

so I tried it and I love it. Once you have a 
plane, you will have more friends. And 
people will see I’m successful, and it will be 
good for business.”

I asked him if he’d ever heard the term 
tuhao, which is colloquial Mandarin for 
“nouveau riche.” It translates roughly to 
“money from the country.”

“Yes,” he said, smiling at me. “I am tuhao. 
Who isn’t tuhao? There was no money in 
China twenty years ago!”

When we parted ways, I went over to 
hang out at the little Airbus chill lounge. 
It was mostly empty, as it usually was; the 
Airbus guy said that the Chinese were fol-
lowers—everyone bought Gulfstreams 
because their friends had them. No one 
wanted to be the first guy to buy a di≠erent 
kind of plane. Plus, not many people can 
a≠ord an Airbus. “I don’t want to talk to 
anyone unless they have a billion dollars,” 
he said. “Otherwise they can’t a≠ord it.  
I will maybe talk to two good potential cus-
tomers over four days.” 

$  $  $

I t  wa s  t h e  A i r b u s  g u y who, on the second-
to-last night of the event, invited me to sit 
at his table at the “SO! Dalian” gala dinner 
held at the Shangri-La hotel downtown. 
It was an invitation I’d been angling for, 

• The big spenders visiting Dalian had virtually every luxury available, except China’s rarest resource: fresh air.
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because another guest at this table would 
be the scion of a manufacturing magnate 
worth nearly a billion dollars. The son was 
here to go yacht shopping as a proxy for his 
father. I’d trailed him at a distance over the 
past few days as he listened to sales pitches 
aboard vessels owned by Sanlorenzo, 
Ferretti, and Lürssen. I had as yet, however, 
been unable to speak with him, but I wanted 
to. I wanted to know what he thought, not 
just about the e≠ort designed to crowbar 
him from his millions, but what it felt like to 
be a part of a grander, unintentional crypto-
re-education e≠ort. Did he believe that this 
event wasn’t just about yacht apprecia-
tion, but that it was designed to work the 
same kind of behavior-modification tricks 
that Sara Jane Ho was providing for four 
ladies at a time up in Beijing? All these little 
Frenchmen with their cropped suits and 
sockless dress shoes sent as emissaries for 
old-world lifestyles; Traugott and the other 
men selling the yacht lifestyle; Torrey, a guy 
I’d met who was recruiting members for a 
new yacht club in China—weren’t all these 
people trying to create a Chinese “society” 
in their own, European image?

The Airbus guests stood around our table, 
mingling. Me, a couple of Chinese nationals 
who were specialists in whale networking 
for Airbus, two rich people who weren’t 
really rich enough to count (dolphins?), 
a lady in a short skirt whom I took to be a 
seat-filler. The Son-of-Whale wasn’t here 
yet. The Airbus guy and I chewed the fat for 

a minute. This is going to be funny, he told 
me in his French-accented English, because 
Chinese people don’t go to shit like this; 
they don’t do cocktail hours where people 
stand around talking to strangers. At res-
taurants, wealthy Chinese people eat in pri-
vate rooms, at big round tables, and dislike 
having to talk to people they don’t know. 
Then he said: Watch what happens after the 
first course; that’s when things will start to 
get a little nutty. Just then the chandeliers 
went dim in the ballroom, and a beam of 
light as cold and blue as a diamond lit up 
the stage. A woman with a Spanish accent, 
dressed in a gown, got up and sang “Fly Me 
to the Moon,” which kicked o≠ a raft of jazz 
standards. She didn’t get all the words right, 
but none of the people who were listening to 
her were native English speakers, anyway.

They were delivering the first course—
raw shrimp—when the manufacturing 
magnate’s son showed up and took his seat 
next to me. He was in his late twenties and 
had a collegey, untucked vibe, with a styl-
ish mop of curly hair swung to one side and 
handsome horn-rimmed glasses. We shook 
hands, and he told me a little bit about him-
self. C (he asked me not to use his name) 
told me his father didn’t identify as rich: He 
still slept at the factory, still drove a Toyota, 
served ramen noodles on his private plane. 
So yes, he owned an Airbus business jet val-
ued at more than a hundred million dollars, 
but that was recent. C hadn’t himself real-
ized his father was one of the richest men 

in China until someone showed him the 
Forbes list when he was a freshman in col-
lege in Canada. I started to lay out my the-
sis for him, namely that all these advance 
men were here to condition the rich people 
in China to act like they’re supposed to. He 
agreed that buying a yacht in China had 
very little to do with enjoying yachts.

“The Chinese yachting lifestyle is about 
impressing your friends or bringing your 
little third [a colloquial term for “mis-
tress”]; it’s about face,” he said, sucking the 
head out of a shrimp. Face is an important 
Chinese concept, which pertains to looking 
important in the world. “They will never 
bring their family or their own wife on 
the boat. Having family time and adven-
tures and bonding—this isn’t important in 
China, in general.”

Waiters came to collect our first-course 
plates. Suddenly people left our table and 
other people arrived. A woman in a busi-
ness suit sat down next to us and wanted 
to toast. The Airbus guy nudged me: Watch, 
everyone’s going to start switching tables 
now. As we talked, more people came and 
went, each asking to toast us. The Airbus 
guy explained that in China it’s seen as 
super weird if you drink by yourself, so 
every time you want to take a swig of beer, 
you have to get someone to do it with you.

“We are learning the consumption life,” C 
said later. “Nobody knows what to do when 
they become rich, so they just buy things 
mindlessly.” I asked 

• A good way to eat caviar is off your hand as you drink champagne that’s got gold flecks in it—while aboard a ninety-six-foot yacht. 

ONE MAN I MET HADN’T REALIZED HIS FATHER WAS ONE OF THE 
RICHEST MEN IN CHINA UNTIL HE WAS SHOWN THE ‘FORBES’ 
LIST. “NOBODY KNOWS WHAT TO DO WHEN THEY BECOME 
RICH,” HE SAID. “THEY JUST START BUYING THINGS MINDLESSLY.”

(continued on page 99)
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A RT S T R E I B E R

Ever wondered
whether your girl is with you

for “the right reasons”? Or if your

candles nowadays? That’s The Bachelor,

this: Chris Harrison, the show’s host for

now there’s a twist! The Bachelor’

is a lot easier than being one

By  TAFFY  

A RT S T R E I B E R

Bachelor



There are thin, upright candles, deprived of their size but not 
their dignity. There are squat cylinders that do a slovenly morph 
as they burn, covered in the drips of their own melt. There are tea 
lights, insignificant on their own but mighty in numbers. On rose 
ceremony nights, which is when the Bachelor dismisses suitorettes 
because they’re not Here For The Right Reasons, or because they’ve 
Kept Their Walls Up, or because they’re not ready to Go On A 
Journey, the room in which the women await their fate is filled with 
so many candles that the temperature inside it is di≠erent from  
all the other rooms. On these nights, there is a fire marshal posted 
on set because it is the law in the case of this much fire. If you 
removed the roof from the Bachelor house during a rose ceremony, 
an astronaut would mistake it for a forest fire and call 911.

Rose ceremonies typically tape very late into the night. It’s not 
easy to get a shot of someone rolling her eyes or looking panicked  
or annoyed or desperate when she knows she’s on-camera— 
unless, of course, she’s made to stand on bleachers for hours in very 
high heels. On this night in early October, Chris Harrison, the host 
of The Bachelor for all nineteen of its seasons (twenty-nine if you 
count its Bachelorette spin-o≠), arrives at the house just as the roses 
are being laid out and the candles ignited. 

One of the contestants—they are called “ladies,” or “girls”—who 
has straight blonde hair and a short pink ta≠eta cocktail dress 
and heels so spiky that they look like a dare, spots Harrison across 
the patio and locks eyes with him. She has been 
bouncing a basketball, and now she begins 
spinning it on her finger, walking past an 
outdoor couch where two girls stare forlornly, 
gossip in their narrowed eyes. She chest-passes 
the ball to Harrison, who, wordlessly, begins  
to spin the ball on his finger, making me 
wonder if maybe more people have this skill 
than I previously imagined. Harrison asks her 

if she played in college. No, she says, high school. 
I didn’t catch her name, but her name doesn’t 
matter at this point—she’s a Sierra or an Amber or 
a Jessica. And if there’s another Sierra or Amber 
or Jessica in the cast, then the producers will hitch 
a last initial to her first name, like they do in my 
son’s pre-kindergarten class when there are too  
many Maxes. Her name will become apparent if 
the Bachelor keeps her beyond this week. 

Sierra/Amber/Jessica L. hasn’t broken eye 
contact with Harrison since she’s approached 
him. She has a lascivious half smile, and suddenly 
I realize I’m in the middle of something sexual 
happening. I am late to realizing this, but  
Harrison is even later. 

I witness a virtual repeat of this one-sided 
mating dance the very next morning. At 9 a.m., 
Harrison arrives at the beige Starbucks in the 

beige Los Angeles suburb where he lives, and the beige yoga moms 
from his kids’ schools in their sun visors and tennis whites come 
over to him and breathe throaty “Hahhhhyyyyy Chriiiiis”es. He 
volleys back some shared point of reference: “Will I see Mikey after 
school?” “How’s that remodel going?” “How many miles did you go 
this morning?” He does not realize that they are still looking at him, 
swooning in his wake, long after he has stopped looking at them. 

In the days that Harrison and I spend together, many, many 
women will comport themselves around him on a spectrum ranging 
from gentle flirting to outright assault. Each time I’ll ask him if  
he’s interested, and each time his eyebrows will pop up and he’ll 
make a great frown, sincerely surprised at what I’m implying. Her? 
Yes, her. She was flirting with me? She was. He’ll blow air out of 
his cheeks, a big Texan hooo-boy, not really understanding how he 
missed it, then shrug and move on. 

It is hard to believe that a man whose job is to be a human 
seismometer of romantic chemistry can be so oblivious, but maybe 
it’s the sort of thing where the cobbler’s children have no shoes, or 
doctors can’t operate on themselves. 

  
  HRIS HARRISON, Bachelor host, is now a 
bachelor himself. He is no longer with the woman 
he’d been with since he was 18. He and his ex-wife, 
Gwen, amicably divorced in 2012—is the word 
“amicable” ever used in any context but divorce?—

and though he has already weathered a couple of seasons as a 
bachelor on The Bachelor, he’s still feeling his way through all this—
through being a divorced father in California. He’s feeling his age, 
too, which is 43, not in a physical way as much as a symbolic one.  
He thinks he’s over-the-hill. But 43 is only over-the-hill for certain 
kinds of people, and Chris Harrison is not one of them. 

His discomfort with the bachelor life, though, seems to run 
deeper than age: He’s been feeling lately like he might just be over 
all of it. Not in a brokenhearted, bitter way—not at all. Harrison 
is not lonely and he’s not insecure. He’s fine showing up at dinner 
parties on his own. He’s fine waking up alone, too. Meanwhile, he 
spends all day at work immersed in a world of constant dress-up O
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ighttime on The Bachelor 
is lit golden by candles: 
hundreds of them on any 
given evening, thousands 
over the course of a 

season—lit, relit, stoked, oxygenated, 
basked in, had white wine sipped  
by the light of—all born of the dry-ice 
lovemaking fantasy that the show’s 
producers imagine women dream of. 

Gleaming white 
teeth for everyone! 
Alpha Bachelorette 
Andi, escorted  
by Harrison, left; 
meathead ex- 
footballer Juan 
Pablo’s suitorettes.



and grand romance-making and excitement and optimism and 
repeated declarations of forever from people who have not yet 
known the darkness of a divorce—people who seem to want love 
because of the love-sized hole in their hearts. 

Harrison has no such hole. He has a great life, with golf trips and 
a wine fridge and a DVR filled with only things he wants to watch. 
And so if he thinks about it too much, he starts to wonder why he’d 
ever want any part of this love-and-romance bullshit ever again.

“Once I got divorced,” he told me, “there was this knee-jerk 
reaction to get back in the action and date. I think there’s something 
wrong in that. I’m incredibly, stunningly happy. What gave me  
angst was relationships.” 

This last bit is, of course, blasphemy for anyone who watches  
The Bachelor—and especially for anyone competing on it. The  
show debuted in 2002 to pretty universally horrified reviews, all 
of which begged for its swift death. (The Seattle Post-Intelligencer: 
“ABC could have saved a ton on limousine fees if it had shrink-
wrapped 25 women and placed them in the meat case at Safeway.”) 
But thirteen years later, The Bachelor is here to stay, and its tropes 
are now so familiar that a parody show, Burning Love, produced by 
Ben Stiller and distributed by Hulu, won a 2013 Webby Award  
for Special Achievement. The presenter at the award ceremony was 
one Mr. Chris Harrison. 

At this point, The Bachelor is more than just a hit—it has altered 
the way our society talks about sex and relationships. And Harrison 
himself, as the show’s sole constant (aside from the roses and the 
candles), is the principal agent of that change. The Bachelor is a part 
of your life, whether you watch it or not. It’s in the water you drink. 
Maybe you date someone who spends her Monday nights watching 
the show and you slowly became a sort of willing consumer, poking 
fun at first, then casually checking the DVR to see if there was a new 
episode. Or maybe it’s simply that after more than a decade, this 

show has seeped into the brains of your lady friends, and therefore 
into yours, messing with your girlfriend’s/wife’s/Tinder hookup’s 
notion of what romance is, and therefore with yours. 

It has also helped usher us into the era of purpose-driven dating, 
where-is-this-going conversations at the first meeting, in-depth 
deliberations over the changing of a Facebook status, romantic 
evenings out that do not include Applebee’s. If you’ve considered 
wearing a fashiony scarf recently, well, you’ve made my case. 

After our morning Starbucks run, Harrison and I return to the 
Bachelor house, where all the contestants bunk. He changes from 
flip-flops, plaid board shorts, and a gleaming white T-shirt—which 
matches his gleaming white Range Rover and gleaming white 
teeth—into jeans and a black linen button-down. He’s come to drop 
o≠ a “date card,” a whimsical, punny card in which the current 
Bachelor has declared who will go on the next date with him. 

A date on The Bachelor is far more extravagant than the best-
researched, most Yelp-approved agendas you’ve ever considered—
hang gliding, hiking, rappelling, big jumps o≠ small cli≠s into 
azure swimming holes, activities that require hand-holding, that 
are a metaphor for taking chances, that could make a person  
feel scared, then safe, then relieved at having survived the challenge 
of the date. That relief is then quickly and eagerly confused with 
love, even though you’ve only known this person for a few hours, 
and even though this person is also dating every single one of your C
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twenty roommates. These dates, when they go well, are marked by 
amazings: You look amazing tonight and this view is amazing  
and we’re having the most amazing time. I’ve never felt this way so 
soon before: You’re amazing.

I am not the first person to suggest to Harrison that maybe, in 
light of his divorce, he should be the next Bachelor: He’s handsome, 
he tests well with audiences, he’s a known commodity, and after 
thirteen years, a surprise would do the format some good, not to 
mention the “This time it’s personal” subplot. Apparently, though, 
I am the first to suggest that maybe his ex-wife—pretty, sweet, 
guileless Gwen—should be the next Bachelorette. 

“Now, there’s an idea,” Harrison says, scratching his chin gamely, 
looking beyond me. “There’s a part of me, the producer side,  
that knows it would be epic television, good or bad. It could be like 
the Hindenburg—the greatest disaster ever—but even then that 
would be great TV.” He tells me that if they go with it, I can have a 
producing credit. 

But they won’t. He and Gwen know the tropes too well, and they 
have seen this process too close-up. Plus, no matter how amicable 
their split was, amicability has its limits, and that limit is guiding 
your ex toward the Fantasy Suite (bubble bath, candles, condoms, 
no cameras) with some other dude. 

  

H
  ARRISON WAS BORN and raised in Dallas. His 
father and grandfather took him fishing and 
hunting. He played soccer and golf and watched all 
the sports, and today he departs from the men with 
whom he shares the screen by having chest hair and 

eating egg yolks. He met Gwen at Oklahoma City University. When 
he saw her that first time across a lawn, he whistled. He’s not the 
type to whistle at women, and she’s not the type to wander over to  
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CANDLES IN THE WIND
They’re not here to make friends. They’re here to  

find love, get engaged, cheat, get a book deal, and star  
on spin-o≠ shows—till death do them part.

Ashley Hebert & 
J. P. Rosenbaum
Joseph Gordon-

Levitt (right?!) 
weds peppy 

dentist.

Sean Lowe & 
Catherine Giudici

Much was made 
of her wedding- 
night lingerie.

Ben Flajnik & 
Courtney Robertson

She sold a book  
on being a “reality-

show villain.”

Matt Grant & 
Shayne Lamas

Him, on their split: 
“She thought 

there were palm 
trees in London.”

Jason Mesnick  
& Melissa Rycroft
She (a Cowboys 

cheerleader) won, 
then got dumped 
for the runner-up.

STAGE-FIVE CRAZIES

Jake Pavelka &  
Vienna Girardi

Square-jawed pilot bro 
clashes with Hooters 

swamp monster.

#4Evah

Trista Rehn  
& Ryan Sutter

Ex–Miami Heat 
dancer finds 

love with eight-
pack firefighter.

HAPPILY EVER 
AFTER FOR NOW SPLITSVILLE 

When it’s time to ask a ‘ Bachelor’ contestant to leave, 
Harrison’s face is the face you want: lips mashed 
mournfully together, eyebrows up, big sigh.

*One Bachelor married his 
runner-up. Almost doesn’t count!

THE EVERY-SEASON  
‘BACHELOR/ETTE’ 

SCOREBOARD

http://gq.com
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a guy who whistles, but he did and she did, and so she became 
his first and last serious girlfriend. They married immediately 
after graduation. She was an accountant. He was a sportscaster. 

Nine years later he got the Bachelor gig. At first, his only  
job was to be the gleaming-toothed sparkleface who would  
come on-camera and introduce people, check in on their 
mental health, remind them when there was only one rose left, 
that sort of thing. But he’s grown into a much bigger role: It’s 
part of his job now to discover future Bachelor/ettes, to juggle 
all the warring personalities, to be simultaneously the  
show’s bullshit-caller and its face of continuity and warmth. 

Later, when Chris and I meet up with Gwen for salad—
amicable, amicable—she tells me that he was born knowing 
exactly what to say and how to say it. I can’t attest to how far 
back this skill of his stretches, but I can confirm that he’s still 
got it. Chris Harrison is one of the smoothest motherfuckers 
I’ve ever met. On-screen he is able to do something that I believe 
men are generally not wired for: He can sit there and listen to  
a woman, allow her to emote and cry, and never interrupt, never 
try to shut her down or clean her up. Sure, it’s good television  
to let the tears flow, but still, it’s rare to find a man who can 
allow himself to allow it. When it’s time to ask a contestant to 
leave, his face is the face you want: lips mashed mournfully 
together, eyebrows up, big sigh. 

Even o≠-camera, he speaks in crisp sentences. He doesn’t 
stumble. He doesn’t stammer. You should see my interview 
transcript; it came back from the transcriber as if it had already 
been edited. Gwen says Harrison is just as he appears on TV, 
“but funnier. People don’t realize how funny he is.” 

And yet something between them went wrong, despite this 
amicable salad, or this salad of amicability. People want it  
to be something dramatic—an a≠air with a Bachelorette, say, 
which was briefly a rumor—but the end of the Harrisons was 
pretty mundane: They married young, they never learned to 
communicate. It turns out you can be a great talker and still not 
know how to talk to your spouse. 

“As we started to grow apart and hit hard times, we just 
weren’t equipped to handle it, unfortunately,” he says.  
“We’ve always been great friends, and in the end that’s helped 
us remain”—ten bucks if you can guess the word he uses 
next—“amicable.” 

He has been dating. At first he played around some, “but that 
got old fast. I would love to say I’m that guy who sleeps around, 
but I’m just not. That’s not my thing. I tried. I’m not good at it. 
It’s exhausting.” That last 
sentence might be closest 
to the truth. Because what 
is monogamy, really, but 
the halting of the musical 
chairs at the moment 
when sleeping around 
becomes more aggravation 
than it’s worth?

All these years later, 
Harrison has come out on the other side of 40 to find himself 
still good-looking, still in great shape, with a high profile and a 
firepit on his patio. But he often feels like an unfrozen caveman. 
He o≠ers to pick up dates at their homes, and they ask if they 
could just meet him at the restaurant. When he mentions this  
to the show’s younger producers, they look at him with pity:  
Yes, Chris, you meet your dates at the place now. He is amazed 
by the amount of texting required before you actually meet 
someone. Sometimes it’s so rampant that he just hits “voice 
call,” and then he’s confused when they don’t answer. (“I know 
you’re there,” he doesn’t say on the voice mail he doesn’t leave. 
“We were just texting.”) Now he’s really 

M

(continued on page 100)

THE LEO 
TAMERDUSAN  

RELJIN

Oh, we know what you’re thinking: TONI GARRN 
is another blonde 22-year-old Australian-
American-Israeli model-girlfriend of  
LEONARDO D CAPRIO’s. But you would be wrong:  
Toni Garrn is German. And consider us fans

CLIMB THE EVEREST known as Leonardo 
DiCaprio and you’re gonna see the bones of 
everyone who’s ever tried. Angel-wing skeletons, 
mostly. Gisele’s ulnae. The shapely scapula of  
Bar Refaeli. But there exists a creature who sees  
the pile and just thinks, Dope-ass day for a hike.

Her name is Toni Garrn. Garrn is 22 and six feet 
tall and has triple-pierced ears above two alpine 
slopes known anatomically as “cheeks.” At 14, she 
was fished out of the crowd at a World Cup match  
in her hometown of Hamburg, Germany. Now she’s  
a mainstay of the Victoria’s Secret fleet.

She’s also DiCaprio’s (on-and-off) girlfriend of  
two-ish years, and because of/in spite of this, a  
pretty ebullient being. Today, she keeps goat-leaping 
off the couch: once to demonstrate an excruciating 
ab trick required of lingerie models, once to point  
out some world news in The New York Times, and  
once to show off her moto jeans, which she designs 
and sells to help fund West African girls’ schools. 
Does she keep these spirits during all the Leo paparazzi  
heckling? Pssh: “I just don’t go out or anything,”  
she says. “I’m on my grandma’s couch. But even  
my grandma’s like, ‘Are you okay?! Because this 
says...’ ” She laughs.

And she is okay. Because what she does is make  
the Leo-tinerary—the Majorcan tennis clinics and the 
yacht karate and the extemporized Super Soaking, 
his very real pursuits as a boyfriend—actually 
possible. Here’s what happens when you ask her 
about a lazy, unplanned weekend:

“Ha! That never happens. Never. I make plans— 
I never just do nothing. A weekend off?! Let’s go 
somewhere. Let’s fly somewhere,” she says. “I kind  
of know one day I’ll have responsibilities and  
not be able to do this. But I don’t have a dog. I don’t  
even have a plant. I have nothing to take care of, 
which I love. One day I want it to be different,  
of course.” One day meaning kids, which she has 
already daydreamed about: “I’m a family person, 
and I always wanted four kids. But we’ll see. We’ll 
start with one at some point, I don’t know.”

And if it doesn’t work out? If Leo, now 40, demurs 
on cranking out some junior water-gun slingers?  
His loss—because it won’t take her long to make  
new plans.— S A R A H  B A L L

MORE, um, photojournalism on Toni—plus our video interview 
with her—on GQ.COM
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“Maybe,” Harrison 

suggests, “we’ve created  
a better man.” 

http://GQ.COM
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THIS PARTY IS 

awesome! I SAID, THIS PARTY IS

Awesome!What?!

I KNOW!



GUIDE TO 
THROWING A  

REAL-DEAL  
RAGER 

WITH YOUR HOST,  
T.J. Miller of 

‘Silicon Valley’

0 1 - 2 0 1 5   •   GQ  •   7 1 

MARTIN SCHOELLER

GQ’S 



(MATHEMATICALLY) ENGINEER THE PERFECT GUEST LIST

7 2   •   GQ  •   0 1 - 2 0 1 5

• We need to take back the word “party.” Because 
here’s what a party isn’t: inviting seven friends 
over for dinner and expecting them to coo  
as you replicate a Wylie Dufresne tasting menu, 
complete with foam-spattered panna cotta. 
(Psst—it’s made from sea-horse roe!) Also not a 
party: demanding that people dress up in black 
tie to watch the Emmys while guzzling cocktails 
with cutesy names like “the Mad Men-hattan.” 
No, a party is loud and overflowing, just on the 
right side of drunken, and—here’s the key part—
fun. But before you go blasting out e-vites (ugh) 
or focus-grouping the right hashtag (hell no),  
we need to get a few things straight. This won’t 
be a quaint get-together or four-course soiree.  
If you follow our advice, booze will flow. Dip will 
be devoured. Strangers will make out. Booties 
will quake. And everybody in your place will 
have one hell of a good time—yourself included.

 1 GET  
FIRED UP πDid you invite too many people? Too few? You’ll know, thanks to this 

algorithm from Stanford data scientist Vinith Misra. (He’s the brainiac who 
developed the math for the hand-job theorem in Silicon Valley's season- 
one finale.) The formula gives two numbers: one low, one high. Keep your 
head count in the middle and your party will be optimally bangin’.

2

No Facebook events. No group text that will make everyone hate you. 
Definitely none of those NSA-esque “I noticed you opened the e-mail but 
did not RSVP” Paperless Post e-vites. You are a man, not the social chair  
of a sorority, and you will send out an e-mail a few weeks in advance. 

GET THE WORD OUT…

 LIKE A MAN3
BRIAN McFADDEN

 A = the square footage of your party area
 Gy = the percentage of people who have already RSVP’d yes (as a decimal)
 Gf = the percentage of “yes” RSVPs that you think will actually show (also as a decimal)

HOW IT 
WORKS
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ALL HAIL THE BIG-
BATCH COCKTAIL
You’ll want beer and 
wine on hand, plus  
a mixed drink—but  
you shouldn’t do  
the mixing. In comes  
a two-step cocktail  
like this modified 
Whiskey Smash.  
Set out both parts  
and let the guests 
decide whether  
it’s boozy or sugary. 
— M A R K  B Y R N E

DIRECTIONS
1. Buy one bottle of 
bourbon for every ten 
guests.
2. Make a simple syrup: 
Boil a cup of water and  
a cup of sugar in a pot. 
When the sugar dissolves, 
add a cup of chopped  
mint leaves and let ’em 
soak, heat o≠, for a half 
hour. (Makes enough  
for about a dozen people.) 
Strain out leaves, pour  
into an empty bottle,  
and refrigerate.
3. Slice lemons and set 
’em out with the bourbon, 
the simple syrup, fresh 
mint, and a jigger.
4. Make this sign: “Mix  
1½ ounces bourbon +  
½ ounce syrup over ice 
with a squeeze of lemon. 
Garnish with mint. Drink.”

HOW NOT  
TO THROW  
A PARTY 
Bad Advice 
from T.J. Miller

 
How do I get guests 
to mingle?

 
Have conversation 
topics ready. For  
my twenty-first-
birthday party,  
I wrote a list. One 
was “Garbage—
where does it all 
go?” Another was 
“What are three 
things you love 
about T.J. and one 
thing you don’t,  
but would never  
say out loud?”

πYou’re not keeping the sofa there, right?  
A few tweaks to your space courtesy of Bronson 
van Wyck—the guy behind Diddy’s fortieth  
and parties for three presidents—will take it  
from studio apartment to Studio 54.

• Make ’Em Walk: “Set your bar on the opposite 
side of the room from the front door to get 
people in, so they don't create a bottleneck.”
• Turn Down for What? Lighting! “If you  
can’t dim the overhead lights, dim a floor lamp 
and aim it at the ceiling. Then light candles. 
Everyone looks ten years younger.”
• Adios, Eames Lounge: “Stow big chairs with 
arms—which seat only one—and keep benches, 
ottomans, or even coffee tables for seating.”
• Clean Like You’re 9: “You’d be amazed what 
can fit in a bathtub. Guests find it and laugh 
their asses off—it’s not a negative.”
• One Classy John: “Light a candle, put  
out mints, and buy hotel-quality paper hand 
towels. People really notice the effort.”

4   GO (REALLY) EASY ON FOOD & BOOZE

6

5

WHEN I DIP  
YOU DIP WE DIP
“You don’t want 
insanely complicated 
when it comes to 
party snacks. People 
love guac, and this 
one adds salsa verde 
to make it lighter  
and juicier than the 
regular stuff. Plus, 
avocado tastes best at 
room temperature,  
so it doesn’t get stale 
as the party goes on.” 
— M A X  S U S S M A N ,  

C O - A U T H O R ,  ‘ T H E  B E S T 

C O O K B O O K  E V E R ’ 

Bacon-Guacamole 
Salsa Verde Dip  
with Chicharrónes
SERVES 20

15  strips bacon,  
cut into 1⁄2-inch bits

20 jalapeños
21⁄2  Spanish onions,  

cut into 1⁄2-inch slices
5 garlic cloves
10 tomatillos
5  ripe avocados,  

cut into pieces
Juice of 1 lemon
5  bunches fresh cilantro, 

chopped
1 1⁄4 cup water 
2  tsp. kosher salt plus more
Many bags of pork 
 chicharrónes 

PREP LIKE  
A PARTY GOD

ROARING FIRE OR 
WEIRD PORN? 
HOW TO SOLVE THE 
TV CONUNDRUM
-
What to put on that 
fifty-five-inch black 
hole* for the party, 
from most acceptable 
to never, ever.

Movie, black-and-
white

’90s music videos

Seinfeld reruns

Movie, vintage 
porno

Slideshow of your 
own baby photos

Roaring-fireplace 
video loop

Movie, furry porno

The Wire, season 5

The Miracle of Birth

Local news

UPN

Any sports event

* Goes without saying, 
but: Always mute

DIRECTIONS
1. Preheat broiler.  
While waiting, cook the 
bacon until crispy.  
Drain on paper towels.
2. Place the jalapeños, 
onions, garlic, and 
tomatillos on a baking 
sheet and broil until 
browned, about 15 to 20 
minutes. Cool in the 
refrigerator.
3. Toss the avocados  
with the lemon juice.
4. Remove the stems  
and seeds from the 
jalapeños, then pulse them 
with the onions, garlic, 
tomatillos, avocados, 
cilantro, water, and  
salt in a food processor  
until slightly chunky.  
Add more salt to taste.
5. Put the guac in a 
bowl and garnish with 
the bacon. Put the 
chicharrónes in a bowl  
and stand back.
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• You must lead by example. Be  
the party. Resist the urge to tidy up. 
Don’t go all Martha Stewart and ask 
anyone if they need a refill. Do roll  
a joint and pull a few people into the 
backyard. Trust that if you mingle, 
others will mingle; dance and they’ll 
dance; drink and they’ll get tore up.

HOW NOT  
TO THROW  
A PARTY 
Bad Advice 
from T.J. Miller

 
What should I do  
if the neighbors 
get mad at me for 
throwing a loud 
party?

 
I only throw parties 
at neighbor-less 
properties. I don’t 
know if you know— 
I was in Yogi Bear 
3-D. So I’m incredibly 
wealthy. And I have 
properties all over 
the world where  
I’ve bought out the 
houses around  
me so there are no 
neighbors. If people 
say, “I can’t afford 
that. I wasn’t in  
Yogi Bear 3-D,” then 
my response is “I’m 
sorry. I’m sorry you 
weren’t in Yogi Bear 
3-D, the greatest 
talking-bear comedy 
ever made.”

π Show up at a party 
in New York and if  
DJ Nick Catchdubs is 
spinning, you’ll notice 
that the dance floor  
is more tightly packed 
than the teeth in Tom 
Cruise’s mouth. Here 
are Catchdubs’s rules 
for making sure your 
joint keeps jumpin’  
all through the night.

RULE 1
Be a DJ Despot
“It’s important that 
the playlist is created 
by one person with 
a vision. This is your 
party. If Bryan wants 
to play his favorite 
Red Hot Chili Peppers 
record, he can do it at 
his own house party.”

RULE 2
Think Fresh
“Take some risks  
with your playlist.  
In this single-track-
download world  
that we live in today, 
people are way more 
familiar with new 
stuff than you think. 
A$AP Rocky drops  
a new video and by 

the next day most 
people have  
probably already 
checked it out.”

RULE 3
Make It Move
“A good playlist is  
a bell curve. You  
have the ‘Everyone’s 
getting here and  
it’s chill’ part, you 
have the ‘Let’s  
turn it up a notch’ 
portion in the middle, 
and then the ‘We’re  
going to take this  
out to the roof at 
three in the morning’ 
vibe. You start with 
the oldies to get 
loose, you peak with 
the new stuff in  
the middle, and then, 
when it’s winding 
down, Ginuwine’s 
‘Pony’ is on.” 

RULE 4
When in Doubt,  
Farm It Out
“If you go to 
SoundCloud, you  
can download mixes 
done by pros for  
free, ranging from 
Diplo-type dudes  
to a classic Kool DJ 
Red Alert old- 
school hip-hop mix  
to the four volumes  
I have with Nirvana 
and shit like that.  
You can at least grab 
an hour-long mix  
or two to get your 
playlist started.” 

Bring the Noise
Don't rent a pro 
sound system,  
but a dinky iPhone  
dock isn't going to 
cut it. No, you need  
a Sonos system—
speakers in every 
room that you can 
control wirelessly 
(and easily) from 
your phone.  
∞Sonos PLAY:1, 
$199, sonos.com

RULE 5
Don’t Be Afraid to 
Call for Backup
“A New York  
club is open from  
ten to four in the 
morning. So that’s 
your playlist-length 
benchmark. If  
you run short, pull 
from classic albums. 
You can put on  
Dr. Dre’s Chronic 
2001, start to finish. 
And everyone  
has a favorite disc  
in the three-CD 
Prince greatest- 
hits collection, you 
know?”

7 RULE YOUR PLAYLIST 
WITH AN IRON FIST

THE WARM-UP 
ZONE
“Biggie’s 
‘Hypnotize,’ which 
transcends all 
demographics. It’s 
just a feel-good 
track.” 

THE HYPE 
MOMENT
“An Atlanta- 
style club track—
something like 
Travis Porter’s 
‘Bring It Back,’ 
which turns 
anybody’s living 
room into a  
strip club.” 

THE COOL-DOWN
“SBTRKT’s 
‘Wildfire’ is kind 
of a curveball, 
chill but not 
sleepy. Because 
once it hits 3 a.m., 
everything needs 
to be sexy.”

GAME ON!8

http://sonos.com


KNOW 
HOW TO 
SHUT IT 
DOWN
π Some people don’t 
get the hint. Here’s 
what you do: You  
take that ice bucket 
from the cocktail bar 
and dump it into the 
sink. Loudly. It’s a 
jarring, unmistakable 
noise, and the 
leftovers stumbling 
around your place 
should take notice. 
And if they’re still 
oblivious, announce 
that the afterparty  
is now starting at your 
local bar, then walk 
everyone over—and 
Irish good-bye the 
moment they aim 
their blurry vision at 
the bartender.

ASSESS THE SITUATION
THE SIX PARTY GUESTS 
YOU’LL NEED TO DEAL WITH
• Guy Who’s Way Too 
Worried About Ebola 
Have you read that 
book The Hot Zone? 
He has. 

• Guy Who’s Waiting 
for a Call from His 
Boss Before He Can 
Really Let Loose
“Yes! Shots! Totally!” 
Just give him  
one sec.

• Those Two
You can tell they  
care deeply for  
each other because 
they’re currently 
making a baby on 
your sofa.

• TV-Obsessed Guy 
Who Keeps Saying 
“Spoiler Alert”
He doesn’t know if 
you saw last week’s 
episode, but—spoiler 
alert—you'll want  
to punch his throat.

• Guy Who Always 
Goes There
He’s not saying  
what Ray Rice did  
was right, but…

• Guy Who Was Born 
Without a Personality 
“Yeah, so this is Jeff 
from work, and he  
just moved to the city 
and… HE’S LOOKING 
SOMEWHERE ELSE! 
RUN!”— M I K E  S A C K S  & 

S C O T T  R O T H M A N

9
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$uit$ in   

PONY UP 
A LITTLE 
EXTRA 
DOUGH…
Yes, you can buy  
a trendy fast-fashion 
suit for just a few 
hundred bucks. But 
it’ll probably only 
last you a season. 
Get yourself one in 
the sweet spot 
instead and it’ll look 
sharper, fit better, 
and live in your 
closet—and on your 
back—for years.

T H I S  PAG E

suit $890 

Bonobos

+

shirt $140 

Club Monaco

tie $155 

Band of Outsiders

tie bar (throughout) 

The Tie Bar

pocket square 

Hav-A-Hank

watch 

Stock

briefcase 

Burberry

…BUT NOT 
TOO MUCH 
EXTRA
These days, you 
simply don’t need 
to drop the GDP  
of a small nation on 
a suit. The khaki 
one on the opposite 
page has a narrow 
lapel and short 
jacket, and it looks 
like a suit four  
times the price.

O P P O S I T E  PAG E

suit $648 

Brooks Brothers  

Red Fleece

+

shirt $365 

Hamilton Shirts

tie $295 

Burberry Prorsum

pocket square 

The Tie Bar

socks 

Falke

shoes 

Salvatore Ferragamo

hat (on driver) 

Stetson Cloth  

Hats & Caps

where to buy it?  

go to gq.com/go 

/fashiondirectories

http://gq.com/go/fashiondirectories
http://gq.com/go/fashiondirectories


 the $weet $pot

⟶ We’re talking 
about well-made 
suits that look  

like they were 
created by a master 

tailor—but that 
cost aROUND $800 

and won’t go  
out of style this 

year (or this 
decade). Here,  

our six favorites 
are worn by 
Englishman 

 Jack O’Connell, 
star of Angelina 

Jolie’s new  
EPIC, ‘Unbroken’

 B e n  Wat t s

J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 5  G Q . C O M  7 7

http://gq.com
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SHIRTS AND 
TIES ALSO 
HAVE A 
SWEET SPOT
To make your new 
$800 suit look like  
it cost $3,000, 
spend an extra $40 
on an impressive 
shirt and $25 on  
a really beautiful tie. 
Then do the math.

T H I S  PAG E

suit $620 

Club Monaco

+

shirt $155 

and tie $95 

Ledbury

pocket square 

Hav-A-Hank

umbrella 

Burberry

sunglasses 

Saint Laurent by  

Hedi Slimane

EVEN 
FILTHY-
RICH DUDES 
CAN’T BUY 
THIS LOOK
Knowing where to 
affix a tie bar, how 
to fold a bandanna, 
or when to pull on 
cobalt socks has zip 
to do with money. 
With a great suit as 
the foundation,  
all your style know-
how can kick in.

O P P O S I T E  PAG E

suit $996 

Jack Spade

+

shirt $495 

Dolce & Gabbana

tie $155 

Band of Outsiders

vintage pocket square 

Colorfast

watch 

Stock

socks 

Pantherella

shoes 

Ralph Lauren

where to buy it?  

go to gq.com/go 

/fashiondirectories

7 8  G Q . C O M  J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 5

http://gq.com
http://gq.com/go/fashiondirectories
http://gq.com/go/fashiondirectories




WE CALL 
THIS LOW 
RISK, HIGH 
REWARD
These suits are 
affordable  
enough that you 
can try something 
different. Like  
the unexpected—
but still totally 
wearable—gray-
green number  
you see here.

suit $815 

J.Lindeberg

+

shirt $195 

Sandro

tie $125 

John Varvatos

trench coat 

Burberry London

hat 

Borsalino at  

JJ Hat Center

pocket square 

The Hill-Side

socks 

Pantherella

shoes 

Allen Edmonds for  

Club Monaco



GENTLEMAN 
JACK
⟶ For years, Jack O’Connell 
has played rascals. And it’s 
never required a huge leap  
for him to get into character. 
“ ‘Jack the Lad’ was on my 
school report,” the 24-year-old 
says in a rakish British accent.  
“It used to say that my Jack the 
Lad mentality was disruptive  
to meself and everyone else’s 
education.” That he portrayed  
a similarly puckish kid on  
the teen drama Skins only 
cemented the reputation. But 
the work was good—and the 
accolades really started rolling 
in when he put that persona 
through a series of punishing 
roles. In visceral thrillers like 
Starred Up and ’71, O’Connell 
wasn’t just a charming 
teenager—he was a fully grown 
actor to be reckoned with.

That young-yet-battle-tested 
quality made him a perfect  
fit to play Louis Zamperini  
in Angelina Jolie’s adaptation  
of the very-very-best-seller 
Unbroken. Zamperini’s  
story is pure American epic:  
Olympic runner, Air Force 
enlistee, ocean-crash survivor,  
forty-seven-day castaway,  
and heavily tortured POW. 
Production was grueling: 
“There were times when I was 
so hungry that I was deluded,” 
O’Connell recalls. But he 
emerged with another stirring 
physical performance—one 
signifying that O’Connell is  
in it for the long haul. Unbroken 
matured him, he says. “I’m  
not trying to have the most fun  
I’ve ever had ever, anymore, 
you know? That used to be the 
mentality every time I left the 
house,” he says. “But things  
are going the way I want now. 
I’ve got my plants on my  
roof terrace, and I like watering 
them. I’m quite boring,” he 
insists. Though on this day, his 
groggy speech suggests 
otherwise. So: Just watering the 
plants? “Well, I’m not going to 
pretend I had an early night last 
night, either!”— S A M  S C H U B E

J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 5  G Q . C O M  8 1

THE SWEET 
SPOT’S 
ONLY 
GROWING
J.Crew’s Ludlow 
put these mid-
range suits on the 
map, and now 
countless labels 
are making them. 
Which means  
the sweet spot is 
now easier to hit.

suit $1,025 

Sandro

+

shirt $140 

Club Monaco

tie $48 

DIBI

pocket square 

Earnest Sewn

folio 

Tod’s

socks 

Falke

shoes 

Allen Edmonds

grooming by johnnie 

sapong at jed root. 

set design by theo 

politowicz. produced by 

the production club.

where to buy it?  

go to gq.com/go 

/fashiondirectories

J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 5  G Q . C O M  8 1

http://gq.com
http://gq.com/go/fashiondirectories
http://gq.com/go/fashiondirectories
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What does it take for heroin to grab hold 
in the small, remote towns of America? 
Consider the case of Laramie, Wyoming. 
Five years ago, it had no heroin problem 
whatsoever. Now there’s a bustling 
trade. How does this happen? How does 
heroin become a business? Well, like any 
business, it starts with one man and an 
entrepreneurial dream BY  SEAN FLYNN

8 2  G Q . C O M  J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 5
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The local police locked her in a cell, at which 
point she began to pull from her vagina sev-
eral tiny packages that, between them, con-
tained approximately two grams of heroin.

“We were shocked,” says Josh Merseal, a 
young prosecutor in Albany County, where 
Laramie is located. “We were like, heroin? 
We’d never seen it before.”

Nor would the authorities in Laramie 
see heroin for several years after that. The 
girl from the bus was a passing transient, 
yes, and in some sense an anomaly, but 
she was also a kind of omen. By the time 
Merseal told me about her last August, 
there were so many busts, he was having 
trouble keeping track: Since 2013, he told 
me, Albany County had prosecuted ten…no, 
wait, eleven…heroin cases involving fifty, or 
fiftyish, let’s say, defendants. The Laramie 
police chief, meanwhile, says heroin is “the 
most prominent hard drug out there” in his 
small city of 31,814. A federal prosecutor in 
Cheyenne, fifty miles east, declares flatly: 
“It’s in every part of the state.”

Heroin is a dreary national trend, resur-
gent everywhere—in big cities, of course, 
but also in small towns and the middle of 
nowhere and even southern Wyoming. It 
doesn’t simply appear, though, like fairy 
dust. Someone has to bring it to those small 
cities and far-flung places. Someone has to 
supply the demand. Merseal remembers 
that guy, too.

“Before Ory,” he says, “our major drug 
cases were mostly meth and weed busts, get-
ting people to buy nickel bags. After Ory? 
It’s everything.” 

Ory would be  Ory Joe Johnson, about 
whom, in fairness, a few things must be 
said at the outset. Ory did not introduce 
heroin or any other drug to Laramie, let 
alone to the state of Wyoming. He has never 
loitered on playgrounds or in alleys, tempt-
ing children and the naive. He is not asso-
ciated, directly at least, with a murderous 
cartel, nor is he a kingpin in any remotely 
plausible sense of the word.

Ory, rather, is an industrious and entre-
preneurial man of 37 who was born and 
raised in Torrington, a smudge of a village 
near the Nebraska state line, where his 
father was the town veterinarian. He was 
a popular kid, amiable and bright, presi-
dent of his class in grade school, student- 
body president his junior year in high 
school. He hunted and fished, and he wres-
tled and played baseball for his 
school, mastered the piano, and 
was so good with a trombone—
marching band, jazz band—that 
a college back east o≠ered him  
a scholarship. He turned it 
down because he didn’t want 
to be a musician. Ory thought,  
for a while, that he might want 
to be a dentist, like his best 
friend’s father.

One Saturday in the sum-
mer of 1996, when Ory was 
19 years old, he spent the day 
drinking beer out at Springer 
Reservoir, a lake south of 
Torrington. He drove home 
drunk and fell asleep on a dirt 
road about a mile from home. 
His Suburban hit a bridge rail-
ing at highway speed, crushed 
the front end, broke Ory’s nose 
and jaw and collarbone, bruised 
a lung and his liver, shattered 
his right ankle. A judge gave 
him two years’ probation for  
misdemeanor DUI, and a doc-
tor gave him Vicodin for every-
thing else. When he ran out of 
pills, he always got some more,  
and it didn’t seem to matter 
how often he ran out.

Step one to becoming a small-
town drug dealer: Develop a 
medically prescribed, and thus 
completely legal, addiction to 
opiates. This is disturbingly 
common among both buyers 
and suppliers.

Six months later, when Ory 
was still hobbling around on  

crutches and swallowing Vicodin, he went 
to a party. Some guy had some crank, a 
common precursor to proper metham-
phetamine that was brewed by rednecks 
and bikers. Ory sni≠ed a line. It was 
magic. “It was the first time I’d walked 
since the wreck,” he says. “I hadn’t put any 
weight on my foot, and I was able to put 
down my crutches that night and walk.  
From then on, I walked.”

But for a brain wired a certain way—like 
Ory’s, apparently—crank is notoriously 
addictive. By the end of February 1997, 
he was snorting two, maybe three grams 
a day, which at $100 a gram, ballpark, is 
unsustainable for a kid who doesn’t want 
to start breaking into cars and houses.  
Ory is not a thief.

Step two to becoming a small-town dealer: 
Figure out how to make the economics work.

The friend Ory bought from told him 
that an eight ball—an eighth of an ounce, 
three and a half grams—sold for $200 in 
Scottsblu≠, a city of 15,000 on the other side 
of the Nebraska line. 
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About five years ago, 
on a westbound bus rolling across 
the high and empty plains in the 
middle of the country, a young 
woman got so disturbingly wasted 
that the driver put her off in the  
little city of Laramie, Wyoming.

Ory Joe Johnson, photographed in October 2014, is  
serving five years at a medium-security prison in  
Torrington, Wyoming. Above right, downtown Laramie.
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“And it hit me,” Ory says. “I buy an eight 
ball for $200. Well, I know people who 
would want grams. So I go and I sell a gram 
to this guy and another gram to this guy, and 
now I’ve got a gram and a half for free.” He 
pauses for a beat. “Wow. That was easy.”

So easy, so obvious, in fact, that a couple 
of days later Ory went to his friend’s connec-
tion, a guy he didn’t know but who was one 
level up the distribution ladder. “I’ve got 450 
bucks,” Ory told him. “What can I get?”

Ory drove the guy to Scottsblu≠ and 
stopped in front of a house in a ramshackle 
neighborhood. His new connection took 
Ory’s $450, told him to wait, then disap-
peared inside the front door.

Ory sat in the car for an hour. He drove 
around Scottsblu≠ for a while, sat in a 
park for another while. This isn’t right, he 
thought. He hadn’t seen his connection—or 
his money or his dope—in three hours.

He started toward the door.

One could argue that it’s possible to 
stumble through the first couple of steps: 
One is an unwitting addiction, and the 
other is fourth-grade arithmetic. Step 
three, on the other hand, required some 
brass: being the guy willing and able to step 
into the unknown. 

Ory knew nothing about the drug trade 
beyond the penny-ante retail market in 
Torrington. He did not know who lived in 
the house, and he did not know how that 
person might respond to a stranger knock-
ing on his door.

Ory knocked. A giant Mexican man 
opened the door. He glowered at Ory. “What 
do you want?”

“Hey, I dropped this guy o≠ with my 
money about three hours ago,” Ory said. “I 
want to talk to him.”

The Mexican eyeballed Ory, checked up 
and down the block, trying to figure out if 
he’d been sent by the cops or was just an 
idiot. “Come in,” he finally said.

He got on the phone, spoke in Spanish, 
which Ory doesn’t understand, then hung 
up. “That guy came in,” he said. “He came 
in and went out the bathroom window with 
your drugs about three hours ago.”

“That was my money,” Ory said. “I came 
to buy, and he was going to get it here.”

The Mexican shrugged. Not his problem.
“Maybe he was shocked at that point that 

I’d come in just like that,” Ory says now. “But 
I’m thinking, Wow, I need to make this 450 
bucks back. So I came back the next day 
with maybe six or seven hundred bucks, 
bought a half ounce. It was gone in an hour 
or two. I went and got more the same day, 
and it just started.”

It’s easy after that, especially for a clean-
cut white man obeying all the tra∞c laws. 
Drugs sell themselves. “I couldn’t believe 
the first time I had an ounce of crank,” Ory 
says. “I was in Wheatland less than an hour 
and one guy had sold it all for me. In less 
than an hour, I’d made over $1,000. And  
I probably had five or six grams left. I was 
like, Whoa, what just happened? That’s a 
town of 3,500 people. Within a month, that 
little town was swallowing up eight ounces 
every week and a half.”

Not long after, crank was replaced by 
true crystal methamphetamine, a prod-
uct of much higher quality that came 
in actual clear crystalline form. Ory cut 
another layer out of the supply chain and 
started buying in Colorado, first in Greeley,  
then in Denver.  

Not surprisingly, and for several blind-
ingly obvious reasons—Ory lists them as 
“young, didn’t know what I was doing, 
high out of my mind”—he started getting in 
trouble with the law. Not for drugs, exactly, 
but because of drugs. Like most middle-
management jobs, Wyoming meth supplier 
isn’t particularly lucrative, especially if one 
is supporting his own multi-gram habit. Ory 
started writing checks o≠ his big brother’s 
account, $7 here, $250 there, a few thou-
sand all told. A judge sent him to rehab, 
which didn’t do any good, and gave him 
probation twice, which he violated more 

than twice. He got stopped with a cooler 
full of psilocybin mushrooms in his car 
(and helpfully told the o∞cer who stopped 
him that he’d eaten “a little piece” because 
it helped him drive better), and he wrote 
more bad checks, and he cut o≠ his ankle 
monitor and walked away from a halfway 
house, which, somewhat to Ory’s astonish-
ment, the authorities considered escape. 
His probation was revoked on May 2, 
2002, and he was sent to the prison in 
Rawlins for two to five years with credit for 
322 days he’d spent in county jails all the 
times he’d gotten arrested.

Thus ended, for almost a decade, Ory 
Joe Johnson’s career as a small-town  
drug dealer.

Ory was released  from prison on  
March 17, 2005, scrubbed clean of meth-
amphetamine, rehabilitated. He moved 
to Laramie, where his mother had settled 
after his parents divorced, and got a job 
pouring concrete. He learned the trade, 
and then he learned the business—how to 
invoice and balance the books and read 
plans and bid jobs. “I got out, didn’t make 
any mistakes, didn’t do anything wrong,” 
he says. “And by the end of 2006, I was 
starting my own company.”

Over the next five years, Ory built  
a comfortable legal life for himself. 
Johnson Concrete LLC poured streets and 
curbs and sidewalks, a couple of new fire  
stations, the rec center over in Baggs. He  
usually had eight 
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(continued on page 101)

1970–1974
• Vietnam vets come 

home addicted to 
heroin: ODs climb 

from 2,000 to 3,500. 

hooked, 
unhooked, 
rehooked

The cyclical and deadly grip 
of heroin in America 

1974–1986
• Nixon pursues 

unsuccessful war on 
drugs: ODs decrease 

marginally from 
3,500 to 3,000.

1986–2006
• Crack cocaine 

supplants heroin 
use: ODs decrease  

from 3,000 to 2,000.

2006–present
• OxyContin and other 
scrip narcotics lead to 
heroin use, addicting 

a new generation: ODs 
increase from 2,000 to 

6,000 by 2012.  
— C O L E  L O U I S O N
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How do you feel about facts? Do you hate them? Are they super annoying,

like science? Are you frightened of communists, Muslims, and vaginas?

Good news! This month, America is inaugurating a new class of

elected representatives, and while some of them are bright, able politicians,

a few of them are seriously looney. And they’ll be in good company.

PRESENTING GQ’S DEFINITIVE LIST OF…

 S T E P H E N  S H E R R I L L

AMERICA’S

Politician
s



IN HIS DEFENSE:

It does seem like all 
the stores are putting up 

their Kwanzaa decorations 
earlier and earlier every year. 
ACTUAL THING HE SAID:

“Did people even know 
what homosexuality was in 
high school in 1975? I don’t 
remember any discussion 
about that at the time.”
THINK OF HIM AS: 

The ’50s.

05
Sen. Rand Paul [R-Ky.]

JUST HOW CRAZY?

Said the Obama 
administration going 

after BP because of 
the Gulf oil spill was “part of 
this sort of blame-game society, 
in the sense that it’s always 
got to be someone’s fault, 
instead of the fact that maybe 
sometimes accidents happen.” 
Warned that unchecked illegal 
immigration would lead 
to a “borderless mass continent” 
that used a currency known 
among conspiracy theorists 
as the Amero. 
ACTUAL THING HE SAID:

“With regard to the idea of 
whether you have a right 
to health care, you have to 
realize what that implies. 
It’s not an abstraction. I’m a 
physician. That means you 
have a right to come to my 
house and conscript me. It 
means you believe in slavery. 
It means that you’re going 
to enslave not only me but 
the janitor at my hospital, the 
person who cleans my o∞ce, 
the assistants who work in my 
o∞ce, the nurses.”
FUN FACT:

After a beef with the American 
Board of Ophthalmology, 
he started his own board and 
certified himself.
IN HIS DEFENSE:

His father is Ron Paul.

01
Rep. Ted Yoho [R-Fla.]
J UST H OW CRA Z Y?

Claimed he sees “one side of 
our government, or two-thirds 
of it, running one hundred 
miles an hour toward socialism” 
and that conservatives like him 
“are like Fred and Barney in 
the Flintstone-mobile, trying 
to stop that.” 
ACTUA L THING HE SA ID:

Explained his opposition to 
a proposed tanning-bed tax 
thusly: “I had an Indian doctor 
in our o∞ce the other day, 
very dark skin and two non–
dark-skinned people, and 
I asked…, ‘Have you ever been 
to a tanning booth?’ And he 
goes, ‘No, no need.’ So therefore 
[the tax] is a racist tax, and 
I thought I might need to go 
get to a sun-tanning booth 
twice so that I can come out 
and say…I got taxed because 
of the color of my skin.”
FUN  FACT:

Is a large-animal veterinarian.
THINK OF HIM AS: 

Joseph McCarthy, if he could 
deliver a calf. 

02
Sheriff Joe Arpaio, 
Maricopa County, Ariz.

JUST H OW CRAZY?

Has forced inmates 
to wear pink 

underwear; served them 
rotting food; housed 
them in a tent city, which 
he once described as 
a “concentration camp” 
and where inside temperatures 
have reached 145 degrees; 
allegedly denied Latina 
inmates sanitary products 
and forced them to sleep 
on sheets soiled with menstrual 
blood. Created an armed 
volunteer “posse” that has 
included Steven Seagal.
ACTUA L THING HE SA ID: 

“All these people that come over, 
they could come with disease. 
There’s no control, no health 
checks or anything. They check 
fruits and vegetables—how 
come they don’t check people? 
No one talks about that! 
They’re all dirty.” 
THINK OF HIM AS: 

A combination of Lou Dobbs, 
Richie Incognito, and Paul 
Blart:  Mall Cop.

IN HIS DEFENSE:

British petroleum companies 
deserve to be represented in 
Congress, too. 
THINK OF HIM AS: 

Oil.

04
Rep. Glenn Grothman 
[R-Wis.]

JUST HOW CRAZY?

Really hates 
Kwanzaa, claiming in 

a press release that “almost no 
black people today care about 
Kwanzaa—just white left-
wingers who try to shove this 
down black people’s throats 
in an e≠ort to divide 
Americans.” Also declared that 
giving state workers the day 
o≠ on Martin Luther King Day 
“is an insult to all the other 
taxpayers” who want to 
contact government o∞ces.

03
Rep. Joe Barton [R-Tex.]
JUST HOW CRAZY?

Claimed carbon dioxide “is 
not a pollutant” because “I am 
creating it as I talk to you. It’s in 
your Coca-Cola, your Dr Pepper, 
your Perrier water.” Apologized 
to then BP CEO Tony Hayward 
after the White House urged 
BP to create a Gulf-oil-spill 
relief fund, saying it was “a 
tragedy of the first proportion 
that a private corporation can 
be subjected to what I would 
characterize as a shakedown.”
FUN FACT:

Chairman emeritus of the 
House energy and commerce 
committee.
ACTUAL THING HE SAID:

Walking back on his BP remark: 
“If anything I said this morning 
has been misconstrued to 
the opposite e≠ect, I want to 
apologize for that misconstrued 
misconstruction.”
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• Gohmert is 
don’t-mess-
with-Texas 
crazy; Paul 
is dog-eared-
copy-of–
Atlas Shrugged 
crazy.

• You’re not legit 
crazy without an 
’80s-action-hero 

pal. Arpaio’s 
is Steven Seagal.

W A R D  S U T T O N
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08
State Rep. Gordon 
Klingenschmitt [R-Colo.]

JUST HOW CRAZY?

Has repeatedly 
bragged about 

performing a gay exorcism 
(he’s a former Navy chaplain) 
to rid a woman of “the foul 
spirit of lesbianism,” and 
also tried to perform a long-
distance exorcism on 
President Obama because of 
something about the NSA. 
Believes that Obamacare 
“causes cancer” and that 
Obama’s former FCC chairman 
was driven by the Devil 
to “molest and visually rape 
your children.” 
ACTUAL THING HE SAID:

“Father in Heaven, we pray 
against the domestic enemies 
of the Constitution, against 
this demon of tyranny who 
is using the White House 
occupant, and that demonic 
spirit is oppressing us.”
FUN FACT:

Calls himself Dr. Chaps, which 
is not the least bit creepy.

09
Rep. Jody Hice [R-Ga.]

JUST HOW CRAZY?

Claimed that “four 
blood moons” falling 

on “major Jewish holidays” 
could be a sign of “world-
changing, -shaking type events.” 

IN HIS DEFENSE:

Blood moons are freaky.
ACTUAL THING HE WROTE:

“Some ask the question 
‘How does same-sex “marriage” 
threaten your marriage?’ 
The answer is similar to 
asking, ‘How does a trashy 
neighborhood a≠ect you?’ ”

10
Rep. Hank Johnson 
[D-Ga.]*
JUST HOW CRAZY?

In a hearing about adding 
military personnel on Guam, 
said, “My fear is that the 
whole island will become so 
overly populated that it will 
tip over and capsize.”
FUN FACT:

One of two Buddhists in 
Congress.
THINK OF HIM AS: 

A very fun science teacher.
IN HIS DEFENSE:

It would be very expensive to 
raise Guam from the bottom 
of the ocean. 

11
Sen. Ted Cruz [R-Tex.]

JUST HOW CRAZY?

Leans so far right 
that even fellow 

Republican John McCain 
classified him as a “wacko 
bird”; one of Cruz’s supporters 
put the nickname on a hat, 
and he proudly displays it in 
his o∞ce.
ACTUAL THING HE SAID:

“Twenty years from now, if 
there is some obscure Trivial 
Pursuit question, I am 
confident I will be the answer.”

FUN FACT:

Unlike President Obama, was 
not born in the United States.
THINK OF HIM AS: 

Sarah Palin, if one of the five 
colleges she attended had 
been Princeton.

12
State Rep. Kelly Keisling 
[R-Tenn.] 
FUN FACT:

Is a man. 
JUST HOW CRAZY? 

Sent out an e-mail to 
constituents, from an o∞cial 
government account, passing 
along a conspiracy theory 
that Obama o∞cials planned 
a “staged assassination 
attempt on the life of President 
Obama that would be blamed 
on ‘white supremacists’ 
and subsequently used 
to enrage black and Hispanic 
communities, driving them 
to rioting all across the nation.”
IN HIS DEFENSE:

Everything in that e-mail was 
completely true.

13
State Rep. Mark Walker 
[R-N.C.]

ACTUAL THING HE SA ID:

He’s worried Obama 
will refuse to leave 

o∞ce when his term is up: 
“I don’t think that’s out of the 
question. I think he’s gotten 
pretty comfortable up there 
spending all of those billions of 
dollars on vacations for he 
and his family.”

06
Rep. Michael Grimm 
[R-N.Y.]
ACTUAL THING HE SA ID:

“You ever do that to me again, 
I’ll throw you o≠ this fucking 
balcony.… I’ll break you in half. 
Like a boy.”
FUN  FAC T:

He said it on-camera, in the 
atrium of a congressional 
building, immediately 
following President Obama’s 
State of the Union address, 
to a reporter who had 
asked him about a federal 
investigation into his 
campaign-finance practices. 
I N HI S  D EFEN SE: 

He represents Staten Island, 
so this incident was kind of like 
a free campaign ad. And sure 
enough, in November he was 
re-elected by thirteen points.

07
Rep. Michael Burgess 
[R-Tex.]
ACTUAL THING HE SA ID:

“You watch a sonogram of 
a fifteen-week baby and they 
have movements that are 
purposeful. They stroke their 
face. If they’re a male baby, 
they may have their hand 
between their legs. I mean, 
they feel pleasure. Why 
is it so hard to think they 
could feel pain?”
FUN  FAC T: 

Is an ob-gyn.
THINK OF HIM AS: 

A respected doctor, in 1820.
I N HI S  D EFEN SE:

Many grown men reportedly 
enjoy masturbation.

• We’re pretty 
sure Cruz 

would’ve been 
disappointed 

if he wasn’t 
on this list, so: 

This one’s 
for you, Ted!

• Artist’s 
rendering of 

what happens 
to Grimm if 

you ask him a 
question he 
doesn’t like.



want to go on a date, they 
invite each other to head over 
to the pipeline.” 
ACTUAL THING HE SAID:

Speaking against federal funds 
to protect endangered species, 
including some rare breeds 
of dogs and cats in China: 
“There’s no assurance that if 
we did that, we wouldn’t end 
up with moo goo dog pan or 
moo goo cat pan.”

18
Rep. Steve King [R-Iowa]
JUST HOW CRAZY?

Voted against federal penalties 
for attending animal fights, 
under the theory that since 
it’s legal to watch humans 
fight, it would be wrong to 
forbid watching animals 
fight. Suggested the U.S. 
electrify the border fence, 
because “we do that with 
livestock all the time.”
ACTUAL THING HE SAID:

“For every [undocumented 
immigrant] who’s a 
valedictorian, there’s another 
one hundred out there who 
weigh 130 pounds—and 
they’ve got calves the size of 
cantaloupes, because they’re 
hauling seventy-five pounds of 
marijuana across the desert.”

19
Governor Paul LePage 
[R-Me.]

JUST HOW CRAZY?

Refused to attend 
Martin Luther King 

Day activities, saying the 
NAACP is a “special interest.” 
Then added, “Tell ’em to kiss my 
butt.” Said that a Democratic 
state leader “claims to be for 
the people, but he’s the first one 
to give it to the people without 
providing Vaseline.” Urged a 
repeal of Maine’s ban on the 
plastics chemical component 
BPA, claiming it wasn’t 
dangerous and saying, “Put it 
in the microwave and you heat 
it up, it gives o≠ a chemical 
similar to estrogen. So the 
worst case is some women may 
have little beards.”
FUN FACT:

Was re-elected in 2014.
THINK OF HIM AS: 

If Don Rickles mated with 
poutine.

20
Vice President 
Joe Biden [D-America]
JUST HOW CRAZY?

Crazy enough to run again 
for president! 

stephen sherrill is a 
writer based in New York City. 

tasks, such as bringing her 
garlic supplements at 2 a.m. 
JUST HOW CRAZY? 

Believes that the Constitution 
is 400 years old and that 
Vietnam is still divided into 
North and South.
ACTUAL THING SHE SAID:

Made clear that her support 
for Obama extends to self-
immolation, if necessary: 
“We will circle the president 
on fire. We will be on fire for 
rightness and justice.”

16
Sen. Joni Ernst [R-Iowa]

JUST HOW CRAZY?

Said Obama was 
“apathetic” despite 

previously claiming he had 
“become a dictator.” She carries 
a gun—“a beautiful little Smith 
& Wesson nine-millimeter”—
with her “virtually everywhere,” 
just in case she needs to defend 
herself “from an intruder” 
or “from the government,” of 
which she 
is now an elected member.
FUN FACT:

Grew up castrating hogs on 
an Iowa farm; in her first 
campaign ad, complained 
that Washington is “full of big 
spenders” and urged voters 
to send her there so that she 
could “make ’em squeal.”
THINK OF HER AS:

Michele Bachmann with a 
more sensible haircut.

17
Rep. Louie Gohmert 
[R-Tex.]
JUST HOW CRAZY?

As a judge, ordered a man with 
HIV to get written consent from 
any future sexual partners. 
Claimed that if an oil pipeline 
in Alaska were shut down, it 
would diminish the caribou 
population because “when they 

AL SO THIS:

“If you have foreigners who are 
sneaking in with drug cartels, 
to me that is a national threat. 
And if we gotta go laser or blitz 
somebody with a couple of 
fighter jets for a little while to 
make our point, I don’t have 
a problem with that.”
AND  T HIS:

“I would beg to di≠er that Islam 
is a religion of peace, because 
you can’t have a religion of 
peace when you’ve got nearly 
a billion people choppin’ o≠ 
heads all over the country.”

14
Rep. Virginia Foxx 
[R-N.C.]
J UST H OW CRA Z Y?

Said she has “very little 
tolerance” for anyone with 
student loans. Claimed the idea 
that Matthew Shepard was 
killed because he was gay is “a 
hoax that continues to be used 
as an excuse for passing [hate-
crime] bills”; later said “ ‘hoax’ 
was a poor choice of words.” 
Said she thinks the Sixteenth 
Amendment to the Constitution 
is unconstitutional.
I N HER DEFEN SE:

The Supreme Court has yet 
to give a definitive ruling 
on the constitutionality of 
the Constitution.

15
Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee 
[D-Tex.]
FUN  FACT:

Was recently named the 
“meanest” member of the 
House by Washingtonian 
magazine because she allegedly 
berates her sta≠ (called one 
“you stupid motherfucker”), 
throws her cell phone, and 
requires them to perform inane 

HOW DOES SAME-SEX MARRIAGE 
THREATEN YOU? ACCORDING TO NEWLY 

ELECTED REP. JODY HICE: 

“THE ANSWER IS SIMILAR TO 
ASKING, ‘HOW DOES A 

TRASHY NEIGHBORHOOD 
AFFECT YOU?’ ”
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• Iowa’s Ernst 
learned her 
way around 

a hog as a 
child. Maine’s 

LePage is a 
childish hog.

* Look! A Democrat! Yes, this list is Republican-heavy, and while that may seem like 
standard liberal-media bias, the reality is that Democrats just aren’t keeping pace 
right now in the crazy department. But to even the score, here’s an incomplete list of 
crazy Dems from yesteryear: Rod Blagojevich, David Duke, at least one or two of the 
Kennedys, Anthony Weiner/Carlos Danger, and Jim McGreevey.
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The  
Dark  
Side  
of the  
Moon

          p a r i  d u k o v i c9 0  G Q . C O M  J A N U A R Y  2 0 1 5

He was a war-hero fighter pilot. He was an MIT rocket scientist. He was a lot of 
impressive things, and then Buzz Aldrin went to the moon, which is maybe all you know 
about one of the most famous men on earth—a guy who’s been frozen, like a footprint  
in lunar dust, in America’s mind for forty-five years now. But the thing about Buzz is that 
he still wants way more than the moon   by Jeanne Marie Laskas
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S
o how was it ? How was…
the moon?” You have no further 
questions. Because he went to 
the moon. And now he’s sitting 
here, at your table in a dark and 

crowded D.C. restaurant. It’s disorienting. 
The moon! The crescent and the eclipse, 
the waxing and the waning, the cheese— 
the lunar glow hanging right there, night 
after night on the periphery of your busy 
coming and going. No matter what your 
age, gender, politics, nationality, social or 
financial standing, every single person 
inhabiting the planet Earth has the same 
reaction to him. Holy crap, Buzz Aldrin, you  
went to the moon!

You smile at him, your face opening the 
way every single face in the entire world 
opens when it encounters him. Because he 
is: Buzz Aldrin. And we are: mankind. 

He takes note of your smile, and just as 
quickly looks past you. It’s the same way 
with everybody. It’s your pregnant antici-
pation: I can’t wait to hear the amazing 
synthesis of moon wisdom you are about to  
bestow upon me. 

He has no idea what to do with that. 
None. He’s turning 85 this month. He went 
to the moon when he was 39. Mankind 
has been coming at him with your same 
smile ever since. What do you expect him  
to do with that?

He orders the veal. He’s wearing a lapel 
pin of his famous moon footprint in min-
iature, cast in pewter. He’s wearing a tan  
corduroy jacket, a tie with pictures of plan-
ets all over it. He’s wearing bracelets, big 
beads. Turquoise on one wrist and a string 
of translucent alien faces or something 
on the other. “And all of a sudden here’s a 
rocket,” he’s saying, his voice low and grav-
elly, as he tries to make plain what landing 
on the moon can do to a man’s life. “And 
you’re gonna get on top of it and go some-
where. People are interested. People want 
to be able to put down in writing something 
about how you were feeling.” He gesticu-
lates when he talks, the bracelets clattering. 
“Look, we didn’t know what we were feel-
ing. We weren’t feeling.”

The jewelry is distracting. There is more. 
A gigantic double watch, two faces fused 

together like heads on conjoined twins. 
There are gold rings, a moon, a star,  
diamonds, a pinkie ring, many rings. What 
is up with the jewelry? It’s confusing.  
Wait, jewelry?

Never mind all that. You have no idea 
what to do with all that. His jewelry, your 
pregnant smile, the distance between you 
and him is a chasm and you don’t know how 
you feel about that. Imagine how he feels 
about that. He doesn’t know how he feels. 
He’s been feeling this way ever since he 
came back, fell spectacularly out of the sky 
in July of 1969, splashed into the Pacific in 
an airtight capsule with his Apollo 11 crew-
mates Neil Armstrong and Michael Collins.

He’s a museum piece. He’s a mascot—for 
Team Universe. 

question. “How was it? How was…the moon? 
What did it feel like to go to the moon?” 

He came back burdened. By what he 
did, and what he didn’t do. Significantly 
burdened. Suicidal. His grandfather, a bul-
let through the brain. His mom swallowed 
pills. Moon or no moon, that’s in his blood. 
“There was some genetic association,” he 
says. “My grandfather had committed sui-
cide, and then my mother did right before 
we went to the moon.”

Abruptly he switches subjects, talks rock-
ets and boosters. Orbits. His comfort zone. 
“And now Obama says he wants to send a 
human to an asteroid. Why would he say 
that? I’ll tell you why he said that. To satisfy 
the public. To show progress. But that’s not 
going to the moon. That’s not going to Mars. 
That’s playing around with a Mickey Mouse 
rock. We’ve got to get rid of that. I’m the cre-
ator of a new way to get to Mars.” 

He takes a sip of his soda. He hasn’t had 
a drink in thirty-six years. He’s got his chair 
positioned against the wall, his shoulders 
open and relaxed, his round blue eyes busy 
and alert. “My mind might wander a little 
bit,” he says, surveying the room. “I’m on 
the scout for cute-looking ladies, being 
divorced a couple of years now.” Someone 
turns the music up. The speaker is not far 
from his knee. “THIS IS USUALLY QUITE A 
SHOWPLACE,” he says over the beat.

T
h e  m e l a n c h o ly  of all 
things done” is the way Buzz 
once described his complete 
mental breakdown after 
returning from the moon. 

Booze. A couple of divorces. A psych ward. 
Broke. At one point he was selling cars. 

Neither Neil Armstrong nor Michael 
Collins had a mental breakdown after 
returning from the moon. The public pres-
sure was never as great on Mike; he was up 
orbiting the moon in the command module 
while Neil and Buzz puttered o≠ in the Eagle 
and then gently touched down on the Sea of 
Tranquillity. Neil was of course the first to 
open the hatch, the first man to walk on the 
moon. He would go on to retire from space 
with dignity, people said. He turned into a 
buttoned-up academic, and then a business-
man, honorably testifying before Congress 
about space exploration when called, and 
turning down just about every media 
request coming his way, turning down 
biography o≠ers from people like James 
Michener. He sued Hallmark Cards for 
using his name and a recording of his “one 
small step” quote for a Christmas ornament. 

Buzz was of course the second man to 
walk on the moon. 

Buzz made a rap video, “Rocket Experi-
ence,” with Snoop Dogg. He did the cha-cha 

He talks in very long paragraphs about 
rocket science. Orbits and going to Mars 
and the “Aldrin Mars Cycler.” He holds three 
patents for things like a modular space sta-
tion, and he started a foundation devoted to 
advancing space education. “But this is not 
what you want to talk about,” he thankfully 
says, and so you say let’s get back to that 
day you went to the moon. It was a moment 
for the world, a particular historic moment 
when scientific, military, and nationalistic 
interests intersected perfectly—and him and 
Neil and Mike blasting o≠ atop a Saturn V 
as if in celebration of that perfect union. And 
doesn’t he have a perspective on that? A way 
of thinking about that? 

“It’s something we did,” he says. “Now we 
should do something else.”

(You feel like an idiot. You feel like you’re 
asking Mona to o≠er insights into the  
Mona Lisa.) 

He’s a relic of the twentieth century, a 
snapshot of American glory—of human 
achievement—living right here in your same 
life span. He’s a picture in every history 
book in every language in every country of 
the world, and every single human being 
who even thinks about him has the same 
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« Buzz Aldrin’s status as the second man on the moon has defined him and haunted him.

“The melancholy 
of all things done” 
is the way Buzz 
once described his 
complete mental 
breakdown after 
returning from  
the moon. 

http://gq.com


and the fox-trot and was eliminated in the 
second round of season ten of Dancing with 
the Stars. He has appeared on WWE Mon-
day Night Raw, The Price Is Right, Space 
Ghost Coast to Coast, 30 Rock, The Big Bang 
Theory, The Simpsons, Futurama, Top Chef, 
and many dozens of other shows and mov-
ies as himself. He has written eight books, 
mostly about his own exploits in space, 
including four memoirs, two science fiction 
books, and a children’s book. He sells get 
your ass to mars T-shirts on his website, 
along with $600 Buzz Aldrin “First Step” 
autographed lithographs. 

The second man to walk on the moon. 
Number two. 

When Neil died in 2012, the White House 
issued a statement saying he was “among 

the greatest of American heroes—not just of 
his time, but of all time.” 

Recently Buzz had a hard time getting 
anyone at the White House to answer his 
calls about maybe doing a ceremony or 
something to commemorate the forty-fifth 
anniversary of his moon walk. (Eventually 
they pulled a little something together.) 

H
e drives  a zippy red 2014 
M3 with the roof open to the 
California sun. He’s hugging 
tight to the bumper of a sil-
ver Chevy in front of him that  

will not move, his engine growling. He 
wears a pair of glasses over his sunglasses, 

and a blue NASA ball cap with red flames 
on the sides. He pulls around the Chevy 
with one quick motion and only inches 
to spare, nearly rams into a Camry, so he 
veers left, and with nothing now in the way 
he floors it, the sudden burst pitching his 
body back. Seventy miles an hour, eighty 
miles an hour down L.A.’s 405, zigging and 
zagging like a fighter pilot shooting down 
two Soviet MiG-15’s, which incidentally  
he once did, from the cockpit of an F-86 
Sabre in Korea.

At the end of the exit ramp, he exhales. 
“Pretty good instrumentation,” he says, 
looking at the dashboard of the M3. “It says 
fifty-one miles until I run out of gas. That 
would have been handy to have in an air-
plane.” He demonstrates the paddle shift. 

1) Neil Armstrong (left) and Buzz Aldrin  

in Houston, weeks before their lunar 

journey in July 1969. 2) Buzz trains for  

his first spaceflight, in 1966. 3) Liftoff  

of the Apollo 11 mission and the start  

of a three-day trip to reach the moon.  

4) Buzz (left) on a 1964 training flight. 

5) A boot-print photo snapped by Buzz 

about an hour into the historic moon 

walk. 6) The New York City ticker-tape 

parade celebrating Buzz (center) and  

his crewmates after their return to Earth.

1 2
3

4 5

6



drank a lot. His marriage to the mother  
of his three children fell apart, and he 
retired from the Air Force. He went to 
rehab. He got married again, but that 
lasted a year. He drank a lot more, fell 
in love a lot more. His Air Force pension 
wasn’t much. That was when he started at 
the Cadillac dealership. He sucked at sell-
ing cars. Rehab was the first time he ever 
really talked about feelings. It turned out 
he had so many feelings. An emptiness  
so deep. He discovered the melancholy of 
all things done. 

He was in his forties, a conqueror with 
nothing left to conquer but his own demons. 
The second man to walk on the moon. 
Number two.

His father never accepted the fact that 
Buzz was not number one. Grasping, his 
father waged an unsuccessful one-man cam-
paign to get the U.S. Postal Service to change 
its Neil Armstrong “First Man on the Moon” 
commemorative stamp to one that said 
“First Men on the Moon” so it could include 
Buzz. As for Buzz’s mental breakdown, 
his depression and alcoholism, his father 
never accepted that, either. Or if he did, he 
blamed the moon, the absence of gravity, the 
unknown physical properties of space. The 
moon must have ruined Buzz. 

Buzz turns the car with precision into the 
parking lot of his apartment building, com-
ing to an abrupt stop. “Radio o≠,” he says, 
fixing his gaze on the dashboard, pushing 
the button. “Top up.” Check. “Seat belt o≠.” 
Check. “Hat o≠.” Check. “Neutral.” Check. 
He thinks. Anything else? “Sunglasses o≠.” 
He looks in the mirror. “Somebody says 
I look pretty good in lenses,” he says. “And 
that’s part of my game, too.” Glasses on. 

Christina, his manager and “mission con-
trol director,” comes out to meet him. She’s 
tall, early forties, a strong Amazon type with 
blonde hair and super-thick eyelashes. She 
used to work for John Tesh and before that 

“I could recommend some modifications.” 
Incidentally, regarding the glasses he’s 
wearing, his eye doctor does not know his 
business thoroughly, he thinks. “I need to 
create a device to overcome a defect in the 
lens housing.” Also, the wristwatch industry 
has never fully capitalized on quartz. “But 
that goes back to 1970, and I told Bulova—” 
His fingers are all bent outward, like wings. 
His cu≠ links are tiny American flags.

He is a man who studies and invents. He 
has always been this way. He got the nick-
name Buzz when he was a kid, from his 
sister who called him “buzzer” because she 
couldn’t pronounce “brother.” There was 
already one Edwin in the family, and that 
was his dad. The family lived in Montclair, 
New Jersey, and his mother’s maiden 
name was Moon, and yes, he knows how 
crazy that is. The melancholy ran in the 
Moon side of the family. His dad, a career 
military man, an early aviation man, cast 
a long shadow. His dad knew one of the 
Wright brothers, and Amelia Earhart, 
and took a transatlantic flight on the god-
damn Hindenburg before it blew up. Buzz 
was the youngest, the only boy, small, shy, 
awkward, and sensitive. His father wanted 
him to be brave and brilliant. So Buzz 
drove himself to become what his father 
wanted. Sheer will. West Point, fighter pilot,  
decorated war hero.

“And?” his father said.
After Korea, Buzz came home and got a 

doctorate in rocket science from MIT. It 
was the extreme sport of science, and Buzz 
found himself luxuriating in the learning 
and the language. “A rendezvous guidance 
technique, designed to extend man’s control 
capabilities,” he wrote in his 1963 doctoral 
thesis, seemingly fully in command of this 
point, “is derived, whereby, through a sight 
reticle programmed to vary inertially for a 
selected exact nominal Keplerian trajec-
tory, the astronaut can initiate, monitor 
and correct his intercept….” That kind of 

lingo got him an invitation to join NASA, 
to go up in a rocket ship, for the first time 
in 1966 in Gemini XII, when he went out of 
the rocket ship, went floating out in space 
to find out how long a human could sur-
vive without dying—the longest space walk 
ever attempted. Buzz calculated ways to 
avoid wasted muscle energy by applying his 
scuba-diving training to the challenge. He 
beat the record handily, staying outside the 
capsule for two hours and twenty-nine min-
utes—then he went out twice more. 

Then came Apollo 11, and he walked on 
the moon.

“The second man to walk on the moon?” 
his father said. “Number two?”

Sheer will . In his sports car, Buzz’s 
knuckles on the steering wheel are white. 
The double-headed watch hangs loosely 
o≠ his wrist as if unsure of its own point. 
The California sunshine lends a glow to the 
alien-head bracelet and makes the aliens’ 
red eyes sparkle. 

“Yeah, I sort of like to be on the unique 
side of life,” Buzz says. “Or I don’t mind it. 
Yeah, it gets lonesome.” He’s not sure about 
his glasses, removes the outer pair. “If I 
wear lenses, my eyes aren’t going to train 
to fix the problem,” he says. “The muscles  
are just going to get lazy.” You should 
always be improving yourself, he thinks, 
never sit idle. Never. 

After the moon, Buzz cracked up. There 
was nothing left to do. The media frenzy 
was worldwide; twenty-four countries 
in forty-five days—and that was just the 
beginning. NASA clearly had no further use 
for him in space; now he was just supposed 
to be some kind of NASA PR flack. He 
resigned from NASA in 1971 and returned 
to the Air Force. It didn’t seem like the 
Air Force knew what to do with someone 
who had been to the moon. He was an out-
sider, the egghead from academia who’d 
just tumbled o≠ the speakers’ circuit. He 
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What Ever Happened to Astronauts?
Riding rockets to space (or pretty close to it) used to be the work of patriot explorers fit for 
postage stamps. Now the glory goes to guys with their own ambitions.— R I L E Y  B L A N T O N 

• Space-tourism 
evangelist Richard 
Branson has, despite 
a testing crash last fall, 
sold hundreds of seats 
(at $200,000 and up) 
on rides to space that 
Virgin Galactic hopes 
to start in 2016.

• Gentleman 
adventurer and 
well-heeled Google 
exec Alan Eustace 
broke Baumgartner’s 
altitude record last 
year, wearing an ultra-
high-tech space suit  
he commissioned.

• The ur-pioneer in 
the private space 
business, entrepreneur 
Elon Musk has scored 
big-dollar contracts 
from NASA to ferry 
groceries and whatnot 
to the International 
Space Station.

• A daredevil  
peddling Red Bull, 
Felix Baumgartner  
set a world record  
in 2012 for skydiving 
almost from outer 
space, becoming the 
first free-faller to break  
the sound barrier.

http://gq.com


was a backup singer for Ringo Starr. She is 
terrified of driving with Buzz and so she 
never does. They bicker. Buzz has had three 
wives, and after the last one, Lois, things were 
a real mess. Christina now acts as a bouncer 
for all of the gold diggers trying to pry them-
selves into chez Buzz. Not that there’s very 
much in the way of gold. Christina accompa-
nies Buzz on his appearances, stands in the 
back waving her arms, telling Buzz to stay on 
topic. Or wrap it up. Mostly: Wrap it up. She 
has been working for Buzz for six years and 
never expected to stay this long. At one point, 
a few years ago, she was starting a family and 
wanted to move on with her life. But when 
she saw what was happening to Buzz, what 
the relationship with Lois was doing to him, 
her heart wouldn’t let her walk away. 

He climbs with no trouble up and out of 
the car. He is fit and tan and short. He can’t 
find his phone. “Where’s my thermos?” He’s 
a little ADD. “I can’t turn the damn thing 
o≠,” he says, referring to the car. That is one 
button he could not locate. Christina leans 
in, yanks here and there on the dashboard; 
she has no idea how to work the ignition on 
an M3, but it can’t be that hard. His license 
plate is marsguy. Lois was moongal.

“Okay, Buzz, come on up,” Christina 
says. “Rob figured out a way to shorten the 
presentation.”

“I don’t want it shorter,” he says.
“They’re only giving you thirty minutes, 

Buzz.”
“Well, don’t re-arrange my slides,” he 

says.
“We had to re-arrange the slides, Buzz,” 

she says.

U
pstairs in  the apartment, 
Rob, his personal assistant 
who also refuses to drive 
with Buzz, is re-arranging 
the slides. It’s a modest home 

with a sprawling view of West L.A. and 
leather couches and dark walls tidily deco-
rated with Buzz memorabilia. Fox News 
stays on the big screen. A co≠ee-table 
book, Marketing the Moon, lies on top of  
a glass case displaying some of Buzz’s med-
als and a signed photograph of him and 
Mike and Neil. Buzz had a much fancier 
apartment down the street when he was 
married to Lois, but now Lois has that 
one, and she also has a lot of Buzz’s moon  
stu≠, which Christina and Rob would like 
to help Buzz get back.

Lois was supposed to be the one. Lois 
propped Buzz up after rehab in the late 
1980s. “The fuel of love was pretty much 
sending Lois and me into the stratosphere,” 
he writes in “Every Superman Needs His 
Lois,” just one of multiple chapters devoted 
to Lois in one of his books. “Lois took me 

on as her one-person challenge to rebuild 
my sense of self. Whenever I got down on 
myself, she wrote more notes to me, page 
after page, telling me how brilliant, physi-
cally attractive, creative, and innovative I 
was…she sat close to me and read her notes 
aloud.” They married in 1988. Buzz had his 
three grown children from his first mar-
riage, and Lois had two. Lois was a banker’s 
daughter, worth millions. Buzz was never a 
big-money guy. He was a pay-the-bills-on-
time guy. But with Lois’s money they were 
living the high life—plenty of fancy parties 
in L.A. But all of that disappeared in 1989 
with the collapse of the savings-and-loan 
industry. For the first time in her life she had 
to figure out how to make money, and the 
most obvious thing to sell was: Buzz.

“My petite little platinum blonde beauty 
of a wife suddenly turned into a public-
relations dynamo,” Buzz would later write 
proudly of his wife. “ ‘The business is Buzz!’ 
she proclaimed, and indeed so it became.”

He went on every talk show imaginable—
all over the world. She turned down virtually 
nothing. He made none of the choices. He 
imagined himself promoting space, doing 
something good for the world and the future 
of mankind. He did what Lois told him to 
do, and now they were raking in millions, 
endorsement deals with Louis Vuitton, 
Tommy Hilfiger, Apple, Grundig, Nike.

Buzz emerges from the kitchen with 
a bowl of berries and a protein shake 
in his Dancing with the Stars souvenir 
mug. He sits at the computer with Rob 
and Christina and tries to persuade them 
to undo the way they re-arranged the 
slides for this afternoon’s keynote speech, 
“Buzz Aldrin’s Unified Space Vision,” at 
the International Space Development 
Conference at the Sheraton Gateway Hotel 
in Los Angeles. Why did they have to go 
and re-arrange his damn slides?

Buzz: “Okay, now look. This is wrong. 
And this, which is wrong. And this, which 
is wrong! It shows too much of the solar 
dynamic. It doesn’t make the point. And we 
want the node to clearly show. And the two 
halves. So it will cement in their minds.”

Christina: “I know that’s super logical in 
your mind, but Buzz—you won’t have time 
for all of this. It’s a thirty-minute speech.”

When Christina came along, it was to help 
with the business. She’d answered an ad in 
the Hollywood Reporter, and it was just a job. 
At night she would come home to her hus-
band and say, “I don’t feel good about this” 
and “Some of the stu≠ I’m seeing doesn’t 
seem right.” He would say, “Stay out of it.” 
She would say, “Believe me, I’m trying.”

One day Buzz came to Christina and said, 
“I need you to look into my bank accounts.” 
She said, “Buzz, I can’t.” He said Lois was 
always bragging about all this money they 
were making. “But I don’t see the benefit 
of it.” Buzz wanted to help his son Mike. 
Mike was going down the same path as 
Buzz. Mike was the black sheep of the fam-
ily, never fit in. Buzz did not understand the 
problem, but he never turned his back on 
Mike and neither did Andy, Buzz’s other son, 
or Janice, his daughter. Buzz wanted money 
to help Mike, and Lois kept saying they 
didn’t have any. “Yet somehow I’m paying 
her kid’s salary?” Buzz groused to Christina. 
Christina said, “Buzz, you have every right 
to go to your accountants and ask them to 
look at your own bank accounts.”

Lois fired Christina in 2011 and kicked 
Buzz out and changed all the locks on the 
doors. 

Buzz hired Christina back, and together 
with his kids he’s been rebuilding. Women 
keep swooping in, tell Buzz how hand-
some he is, and Buzz gets enamored,  
and Christina says: “No.” But the women 
keep coming. Like 

Buzz, who turns 85 this month, at home in California, where he pilots his so-called Red Rocket like a fighter jet.

(continued on next page)
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Where’s my laser pointer?
In the side there.
Is that my phone? Did I bring both phones?
The guy at the podium says Buzz needs 

no introduction. The crowd cheers stadium-
loud as Buzz walks up. He waves. He beams. 
He’s charming and quirky—the little old man 
with the bracelets rattling, cracking jokes 
Bob Hope–style, or maybe more like a cross 
between Merv Gri∞n and Joe Biden. They 
present him with a thank-you gift, a pewter 
moon trophy, and when he takes it he looks 
out into the audience, ducking his head to 
avoid the glare, and calls, “Christina, don’t I 
already have one of these?”

(Yes, Lois has it.)
He tells the crowd why we should go to 

Mars, and for a while you can follow. But not 
for long. He shows the slides, and they’re not 
helping much. 

“Okay, now, this chart shows two synodic 
periods, it’s pretty complicated, but this is the 
one that’s going to show it in motion. This is 
going to blow your mind. It’s really quite fan-
tastic when you see it in motion. No, we’re not 
going out there. Hold my horsepowers!”

Twenty minutes in, Christina starts her 
hand motions. Wrap it up, Buzz. It would be a 
lot easier if he just had a canned presentation, 
a little motivational speaking for the people, 
dream the impossible dream, reach for the 
stars—normal hero stu≠. But that is not Buzz. 
He is a man of science. He has important 
space concepts to share, beseeching mankind 
to understand. He’s delivering the speech he 
would to serious space-minded politicians 
and science foundations thirty years ago, but 
now the audience has morphed into Trekkies 
and Star Wars hobbyists.

For the record, when it comes to Mars, 
Buzz knows what he’s talking about. Orbital 
mechanics was his thing at MIT. Orbital 
mechanics is the beautiful science of how 
artificial objects move through space. He 
became something of a savant on the topic. 
Think about hitting a golf ball o≠ the rim 
of a hole. The ball zooms around the rim, 
then quickly glances o≠ in another direc-
tion. There’s an equation that explains that. 
Similarly, when a spacecraft approaches a 
planet, it can zip around the planet and fling 
o≠ in another direction. There are equations 
to explain that “gravitational slingshot,” 
too. It’s how we’ve gotten probes to Saturn 
and Venus and Mars, and Buzz had a lot to  
do with it. His MIT doctoral thesis was an 
orbital-mechanics lovefest that NASA ended 
up incorporating into its standard operating 
procedures. Then, in 1985, Buzz proposed a 
beautiful equation to the scientific commu-
nity that showed how we could slingshot  
our way to Mars, as if on a highway, except 
you don’t need much fuel because you’re 
flinging in and out of orbits. Scientists cal-
culated and confirmed it. Buzz called it the 
Aldrin Cycler. He has equations and slides  
to explain all this. 

He’s an equation man who feels an obliga-
tion to be a man of the people. A translator. A 
space-science ambassador who will get peo-
ple excited about these concepts, get people 
to commit resources, to get people to Mars. 
But he is, in the end, still an equation man. 
Soaring rhetoric is not his thing.

Thirty minutes in, Christina’s swirling her 
wrists and mouthing, TIME TIME TIME!

man in a tight Star Trek shirt waits for Buzz. 
A former girlfriend of Buzz’s brazenly goes 
in for a hug. Two girls in sexy space suits 
have given up waiting for Buzz; they posi-
tion themselves with Buzz in the background 
and snap selfies. The crowd in the ballroom 
is mostly science fiction types, a smatter-
ing of elderly engineers, kids with school 
projects, and says a lot about the degree to 
which the National Space Society, which has 
been holding the conference for thirty-three 
years, is feeling its age. On the one hand, 
superhero tech entrepreneur Elon Musk will 
make an appearance to accept an award, and 
on the other hand, tonight in the California 
Ballroom the “Space Is Sexy!” party will 
be held. All weekend long, speakers at the 
conference extol the promise of “building 
a spacefaring civilization,” and the crowd 
cheers, revival-meeting style. It’s an aching. 
For a day when space was cool. When peo-
ple—humanity—wanted to go there. Not just 
a couple of billionaires on a joy ride.

It’s hard to even remember when human 
spaceflight was part of pop culture. It’s  
hard to even remember Tang. When MTV 
debuted in 1981, they used a photo of Buzz 
standing on the moon saluting the American 
flag. They superimposed the network logo 
over the flag. A mash-up. Space was retro— 
in the 1980s. 

If there’s an appetite to return to the moon, 
or push on to Mars, it’s not in the twenty-
first-century vernacular. NASA retired the 
Space Shuttle program in 2011. The so-
called Constellation Program to get back to 
the moon by 2020—a Bush-administration 
plan—was canceled. In 2010, Obama called 
for missions that go beyond low Earth orbit, 
including the asteroid mission by 2025 and 
a manned mission to Mars before 2040. 
“Our goal is no longer just a destination to 
reach,” Obama said. “Our goal is the capac-
ity for people to work and learn, and operate 
and live safely beyond the earth for extended 
periods of time.” But an entire presidential 
term and a half has gone by with virtually no 
further mention of Mars.

The inaction, the lack of motivation, the 
utter lack of imagination, is what bothers 
Buzz. Let’s go to Mars! To him it’s as primal as 
scuba diving, his one and only hobby besides 
space—and women. (This per Christina.) 
Any infant learning to crawl knows that 
exploration is the driving force behind the 
whole gig. Primal. 

The Buzz Aldrin Unified Space Vision 
is Buzz’s plan to get human beings to 
Mars by the year 2032. And he’s here 
in the Grand Ballroom about to tell the 
crowd all about it, sitting at the fold-up 
table with his PowerPoint, still argu-
ing with Christina about the slides. 
Maybe she could resize the font. Magnify  
the images. Can this whole thing go down? If 
you could remove the title, you could make  
it full-screen.

That won’t make any di≠erence, Buzz. Just 
go straight to the messy chart.

Please don’t call it the messy chart, 
Christina.

People are eating their salads, Buzz. There’s 
no more time.

He reaches for his jacket draped over a 
chair, stu≠ falls out, pens, an electric razor 
clunking to the floor. 

everyone else in the world, women like to 
reach out and touch Buzz. It’s some kind 
of natural human reaction to the man who 
walked on the moon. It’s maybe like touch-
ing the moon. Or it’s just the intoxicating 
allure of fame. And he’s a cute old man, kind 
of wacky, thoroughly accessible in that way—
and somehow it seems okay to walk up and 
hug him. And when pretty women do that, 
especially pretty women with large breasts, 
well, Buzz takes it personally. He takes it seri-
ously. He falls in love easily. 

Christina is his shield. She wants him to 
slow down, to stop with the ladies, to stop 
feeling like he has to fly to friggin’ Dubai to 
give a speech, but she knows he’s incapable 
of stopping either. Forward momentum is 
the antidote to madness. He learned that a 
long time ago.

Christina: “It’s a thirty-minute speech, 
Buzz. They’re only giving you thirty minutes.” 

Buzz: “I’m not going to explain each slide. 
I’m just going to say look at how easy this is 
to read.”

Christina: “What? How easy what is to 
read?”

He clicks on the “Unified Space Vision 
(U.S.) Civil Space Missions” slide, a graph 
of red and green and blue with arrows and 
labels: Testbed to ISS, Phobos Recon, MEV to 
CSS, M-Ph Landing Site, 3 Crew MEV Return. 

Christina: “I look at that and that’s, like, 
chaos.”

Rob: “It’s pretty hard to just sit there and 
read that.”

Christina: “The normal person is not—just 
no, Buzz.”

Buzz: “But people need to know!”
Christina: “You cannot have a grid like 

that.” 
Buzz: “Please just do what I say.”

•  •  •

A T  T H E  S H E R A T O N ,  fans are circling. 
Five teenagers from India in black suits and 
matching red ties wait to capture Buzz’s 
attention; he’s in the back at a fold-up table 
still arguing with Christina about the slides 
as they prep for the speech. A middle-aged 

BUZZ ALDRIN

Women like to reach out 
and touch Buzz. It’s a kind 
of natural human reaction 
to the man who walked on 
the moon. It’s maybe like 
touching the moon. Or it’s 
the allure of fame.
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“Now. Here. This is the slide I wanted. 
Obviously the earth’s orbit is in blue, Mars 
orbit is in red. And the transfer is in green. 
And then it shows a number of orbits, an orbit 
and a half that goes by Mars.”

Forty-five minutes in, Christina is up at the 
stage.

“Christina tells me I have to go,” he says to 
the crowd. “Um, remember to follow me on 
Twitter @TheRealBuzz.”

The applause is all generosity and relief. 
And then people rush to him, swarm him for 
autographs, pictures, selfies, or just to reach 
out and touch his shoulder. “I love how you 
gesticulate!” a blonde woman with a tight 
V-neck sweater says to him. “The way you 
move your hands, it’s so beautiful,” she says, 
reaching out to touch him. “Oh, my God, such 
strong shoulders!”

•  •  •

S O  W H Y ,  A N Y W A Y ,  was Buzz second? Why  
didn’t he get to be the first man to walk on 
the moon? Urban legend has it that NASA 
planned for Buzz to go first but then at some 
point decided it would be Neil Armstrong 
instead because Neil, a less excitable guy, 
would handle the fame better. People who 
subscribe to the theory point out that  
NASA got it right; look how much better Neil 
handled his life. 

But then again, we never got to find out 
how Neil would have ended up if he were 
number two.

A more likely explanation begins with 
the fact that Buzz was supposed to be the 
first man to walk on the moon. That’s how 
they practiced it, because that’s how NASA  
did things back then: The commander 
drove and the pilot did the space walk. Neil, 
the senior o∞cer, was the commander and 
so naturally he would stay in the driver’s  
seat while Buzz, the pilot, opened the hatch 
and got out.

But there was a hitch in the plan. The hatch 
itself. It was in front of the astronauts, on the 
floor. It hinged inward, so you had to pull it 
open. The hinges were on Buzz’s side, so it 
swung toward him, blocking him. Neil had the 
clear path out, not Buzz. And no, you couldn’t 
trade positions; the lunar module was about 
the size of a pup tent and the walls were thin 
as Reynolds Wrap, so you had to be careful not 
to…lean on it. Once Neil was out, Buzz had to 
close the hatch, move over to Neil’s side, and 
then reopen it to get out. 

To the rest of the world it didn’t seem to 
matter much who was number one and who 
was number two, certainly not in the begin-
ning. A half-billion people watched Neil and 
Buzz walk on the moon, the world’s largest 
television audience in history, and afterward 
there were parades around the world to wel-
come Neil, Buzz, and Mike back to the planet.

Buzz’s mom probably killed herself 
because she couldn’t take the media glare. 
Maybe that put her over the edge. That’s 
the way Buzz always figured it. The frenzied 
attention had started long before blasto≠. 
Her son was picked to walk on the moon! She 
had long been su≠ering from depression, 
lived in seclusion. She had tried with pills 
before. This time the pills worked. Buzz’s 
father denied the suicide. He persuaded the 
coroner to say she died of a heart attack. 

How was it? How was the moon? What did 
it feel like to go to the moon?

It felt like: second. 
And it felt like: My mom just killed herself. 
How do you think it felt? 
“Magnificent desolation” is what he said 

when he climbed down the ladder and first 
saw the moon.

•  •  •

C H R I S T I N A  H A S  D E T E R M I N E D  that Judy, 
Buzz’s current girlfriend, is a winner. That is 
a very hopeful sign. Buzz is an old man and 
he needs someone to take care of him. Like 
any old man, he has his good days and his bad, 
cycling through sharp, blurry, confused, clear. 
The day an Al Jazeera film crew comes to do 
an interview, he’s on his game.

A camera guy, the on-air talent, and a pro-
ducer. All three of them take in the moon 
memorabilia on the walls of the apartment. 
Buzz Aldrin! He went to the moon. He put his 
footprint on the moon. We can’t wait to hear 
the amazing synthesis of moon wisdom that 
he is about to bestow upon us. 

Buzz comes out wearing a blue shirt with 
a white collar, and he’s holding his Dancing 
with the Stars souvenir cup.

They smile at him. All of them. The same 
exact smile. Here we go again. This is what it 
is to be Buzz, over and over again, for forty-
five years this smile coming at him.

Hello!
Oh, my gosh, we’re so excited!
We-are-so-honored!
All at once they take notice of Buzz’s jew-

elry. Buzz looks at his jewelry, then up at 
them. “Yeah, I’ve got bling,” he says.

The laughter is all awkward repositioning.
“I’ve got blings that are meaningful to me,” 

he says. “I pick up things. I saw this one on 
someone else and I said what is it and she said 
it keeps away evil spirits, do you want one? I 
said, hell yeah.”

“Are they…skulls?” one of them asks.
“I tried to make them patriotic by paint-

ing the eyes red, white, and blue,” Buzz says. 
“Didn’t work. Then I was going to alternate 
red, white, blue; I didn’t want white, blue, red. 
Well, I used too many whites. Then the string 
got a little loose and I lost it, so…”

“Uh-huh,” says one.
“Is Christina around?” says another.
“Let’s get started?” says the third.
“Getting old is not for sissies,” Buzz tells 

them.
They want to get started. They talk about 

the Eagle, a replica of which is on display at the 
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum. 
“Do you ever look at it now, do you ever stand 
back and say, ‘This is such a fragile thing, it 
looks like a little box covered in tinfoil’?” 

He looks at them, cocks his head. They lean 
in, all anticipation. 

“No,” he says.

“Well, did you ever say, ‘I’m going to get in 
that thing and land on the moon’? Did that 
ever sort of flabbergast you?” 

He looks down at his double-headed watch. 
The distance between him and these people 
is a chasm. 

“I understood the construction of it,” he 
says. “It’s got landing gear. It’s got struts that 
compress. It’s got probes that hang down. It 
was a marvel of engineering.”

“What were your emotions as you walked 
on the surface of the moon?”

“Fighter pilots don’t have emotions.”
“But you’re a human!”
“We had ice in our veins.”
“Was there a feeling of awe and majesty?”
“There wasn’t any time to do that, really.” 
The producer has her head in her hands. 

The on-air talent looks at his notes. 
“Do you look upon the moon at night? 

What do you think about when you gaze upon 
the moon?”

“Not a whole lot.”
The producer stands up. “Why don’t we 

stop here—”
“I AM TRYING!” says the on-air talent.
“I know—”
Buzz is tired. Buzz is so tired of these moon-

wisdom questions, nearly a half century of 
the same questions about feelings that leave 
him feeling inadequate. He is a man of sci-
ence. Next time NASA should send up a poet, 
he wrote in one of his books, a philosopher, 
an artist, a journalist. He wasn’t being flip. He 
thought mankind clearly needed to send up 
people who know how to translate feelings.

“Returning to Earth, that was the challeng-
ing part,” he says. That was and remains the 
insane part. He fulfilled a goal for human-
ity and then humanity required only that he 

remain its proud symbol. Adored, obsolete, 
stuck in time. “In my history book,” he says, 
“when the pilgrims got to Plymouth Rock, it 
wasn’t to get a return trip home.” 

He needs to keep going. “Improve some-
thing. Innovation. That’s the name of my 
game.” He is a man of science. He is old. His 
mind is slipping. He has so little time. He 
has ideas for watches and BMW instrument 
panels, optical-lens housings and missions to 
Mars. He has a son in trouble, Mike; he’s so 
worried about Mike. He wrote him an e-mail, 
he said, I love you, Mike, just come home. He’s 
got a president who thinks fooling around 
with some dumb-ass Mickey Mouse asteroid 
is a space program. Someone needs to light a 
fire under that man. There’s so much left to 
do. He has a new girlfriend and he’s thinking 
of making her exclusive. 

jeanne marie laskas is a gq 
correspondent.

B U Z Z  A L D R I N  C O N T I N U E D

“Returning to Earth, that 
was the challenging part,” 

he says. He fulfilled  
a goal for humanity and  
then humanity required 

only that he remain  
its proud symbol. Adored, 

obsolete, stuck in time.

Buzz’s mom probably 
killed herself because she 
couldn’t take the media 
glare. Maybe that put her 
over the edge. That’s the 
way Buzz always figured it. 
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in a tree-house rope bridge so his daughter 
wouldn’t fall through. DIY runs in his blood—
his father built several of Hemsworth’s child-
hood houses—but it’s diluted. “I’ll go, ‘We 
don’t need to call anyone; I’ll do it,’ ” says 
Hemsworth. “And I’ll do a shit job—like, the 
Homer Simpson version—and then I’ll call 
someone else to redo it. My desire is more 
powerful than my talent.” 

9. Rank these films from most preferred to 
least: The Shawshank Redemption, The Big 
Lebowski, Reservoir Dogs, Mad Max, the 
late films of Liam Neeson, The Notebook.
“Shawshank, Mad Max, Reservoir Dogs, Big 
Lebowski, The Notebook, then Liam,” says 
Hemsworth. “Nothing against Liam. I love 
Liam—I just haven’t seen his late films.” He 
didn’t hate The Notebook, either. “It was solid. 
I need to do a romance, something where I’m 
not swinging a weapon and beating someone 
up.” Hemsworth did just finish his first com-
edy, with a small part as a “Texas weather-
man cheeseball” in October’s Vacation sequel, 
which stars Ed Helms as a grown-up Rusty. 
It’s Hemsworth’s first shot at improv.  

“I haven’t been that nervous in a long 
time,” he says. “But very quickly I realized, 
this is fun. There was no ego. Every day we’d 
be on set, laughing. I’m like, ‘Are you kidding 
me? Why wouldn’t I do more of this?’ ”

10. Draw a monkey 
wrench. 

11. Can you use a 
wrench better than  
you draw one?
The question isn’t so 
much asked as acted out, 
back during our moun-
tain-bike excursion. We’re 
still chugging up that 

hill, probably about ten minutes into the ride. 
It’s getting hotter. I look over at Hemsworth, 
sweating hard, too, and I’m pretty sure we’re 
both thinking the same thing: Matt Damon 
really fucked us on those waters. 

Then I catch a lucky break: Hemsworth’s 
pedal snaps o≠.

We decide we should at least try to fix the 
thing. We find a wrench in one of those dan-
gly under-seat stash packs, and Hemsworth 
gets to work, kneeling in the dirt on the  
side of the trail, trying his damnedest to  
re-attach the pedal.

Hikers pass. Mountain bikers. A group of 
teens being led on a nature walk. No one rec-
ognizes Hemsworth or stops to ask if we need 
help. Seems that in the realm of the Pacific 
Palisades, mortals let the gods handle their 
own misfortunes. After about ten minutes, 

Hemsworth declares the pedal’s time of 
death. “You wanna get some breakfast?” he 
asks. “Maybe find a diner?” 

12. What’s the last thing that you  
punched, and why?
Hemsworth does a lot of boxing and some 
Muay Thai, mostly for the cardio. (He hates 
running.) “But I’ve been in situations where 
I’m fucking angry, and drunk, and I think, 
‘This is the perfect time to punch the wall.’ 
But then there’s this practical side of me 
that’s like, ‘Well, hang on now, pick a soft 
spot. Don’t know if there’s a beam under 
here.’ So I think the last thing I punched was 
probably the pads.” 

13. Do you protect your little brother?
Hemsworth and his two brothers are tight, 
their age di≠erences serving as a natural—if 
not gentle—Hollywood mentoring program. 
Luke is 34, Chris is 31, and Liam is 24. Luke 
is the most recent Hollywood transplant, hav-
ing moved his family from Melbourne last 
year. Liam has been in L.A. nearly as long 
as Chris—originally flown in by Marvel to 
screen-test for the role of Thor. He didn’t get 
the gig, obviously, but has managed to console 
himself with a starring role in the Hunger 
Games saga, a (now broken) engagement to 
Miley Cyrus, and legit teen-heartthrob status. 

“I’ve watched Liam do things I did at his 
age, like being in relationships he shouldn’t 
be in, or being reckless just to prove a point. 
And I had no empathy. My mom had to 
remind me I was the same way.” In his defense 
Hemsworth says he got plenty of shit from 
Luke when he was starting out—and that it 
may have saved his career. 

“Back when I was still on the soap,  
I became incredibly insecure and full of anxi-
ety because I didn’t know if I was any good. 
Yet I wanted it so bad. I spent years being 
angsty, constantly telling people I wasn’t 
just part of a soap opera, that I was a real 
artist. And I remember Luke sort of snap-
ping, telling me to shut up, that he was 
sick of hearing it.” He credits Luke for pull-
ing him out of his head and making him a 
less self-conscious actor. That, and Dancing 
with the Stars. Hemsworth competed on the 
Aussie version in 2006, finishing fifth. “After  
that show, I could never pull the serious, self-
important card again.”  

14. What’s your drink of choice?
Vodka-soda. “I was out in Australia recently 
and someone was like, ‘Please tell me when 
you want a real drink.’ I was just like, ‘Oh, shut 
up. Really? ’ ”

15. Can you tie a complicated sailing knot?
This one should be a cinch. The whole 
cast of In the Heart of the Sea underwent a 
month of nautical training. Everyone except 
Hemsworth, who was shooting Blackhat. 
Ironically, Hemsworth plays first mate Owen 
Chase, the most gifted, able-bodied sailor on 
the Essex (a.k.a. the real-life whaling vessel 
that inspired Herman Melville’s Moby-Dick). 
“There are plenty of scenes with me just wrap-
ping rope around my hand to look like I’m 
busy,” he says. “It’s smoke and mirrors.” 

After one too many bush-league maritime 
ga≠es on set, Hemsworth felt he had some-
thing to prove. When time came to shoot one 

of the movie’s most waterlogged scenes—in 
which Hemsworth’s whaleboat is flipped and 
submerged—he declined his stunt captain’s 
advice to use nose plugs. “This was in front of 
a few people. I was like, ‘No, dude, I’ve surfed 
my whole life. I can do this,’ ” he says. “I get 
out there, and it wasn’t fine. It was so much 
water up my nose that I was choking. But I 
couldn’t say, ‘Oh, you were right,’ because 
I’d already made a thing of it. So I su≠ered 
through a number of takes, upside down, 
basically being waterboarded.” 

16. Should a guy know how to take a selfie? 
And if so, what’s the best way?
“Depends what you mean by a ‘selfie,’” says 
Hemsworth. “Can a selfie contain multiple 
selves?” He avoids the solo shot: “a little 
indulgent.” But being asked to pose for pic-
tures by an onslaught of fans is a job hazard 
that’s forced him to develop a technique. 

“People don’t know how to use their cam-
eras, so I end up going, ‘Here, mate, let me 
do it.’ So, yeah, I know how to take a selfie for 
that reason. E∞ciency. Otherwise, I’d lose a 
few years of my life while people figure it out.” 
That patent-pending Hemsworth method: 
“On the iPhone, use the volume button on 
the side, as opposed to awkwardly reaching 
around to tap the front of the screen.”

17. Who is more manly, you as Thor or  
Matt Damon as Bourne?
“I wear a wig,” he says, conceding defeat. 

A more apt question, in my opinion: 
Who’s more of a mensch? That’s a tough one  
to answer. 

We never get to that diner. Damon 
won’t hear of it, insisting we have break-
fast at his place instead. He brews some 
co≠ee (well, puts pods into a machine, the 
Hollywood version of brewing co≠ee) while 
Hemsworth makes pancakes. He plates 
two for me and two for himself. Damon 
passes—he’s drinking a shake to drop 
weight for a Ridley Scott movie that has  
him trapped on Mars. 

“Pretty good, right?” Hemsworth says, 
digging into the pancakes. “Not burnt, not 
mushy in the center.” Though I get the sense 
that if I said that I liked mushy in the center, 
he’d make it happen, no problem.  

“Today started with me introducing you to 
my friend, then a bike ride, then cooking you 
pancakes,” Hemsworth says. “I think this is 
the most romantic interview I’ve ever done.” 
Man enough to admit it, gentleman enough 
to pull it o≠. 

david katz is a television writer in Los 
Angeles. Follow him on Twitter: @katzfancy.
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CHRIS HEMSWORTH

“I’ve been in situations 
where I’m fucking angry, 

and drunk, and I think, 
‘This is the perfect time to 

punch the wall.’ But then 
there’s this practical side of 

me that’s like, ‘Well, hang 
on now, pick a soft spot.’ ” 
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what motivated them, and he told me about 
guys who try to show o≠ by buying Ferraris. 
“Oh man, Chinese people like showing o≠ 
so bad! Okay, here’s a story. Ferrari: How it 
works is, when you buy a Ferrari, you pay 
part of it up front, and they go and build  
you the car, and then, when they deliver it, 
you have to pay for the rest of it. My friend 
works for Ferrari. He said they make a car 
that’s undeliverable every month. Someone 
orders a Ferrari to show o≠ and can’t pay for 
it every month!” 

We ate for a while. Then C laughed to him-
self. “The problem,” he said, “isn’t the billion-
aires. It’s the millionaires.” That was kind of 
an awesome thing to say: Dude, you know 
who’s ruining it for everyone with their crass 
bullshit? Those low-rent millionaires. 

Already the germs of class are beginning 
to appear in a country in which all wealth 
is new. It’s what Sara Jane Ho was talking 
about when she drew a distinction about the 
women who take her classes: “My clients are 

not the overnight-mushroom millionaires. 
They are not the people you see misbehaving 
abroad. People who just came into money are 
still trying to buy the Hermès bag. My clients 
were buying the Hermès bag ten years ago.”

During dessert, another woman in a ball 
gown appeared in a beam of light on the 
stage at the Shangri-La. She led the crowd 
in a game: A slide would appear on a screen 
showing a beautiful beach from somewhere 
in the world, and we would have to guess 
where it was. Portofino! Cannes! Deauville! 
It was as if we were being shown flash cards 
to help us memorize the various territories 
of Yachtland. C watched for a while and  
then turned to me.

“If what you’re asking is, Is this a tuto-
rial about how to be a rich person?” C said 
as the woman showed a beach in Sardinia,  
“then, yes. These events are about the Chinese 
learning how to form an elite class.”

•  •  •

T H E  W H A L E  O F  W H A L E S  was one of the 
last to arrive at Traugott’s event-ending party 
for Sanlorenzo, on the next and final night of 

“SO! Dalian.” And he arrived at just the right 
time: The party was reaching its simulation 
crescendo. Traugott had set some velvet ropes 
around the Sanlorenzo booth, his ninety-six-
foot spec yacht bobbing next to us like a prize 
poodle with its tongue wagging. The lights 
were up; there was a small crowded dance 
floor. He’d thought of everything. Yulia 
served dollops of caviar o≠ the fillet of white 
flesh between thumb and forefinger. Kenny 
was smoking a big fat “vintage” cigar and 
stu∞ng more cigars into the wet mouths of 
other VIPs. There were some models who 
hailed from a province in the north where, I 
was told, all tall Chinese people come from. 
The owner of the French restaurant I’d met 
the night before at a dinner with the beach-
polo team, the one with the front rattail, she 
was dry-humping a little shipping magnate, 
who was throwing down some ’40s-style ball-
room-dancing moves on her in return. They 
were a funny couple, but they were going full 
Chinese-French Dirty Dancing out there. 

Then the Whale was there, at the vel-
vet ropes. When Traugott spotted him, he 
got this look in his eye: It’s happening. In 
an instant, he’d ushered the Whale in. A 
Russian singer was really pouring her heart 
out on a rendition of “Bad Romance.” What 
a pure voice, what presence; she might as 
well have been playing for Madison Square 
Garden instead of two dozen people on the 
edge of a random city in China. For some 
reason, I got an advertising catchphrase in 
my head: All for this one moment. I couldn’t 
place it at the time, but I looked it up later, 
and it turned out to be the tagline for a cam-
paign to market Lufthansa’s first-class ser-
vice. It was the perfect tagline for this event, 
in that it doesn’t totally make sense (all for 
what moment? The moment of flying some-
where on a plane? That’s not a moment)—the 
old English-deployed-as-luxury-nonsense 
trick, the argot of Yachtland. 

I’d first spotted the Whale earlier that day, 
at this Ferrari (cars) slash Ferretti (boats) 
party they were throwing at the very end 
of the last dock. He’d shown up just as the 
putrid pink sunset reached its fullest vol-
ume, casting the factories across the bay in 
shadow. They’d set up a little white tent from 
which they dispensed canapés and poured 
champagne for the guests. There weren’t 
many of us. Maybe it was where we were, but 
it felt like this small group of us had been left 
behind on an abandoned planet and then 
told we were in a nightclub. The Whale of 
Whales had an assistant half a step in front 
of him and a beautiful woman half his age 
(a little third, I guessed) a step behind. He 
looked north of 60. There was none of that 
shiny Louis Vuitton workout-shirt stu≠, no 
tuhao full-Burberry head to toe—he had a 
tan linen jacket and a black polo shirt like 
a resident of Yachtland should. On his head 
there was a little white golf cap that looked 
as if it had been placed there by a doting 
mother. As he walked, he created his own 
force field about nine feet in diameter; those 
of us who were standing in line for a chance 
to rev the engine on a marine blue Ferrari 
just kind of parted as he walked past. For 
some reason I thought the Whale of Whales 
could provide some key to understanding 
this whole thing, though what it is I wanted 
to know from him I couldn’t say. But before I 

could approach him, a small team of Ferretti 
salesmen in white golf shirts closed in, and 
in no time he was ensconced on the bridge 
of an Italian-made walnut-inlaid Ferretti 

pleasure craft that could have come from the 
same shipyard as Traugott’s. 

Now, that night at Sanlorenzo, the Whale 
of Whales and his companion stood to the 
side, watching the dance floor. Up close, he 
had a placid look on a face that, with his 
large fleshy mouth, was reminiscent of a fish 
that survived by vacuuming decomposed 
organic matter from the bottom of the ocean. 
His companion flipped through Sanlorenzo 
sales literature. This was my chance to but-
tonhole him, I thought. My translator told 
me that she should be carrying my briefcase 
when we approached; in the realm of face, 
a man of his stature would never take seri-
ously someone who carried his own bag. 
Then she asked him: Would you like to be 
interviewed about boats by GQ magazine? 
“I’m sorry,” he said, “I don’t speak English.” 
It was explained to me that in China, peo-
ple don’t say no, they say things like I don’t 
speak English, even though it’s clear you 
have a translator. Never once, the whole time 
I saw him, did he take his hands from behind 
his back. It seemed almost like a philosophy; 
he was someone who had other people who 
engaged with the world for him. I tried to 
imagine him using his hands to make a sand-
wich, and I couldn’t. 

I went back to talking to the three hench-
men of another whale, a shipping magnate 
from Dalian. Meanwhile, Traugott was mov-
ing through the crowd toward the Whale 
of Whales, whipping the party into an even 
more frenzied frenzy as he approached. He 
needed to show the Whale just the kind of 
(frenzied) world that yachts can create if you 
only let them. He was exhorting the singer 
for an encore, tugging Yulia and her caviar 
along, barking instructions to all of us. We 
were all his props. Everything, in fact, was 
a prop—the beach polo, the VIP tent, the 
nonsensical speeches in second languages 
delivered to no one, the female brand ambas-
sadors with the gold parasols. It was all 
mood lighting to induce the Whale to fiscally 
mount the comely white yacht when it came 
time. All for this one moment.

“Come on,” Traugott said Germanically, 
placing his bony little hand at the small of my 
back and pushing me with unexpected force 
out onto the dance floor, a pair of champagne 
flutes in his hand that he’d bring to the Whale. 
“You dance now. You dance now. We are mak-
ing the party now. THIS IS DOING BUSINESS 
IN CHINA.” 

devin friedman is gq’s director of 
editorial projects.
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selective about whom he dates. More than 
once during our time together, he muses 
aloud about quitting dating altogether. 

But then, on the show, he transforms back 
into America’s foremost love doctor. He sits 
across from the Bachelor/ettes—far brighter-
eyed than he is, far more optimistic, basically 
children—and he asks them the pertinent 
questions: How is it going? Have you found 
the one yet? Are you falling in love? 

Harrison knows that they will speak the 
truth in these moments, that even though 
his own life is in flux, he is still their leader, 
their guide through this Journey, and that 
right now everything feels very real and very 
sacred: It’s going great. I have found the one. 
I’m falling in love. Yes, there are three of them. 

“Love,” he told me at one point, “is as much 
of a competition as anything. If you don’t 
think so, you’re either losing the game or 
you’re not playing.” He may have been talking 
about the show, or maybe he wasn’t. 

•  •  •

T H I S  S E A S O N ’ S  N E W  B A C H E L O R , 
Farmer Chris, is an actual farmer, and he was 
rejected by last season’s Bachelorette, Andi, 
because—hunk though he is—she couldn’t 
see herself living on an actual farm in the 
middle of the country. She couldn’t even 
bring herself to invite him into the Fantasy 
Suite because what if the gauzy, humid 
dream that unfolds in there (sex) somehow 
led to life on a farm? She couldn’t chance it, 
plus her parents were watching. 

If I could, I’d create a new first Greek letter 
for Andi Dorfman, because “alpha” is reserved 
for people who would merely eat their young 
to get ahead. She had taken a leave from her 
job as an assistant district attorney in Atlanta 
to come find love on this show. Now her pros-
ecutorial training comes in handy. On dates, 
she demands answers from these guys: What 
happened with your last relationship? Why 
won’t you open up to me? Are you really seri-
ous about this process, because I am! At one 
point, she actually puts them all through a lie-
detector test, and I’m not euphemizing: They 
were strapped to a machine. (Technically the 
producers choose the dates, but they align 
them with her general Andi-ness.) At another 
point, a contender tells her that she seems 
fake, and could he maybe see the real side of 
her. He does it in a nice way, but she nearly 
has an aneurysm. That man later dies (no 
shit, he dies for real, look it up) but only after 
Andi has booted him. You don’t call Andi any-
thing but amazing. 

This is what dating is really like, Harrison 
tells me. And I agree with him: In every rela-
tionship, if we’re being honest, one person has 
all the power. 

step outside. Instead, they gossiped about 
him like hens, sitting around in their pretty 
scarves and waiting to be plucked by Andi.

“Maybe,” Harrison says, “we’ve created a 
better man.”

One thing I admire about him is that he 
means this sincerely. Through his shirt 
I can see his chest hair. It is the only chest 
hair for miles. “I don’t know if we can take 
full credit,” he says, “but I do think we have 
helped evolve the modern man, to teach him 
how a woman wants to be treated. I think 
we have helped men and women kind of get 
to know each other and break down that 
wall where we never used to communicate. 
Things that needed to be said and no one 

ever really wanted to talk about. Guys want 
to talk about feelings, too, sometimes. Guys 
want to be reassured, too—even the manliest 
of men.”

This may be true, but to my mind it’s only 
Harrison who exists in the shared part of the 
manly/sensitive/scarf-wearing Venn diagram 
of male desirability. Because if this really is 
evolution, if this really is what women want, 
then why did I turn o≠ every episode disap-
pointed that no one had yelled, no one had 
punched, no one had shut down and gone 
stoic. I mean, maybe this is progress; I’m all 
for a gender-neutral society. But it’s telling 
to me that around the time I started watch-
ing The Bachelor, I also started watching 
Ultimate Fighting.

•  •  •

A T  T H E  E N D  of each season, ABC airs a 
live reunion in Los Angeles at which a guest 
audience of women with Disney-princess 
hair and matching teen daughters watches 
the Bachelor/ette finale. Afterward, Harrison 
interviews the rejected runner-up and the 
happy new couple. Last summer, just before 
Farmer Chris was announced as the new 
Bachelor, we gathered in a very cold studio to 
watch Andi’s Bachelorette season end.

In the front row were ghosts of Bachelor 
past: glitter makeup and hair extensions 
and Spanx for all the women, suits for the 
men. Some of the discarded guys from Andi’s 
season were here, including Farmer Chris, 
and so were a few rejected women of yore, 
including Clare, an incoherent runner-up, 
notable for almost certainly having sex in 
the ocean with her Bachelor, in a little part 
of the South China Sea that I’ll christen the 
Venereal Reef. 

Andi’s season had come down to Josh, a 
“former pro baseball player” with a game-
show smile, and Nick, that software guy no 
one liked. Both were handsome in di≠erent 
ways, both completely devoid of body hair. I 
conjecture that Andi knew early on she’d end 

Andi took her contenders on a group date 
to Marseille, them dragging their feet, know-
ing it meant she didn’t feel particularly smit-
ten with any one of them, and while there 
she made them take a mime workshop. You 
heard me right: dressed them up in striped 
shirts and suspenders and white gloves and 
made them perform in a square. Mimes. 
People who aren’t allowed to talk. There 
may be no more perfect metaphor for what 
it must be like to be on a date with Andi. 
But that’s the megalomania of being the 
Bachelor/ette. Imagine a situation in which 
you can say anything you want to the per-
son you are dating, with no consequences. 
Imagine how drunk that power would make 
you, and how quickly. During another epi-
sode Andi made them strip, as in do a strip-
per’s routine at a strip club, just in case you 
were concerned the emasculation was too 
subtle to register. 

If the Bachelor franchise has had one major 
influence on American culture, says Harrison, 
it’s that it has created a space in which men 
and women could have an honest conversation 
about relationships, including their own. They 
watch the show together and allow the behav-
ior on-screen to become a subject in their own 
relationship. “It’s a passive-aggressive way to 
really talk about your own feelings of, like, ‘I 
really don’t like what he’s doing’ or ‘I really like 
the way he does that.’ That’s what this show 
does,” Harrison asserts. “It literally just gives 
everyone a chance to sit around and talk.”

The Bachelorette was added to the rota-
tion twelve years ago, right at the moment 
that the franchise had shed its novelty and 
evolved into the thing that all reality shows 
eventually become: a sport. A cutthroat game 
to be played and won—perhaps less overtly 
so than, say, Survivor, but no di≠erent at its 
core. At first, the men on The Bachelorette 
were pretty standard bros: beer bongs and 
lawn vomit and pranks involving dog food. 
Those guys wouldn’t recognize Andi’s pool of 
suitors now—the ex-athletes and gym teach-
ers and “social-media marketers” whose only 
vestiges of bro-dom are the inspirational 
sports metaphors they use: They’re down to 
the wire, giving 110 percent, it’s time for a 
Hail Mary pass, it’s theirs to lose… 

Now, I should leave room for the possibil-
ity that this is a self-selecting process—that 
a bunch of men who choose to live together 
and date the same woman might be a specific 
breed. But I contend that the show’s mas-
sive influence has unlocked the beta (and 
gamma and delta) lurking inside the mod-
ern American alpha male and inspired it 
to flourish. This is a show where a woman 
enters a candlelit foyer in an evening gown 
and announces that she just knows her hus-
band is in here. And instead of bolting for 
the door, these men stay and clink white-
wine glasses and play at friendship, only 
to acknowledge way too late that they’re in 
competition for—and in some cases actually 
boning—the same woman. They often talk 
about trying to “keep the house drama-free,” 
and they cannot contain their contempt for 
a smug software salesman named Nick, who 
is forced to endure lectures about “how a 
gentleman behaves” from other gentlemen 
in the house. “Every season there’s some-
one who rubs everyone else the wrong way,” 
says Harrison. But no one asked Nick to 
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men working for him, double that on the big 
jobs, and he made enough money to pay cash 
for a new Dodge pickup and a trailer for his 
horses and buy a house just outside the city 
limits. He learned to hunt with a bow, because 
convicted felons can’t have firearms and Ory 
was following the rules. Every autumn, he 
guided sheep and elk hunts out of Cody, and 
he flew to South Africa to shoot a zebra, a 
kudu, an impala, a warthog, a jackal, and a 
slinky, spiral-horned antelope with yellow 
legs called a nyala. In August 2011, the govern-
ment of Tajikistan gave him a permit to kill a 
Marco Polo sheep (cost: $38,000), considered 
the finest trophy in Central Asia.

“Things were good,” Ory says. He was a 
respected businessman. “I would’ve been 
friends with him,” says Josh Merseal, the pros-
ecutor. “I would’ve drank a beer in a bar with 
him, no problem.”

And then things weren’t so good. There 
was no single catastrophe. When Ory tries to 
explain it now, he mentions that a friend died 
in the fall of 2011 and that he broke up with 
a woman he was seeing in Minneapolis, and 
maybe he was burnt-out at work, and… Well, 
none of that really explains it.

Here’s what happened: In February 2012, 
he met four young women from the local uni-
versity. He was still a young man himself, 34 
years old, single, and with money to spend, 
seeing as how Johnson Concrete was gross-
ing up to a half million annually. Anyway, 
he met those women one night and ended 
up back at their apartment, or one of their 
apartments, and there was a whole bunch of 
cocaine. Ory did a line. 

And he decided to be a drug dealer again.
“It was weird,” he says. “Not weird—I knew 

it would happen. But I was accepting of it.”
He kept hanging out with college girls, and 

he kept snorting coke. Within a few days, he’d 
made new connections in Denver and started 
driving south with cash and back north with 
cocaine. “A bunch,” he says. “I mean, more 
than I ever should have been. Ounces a day.”

“Ory didn’t fuck around,” his lawyer,  
Tom Fleener, says. “He worked very, very 
hard and built a very successful cement 
business. And when he went back to dealing 
drugs, he worked very, very hard. It’s all or  
nothing with him.” 

The problem with that, of course, is that 
one tends to attract attention in a small town. 
Users and petty dealers, people a level or 
three below Ory, get arrested with some reg-
ularity. Some of them talk, and so by spring, 
Ory’s name had come up often enough that 
Fleener got wind of it. 

“Tom called me into his o∞ce, just out of 
the blue, and said, ‘You’ve got to stop selling 
cocaine,’ ” Ory says. He feigned innocence, 

protested weakly. Fleener continued: “You 
need to quit doing it. I don’t think they’re 
gonna arrest you. They don’t have much on 
you. It’s all hearsay.” 

“Okay, cool,” Ory said. “Thanks.” Then he 
left.

And he quit selling cocaine. About a week 
later, one of his connections said she was 
going to Denver to pick up some crystal meth. 
“And I thought, ‘Well, why not?’ It’s a com-
pletely di≠erent scene, you know, than all 
these coke people.” He gave her $1,400, she 
brought back an ounce that night, and he sold 
it all before sunrise, $250 an eight ball, two 
grand total. “I was like, Wow, that’s easy,” Ory 
says. “But I probably paid too much.”

So Ory let Johnson Concrete wither and 
went back into the methamphetamine busi-
ness full-time, usually buying in Denver, 
sometimes hauling fourteen hours to 
Phoenix, where it was cheaper and purer. 

Fleener, for the record, notes that Ory 
missed the point of their conversation. “I didn’t 
tell him to stop selling coke and start selling 
meth,” he says. “I told him to stop selling drugs, 
that he’s gonna get caught, that he oughta get 
out of town. I wish he’d taken my advice.”

•  •  •

N O W ,  W H A T  A B O U T  the heroin?
That was serendipity. In the midsummer of 

2012, Ory says, he started dating a girl who’d 
come to Laramie by way of California with 
a boyfriend that she got rid of and a heroin 
problem that she did not get rid of. She was 
buying retail, $30 for a day’s worth of Mexican 
black tar packaged in a tiny black balloon.

Ory had never seen heroin before or even 
known anyone who used it. Before he went 
to prison the first time, there was no market 
for heroin, because no one wanted it. “I was in 
Torrington, Cheyenne, Wheatland, Laramie,” 
he says. “I was selling drugs in all those places 
and never heard about it.”

That’s not to say there’s never been any 
heroin in Wyoming. The reason Ory and 
Josh Merseal never saw it is because they’re 
young and heroin is cyclical, unlike, say, mar-
ijuana or cocaine. Two generations ago, the 
occasional veteran would bring back a habit 
he picked up in Vietnam, and a handful of 
civilians would dabble in one drug and then 
another until they finally stabbed a needle in 
a vein. But heroin generally was considered 
skid-row junk, the opiate of a downtrod-
den waiting to OD. “They were considered 
the shit of the dopers,” says John Powell, 
the former police chief in Cheyenne. When 
he started, the junkies moped on the south  
side of the city, so pitiable that the police 
pretty much left them alone. “There’s a hier-
archy in drugs,” Powell says, “and they were 
at the bottom, almost like, if you get there, 
you deserve to die.”

As a recreational drug, heroin would 
make a brief rally every decade or so—every 
generation has to relearn the same lesson—
but it would always lose traction. Too many 
kids would overdose, or they’d get hooked 
on it and graduate from snorting to smoking 
to mainlining, and everyone around them 
would realize that it was depressing and gross 
and get scared away.

Within the past decade, though, that began 
to change. The numbers are relatively tiny 
(more people are hu∞ng glue), but the wave 
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up with Josh, but it’s a TV show and you can’t 
end it early, so you have to string at least one 
guy along. 

Weeks after he’d been rejected on the 
show, Nick was still dizzy with confusion. 
He’d thought he and Andi were a lock—that 
they were just waiting out this silly reality-
show construct so they could be together. 
Ever since the finale had taped, he’d been 
trying to get in touch with Andi, and she had 
refused, so now he was here to do it in per-
son, and you’d have to be a terrible producer 
to turn down that kind of TV. 

Harrison, warm and reassuring, welcomed 
him to the stage and listened as Nick explained 
that he just wanted some closure. During the 
commercial break, Nick half-waved to the 
guys in the front row. They fake-smiled at him 
and smirked to one another, a page right out 
of the playbook from my all-girls high school. 
Nick was so nervous he spilled his bottle of 
water. That’s when Harrison leaned in to talk 
to him, something the audience couldn’t hear. 
And maybe in that moment he took poor Nick, 
water at his feet as though he’d cried a thou-
sand tears, and said, Hey there, Nick. This is 
hard work, this showing up and confronting 
and asking for what you believe is yours, but 
we are men, and we must hold our heads up 
high and move on. Look at me, look at all I’ve 
been through, and look at how I can still be here 
and smile and cheer for love. Look at me, learn-
ing to text and not to open doors. You will find 
a lady/girl of your own one day, or maybe you 
won’t, and maybe I will, and maybe I won’t, but 
we still have to hold it together. We still have to 
find our final amazing.

A production assistant cleaned up the water. 
Soon Andi came onstage and sat tensely 

next to Nick, who actually asked her how she 
could have “made love” with him if she didn’t 
love him. She was contemptuous and dis-
gusted by this, by this guy who still seemed 
under the impression that it had all been a 
misunderstanding. And maybe nobody liked 
Nick because his grief was too real. Maybe 
nobody liked Nick because he reminded us 
that love and need and vulnerability are so, 
so ugly when a relationship doesn’t work 
out. During the next commercial break, Andi 
turned toward the guys she’d rejected in 
the front row to share an eye roll with them 
at Nick’s expense. But at this they sti≠ened. 
Suddenly they realized that they had more in 
common with Nick than with her, that it was 
only by the grace of God that they weren’t up 
there, humiliated, with wet shoes. Suddenly 
they realized that this wasn’t so much a con-
test as it was a game, and that they’d all lost, 
even Josh, all of them except for Andi. 

Applause swelled. The credits rolled. 
Harrison smiled and greeted all the women 
in the audience, either not noticing or not 
acknowledging their pre-approach bra 
hoists and Binaca squirts. Who could figure 
out love, anyway? Not a bunch of guys who 
eat egg whites and protein shakes and live 
together and date the same girl. Not the mil-
lions of women watching them. Maybe not 
even Chris Harrison, who, to me, feels like 
the only man left in all of California: his chest 
full of hair, his omelets full of yolk, his heart 
full of loss and fortitude.  

taffy brodesser-akner is a gq 
correspondent.

T H E  B A C H E L O R  C O N T I N U E D
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of coverage following a high-profile over-
dose, like that of Philip Seymour Ho≠man 
in February 2014, can make it seem like an 
epidemic. The numbers are nonetheless 
startling: In the most widely cited federal 
survey, the number of people who reported 
using heroin in the past month more than 
doubled between 2007 and 2012, to 335,000. 
Confirmed heroin overdoses nationally more 
than tripled between 2006 and 2012. Across 
the southern half of Wyoming, where Ory 
and only a quarter-million other people live, 
there were at least eighteen fatal overdoses 
(up from zero) between January 2010 and  
June 2014. As for non-fatal overdoses, Steve 
Woodson, the director of the Wyoming 
Division of Criminal Investigation, says his 
o∞ce has no idea.

Critical to the shift is the rise, corporate-
backed and medically sanctioned, of pre-
scription opiates. Pills such as OxyContin and 
Percocet are incredibly e≠ective both thera-
peutically and recreationally. They’re also 
addictive and, on the street, expensive. “All of 
a sudden,” says Stuart S. Healy III, a federal 
prosecutor in Cheyenne, “these pill junkies 
are saying, ‘We need something di≠erent. We 
need something cheaper.’ ”

That connection, pills to heroin, is a con-
stant. “Every individual who’s cooperated 
with us on heroin cases,” says Woodson, 
“or who’s overdosed on heroin that we’ve 
investigated, when we look into their back-
ground, 100 percent started with pills.  
One hundred percent.”

Ory, who’s own drug problems started 
with a legitimate prescription, knew little 
about his new girlfriend’s drug of choice—
only that it amazed him: “I would open it up 
and it’d look like gunpowder, the color.” He 
watched as the girl rolled up a bill and gently 
pu≠ed on the powder. “Poof!” Ory says. “It 
turned black and melted and became sticky!” 
He still seems amazed.

Ory started paying for his girlfriend’s 
drugs. “But just from experience, I knew I 
wasn’t going to buy any heroin for this girl 
at thirty bucks a balloon to last her for a day,” 
he says. “I wasn’t going to spend that money. 
I was thinking, I need to make that money 
work for me.”

He called the guy in Colorado he was get-
ting Ecstasy from, asked if he had a line on 
heroin, which he did, because midlevel sup-
pliers are rarely drug-specific. Ory says he 
bought twenty-five grams, pre-packed for 
retail sale, for $1,000. That works out to $40 
a gram. On the street in Laramie, heroin sells 
for $30 a point—one-tenth of a gram. So from 
bulk purchase in Colorado to end user, that’s a 
markup of 750 percent. 

But Ory wasn’t selling to users. He says he 
kept five grams for his girlfriend to smoke 
and unloaded the rest at $70 a gram to a 
woman who had a team of street dealers sell-
ing to college kids. He could have done bet-
ter, but he still pocketed $400 for a couple of  
hours of driving. 

He made a few more heroin runs to 
Colorado. Ory carried a can of bear spray 
with him (bears can be a problem in 
Wyoming), but he was never intimidated, 
never worried he’d get swindled or robbed 
or hurt: “If you can show up to the plate 
and be ready to play ball with thousands 
of dollars, with $1,500, $3,000, now you’re 

stepping into a di≠erent line of people,” he 
says. “Their livelihood depends on guys that 
come to the plate that are clean-cut, white, 
drive a nice vehicle with actual insurance 
and taillights that work. And that are going 
to be there every few days with four or five 
thousand dollars each time. Those type 
of people aren’t going to rip you o≠. Their  
livelihood depends on you being able to  
sell their product.” 

All told, Ory figures he bought a little 
more than a hundred grams of heroin over 
the course of three months. He sold a few 
balloons on the side, but mostly he supplied 
the woman who supplied the dealers who 
hooked up the college kids. He never held on 
to it for long. “It kind of spooked me how fast 
that stu≠ would disappear, how fast it would 
sell,” he says. “And it wasn’t much that I really 
wanted to be a part of. I mean, I did, but it was 
just scary.” Mostly it was watching his girl-
friend, a functioning addict—fine if she had 
some dope, horribly sick as soon as she didn’t. 
“But if she could have just a little bit—poof!—
then she’s healthy again.” 

It wouldn’t last, of course. Ory’s entire 
drug-dealing career was probably doomed 
from the beginning, considering it was con-
ceived with a head full of coke. He sni≠ed 
through two grams a day until June, when 
he switched to meth, a gram of which he 
smoked, snorted, or ate every day. He seems 
to believe he tolerated that habit pretty well. 
But court records note, “His personality is 
entirely di≠erent when he is using drugs,” 
and he “becomes paranoid and angry, espe-
cially when using methamphetamine.” In 
May, he was accused of punching a girl-
friend in the face (which he denies, and the 
charge was later dismissed) and, in July, of 
shoving another one into a wall (which he 
also denies but nonetheless pleaded guilty 
to). Paranoid, angry, and abusive is no  
way to run a business.

On November 29, 2012, Ory allegedly 
banged up his last girlfriend, the one with 
the heroin habit, accused her of stealing his 
drugs, dragged her across the kitchen, and 
tossed her out the door. Ory denies this as 
well, but the sheri≠ believed her and got a 
warrant to arrest him. 

Seven days later, in the early-morning 
dark of December 5, Ory went to a trailer 
park to deliver ninety-three Ecstasy pills. 
The guy who was supposed to be buying 
didn’t have any cash. Since extending credit 
is ill-advised in the retail drug trade, Ory left. 
He walked back to his truck with the horse 
trailer on the hitch. He noticed, a block and 
a half down North Cedar, an SUV from the 
sheri≠ ’s department, lights o≠ and parked on 
the wrong side of the street under a burnt-out 
streetlight. He did not believe the presence of 
deputies was coincidental. In his pocket was a 
plastic sandwich bag containing the Ecstasy, 
five grams of crystal meth, three grams of 
cocaine, and a tiny amount—seventeen- 
hundredths of a gram—of heroin. 

He watched the deputies watching him as 
he came around the back of his truck. “When 
I got sight of them, I jumped up, and I threw 
that bag in the horse trailer,” he says. “I 
shouldn’t have. I should have just thrown it 
somewhere. But I throw it in there, get in my 
truck, start it, and drive—and a block later 
I’m pulled over.” 

Ory went to jail that night. Not for drugs, 
but on the warrant for allegedly beating his 
girlfriend. In his truck, the deputies found a 
half-dozen cell phones and $816, neatly orga-
nized. “Like, if I had five twenties,” Ory says, 
“I’d fold them in half. If I have ten tens, I’ll 
fold them in half in hundred-dollar incre-
ments. A $100 bill, I’d fold it in half so you 
can just count quick if you have a substan-
tial amount of cash. They said, ‘These are 
characteristics of a drug dealer.’ ” That was 
enough reason to let a German shepherd 

named Luger sni≠ around. The dog missed 
the drugs in the trailer, probably because 
of the horse stink, but stopped—“went into 
odor”—at the driver’s-side door of the cab. In 
the seatback pocket, in a green ziplock bag, 
were three tiny balloons of heroin, not quite 
three-tenths of a gram between them. That 
was enough for a search warrant, and then 
the cops found everything else.

He caught a break on the cocaine: mis-
demeanor possession. But the state popped 
him with two felonies each: possession and 
possession with intent to distribute, for the 
meth, the heroin, and the Ecstasy. “And they 
moved the assault charge”—what he was 
stopped for in the first place—“to a felony,” he 
says. “A hundred and twenty-six years I was 
facing at that point.”

•  •  •

O R Y  W A S  R E L E A S E D  on  $85 ,000 
bond and the condition that he enroll in a 
Narconon program in Oklahoma, which he 
did. He graduated on April 23, 2013. The 
judge had told him he’d have to live with his 
mother in Laramie after that, but his mother 
had rules, and besides, the best the state was 
o≠ering if he pleaded out was a minimum of 
forty years. 

“I got really scared,” Ory says. He decided 
to run. A buddy picked him up in Oklahoma 
and drove him to a little city north of New 
Orleans. Ory had sold his house since his 
arrest, and once the check cleared, $24,000, 
he was going to drive to Phoenix and buy 
more methamphetamine than he’d ever 
bought at one time. Ory was going to take that 
meth east, to Atlanta, where he figured he 
could double, maybe even triple, his money. 
Then he would leave the country.

A fugitive warrant was issued for him 
on April 30. Two days later, on his way to 
Phoenix, Ory used the computer in the busi-
ness center at a Days Inn in Winnie, Texas, 
and managed to creep out the desk clerk 
enough—how is unclear—that she called the 
local sheri≠. Ory saw the cruiser roll up, and 
he bolted out the back, vaulted a fence, ran 
through some fields. His shoes got sucked o≠ 
by a patch of mud, and he snagged his shirt 
on a barbed-wire fence, but he stayed out all 

H E R O I N  C O N T I N U E D

“ ‘Ory,’ she said, ‘why are you 
doing this? You’re smart. 

You come from a good 
family. What are you doing?’ 

I didn’t have an answer.  
And she goes, ‘You never see 

an old drug dealer.’ ”
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Pages 70–71. On Miller, blazer, shirt, and shoes: 
Versace. Pants: Burberry. Bow tie: Title of Work. 
Watch: Rolex. Cuff links: Thomas Pink. Rings: his 
own. On women, from left: 1. Dress: L’Agence.  
2. Dress: Reiss. Vest: Michael Kors. 3. Dress:  
Sally LaPointe. 4. Cardigan, bra, and shorts: La Perla. 
5. Dress: Catherine Malandrino. 

Page 72. On Miller, robe: Daniel Hanson.  
Shoes: Versace. On women, from left: 1. Shoes: 
Manolo Blahnik. 2. Shoes: Christian Louboutin.  
3. Fur: Jonevon Furs for Lenore Marshall New York. 
Shoes: Jimmy Choo. 4. Fur: Jonevon Furs for  
Lenore Marshall New York. Shoes: Jimmy Choo.  
5. Shoes: Christian Louboutin. 

Page 73. Blazer and scarf: Versace. Shirt and cuff 
links: Thomas Pink. Pants: Dolce & Gabbana. Watch: 
Korloff Paris. Pen: Montblanc. Rings: his own.

Page 74. Coat: Jonevon Furs for Lenore Marshall 
New York. Shirt and pants: Salvatore Ferragamo. 
Shoes: Versace. Watch: Rolex. Rings: his own. 

Page 75. On Miller, robe: Daniel Hanson. Shirt: 
Salvatore Ferragamo. Watch: Korloff Paris. Socks: his 
own. On women, lingerie: Agent Provocateur. Shoes: 
Christian Louboutin. 

night, and the deputies didn’t find him. In 
the morning, he went back to the hotel, shoe-
less and shirtless, looking like a guy who’d 
run from the cops all night. The morning 
clerk called the sheri≠.

A deputy found him behind the wheel of 
his friend’s Dodge pickup. Ory stopped, and 
the deputy opened the door, but then he 
stepped on the gas. The door whacked the 
deputy on the knee—the authorities consider 
that assault—as Ory tore out of the parking 
lot. Deputies chased him ten miles out into 
the country, until he came to a locked fence. 
Ory abandoned the Dodge and ran. He hid 
in a swamp—he didn’t know about the alli-
gators—until he heard the hounds and knew 
he was screwed and probably hypothermic,  
too. He surrendered.

Ory gave them a fake name, said he was 
his older brother, because he knew his 
Social Security number and address. But 
he’d forgotten about the passport in his 
pocket—which he needed to get out of the 
country—until he was handcu≠ed in the 
back of a cruiser and couldn’t reach it to toss 
out the window. “I was done,” he says. He 
shrugs. “You know.”

He got sent back to Wyoming and sat 
in jail for a few months while his case was 
sorted out. As it happened, federal prosecu-
tors were looking at Ory, too. In most circum-
stances, that would be a terrible thing. But 
Fleener is a former federal public defender, 
knows the system, understands the feds’ 
peculiar rules. “The feds getting involved in 
Ory’s case was the best thing that ever hap-
pened to him,” Fleener says.

Two elements worked in his favor. The 
first was geographic. For a small-town sup-
plier, especially when that small town is in 
a vast, empty state, the threshold for fed-
eral curiosity is far lower. Investigators had 
figured out by deciphering Ory’s GPS, cal-
culating toll records, and cobbling together 
statements from his associates that he’d 
brought about four ounces of methamphet-
amine into Wyoming every four to six days. 
“In L.A. or Miami, that wouldn’t hit the fed-
eral radar,” says Healy, the federal prosecu-
tor. “But when a guy brings five, six pounds 
into Laramie? That’s gonna cross our radar. 
That’s a lot of weight in a little bit of time. 
Ory Johnson was a problem.”

The second was statutory. Under federal 
sentencing guidelines, five grams of meth, 
about $500 worth, mandates a minimum 
five years. That same sentence requires a 
hundred grams of heroin—twenty times the 
weight and, given heroin’s potency, about 
200 times the typical usage amount. In other 
word’s, Ory wasn’t caught with enough her-
oin to be worth the feds’ time.

Fleener eventually worked a deal for 
Ory to plead guilty to a methamphetamine 
charge in federal court and one felony 
(also methamphetamine) and three mis-
demeanors (battery of a household mem-
ber and possession of cocaine and heroin) 
in state court. He got five years from the 
feds and four to five from Wyoming, to  
be served concurrently.

•  •  •

O R Y  I S  D O I N G  H I S  T I M E  in a medium-
security facility in his hometown, Torrington, 
that is quite possibly the nicest prison 

in America, bright and clean, sunlight 
pouring through a small atrium at the  
entrance, golden fields rolling to the horizon. 
Ory seems comfortable.

“There was a lady in Wheatland that I used 
to go and stay with when I was 20, 21 years 
old and I was selling a lot of meth,” he tells me 
at one point. “She looked at me and she said, 
‘Ory’—it was the question again—‘Ory, why 
are you doing this? You’re smart. You come 
from a good family. What are you doing?’ I 
didn’t have an answer. And she goes, ‘You 
never see an old drug dealer.’ ”

Ory thinks about that often, all these years 
later, when he’s in prison for the second time. 
The obvious question, of course, is why he 
didn’t take Fleener’s advice, why he didn’t 
just quit selling drugs and go back to pour-
ing concrete. Why trade a respectable life, 
one reclaimed with honest sweat from the 
wreckage of his younger self, for a position 
as a black-market middle manager? For all 
the folded cash changing hands, Ory made a 
much better living in the legitimate world.

Ory has several explanations, the first 
of which is simple and rote: “the power of 
addiction.” Not to drugs—though Ory clearly 
has a problem—but to being a low-grade 
outlaw, to cutting deals in the shadows, to 
knowing that one nosy state trooper or chat-
tering meth head could end it all. “All of it, 
the whole thing,” he says. “It’s exciting. It’s 
a rush. You feel alive. I mean, the power of 
addiction is incredible.

“In this world, everybody’s missing some-
thing in their lives, and that’s why they’re 
doing drugs. It’s taking the place of some-
thing they’re missing, something they’ve lost, 
something that makes them feel inadequate. 
So everybody’s looking for acceptance, look-
ing to be something, wanting to feel.” A pause. 
“Myself included.”

That is almost identical to an assess-
ment of Ory filed as part of a pre-sentencing 
report last year. It noted that Ory used a lot 
of superlatives when talking about himself—
he wanted to have the biggest concrete com-
pany in Laramie, he supplied the best dope, 
he has a near-genius IQ. “The attitude is 
one of overwhelming arrogance,” the report 
noted, “but the Probation O∞cer suspects 
the underlying motivation is deep-seated 
insecurity which he attempts to overcome 
through his personal exploits.”

That’s closer to the truth (though “over-
whelmingly arrogant” seems a bit harsh). A 
cement contractor is required—feels needed—
when someone wants a slab poured or Elm 
Street resurfaced. But a man who provides a 
steady supply of high-quality dope (Ory told 
me several times, as a point of professional 
pride, that he never cut his drugs) at a not-
outrageous price is always in demand. He’s 
always needed, often desperately so.

From that needy perspective, it’s not a bad 
gig. Except for the part where you eventually, 
almost inevitably, go to prison. “I told the 
judge this last time, I said, ‘I deserve every 
day I’m going to do, every day you’re going 
to give me,’ ” he says. “But I’m fortunate that 
I’m going to have enough of my life back 
that I can start over again and be able to 
get out and be successful. Successful in life,  
whoever judges that.” 

sean flynn is a gq correspondent.
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P A R T I N G S H O T

Nostradamus’s Reality-TV 
Prophecies for 2015  L I N D Y  W E S T

orsooth, a 
babe shall 

burst forth,
A new Kardashian, 

of Disick seed;
His kaul shall 

glitter with 
Swarovskis.

The time is here, 
he krowns,

Khloé performs 
Kourtney’s 
episiotomy with 
Kardashian 
Kollection 
perineal shears, 

Whilst Scott, like 
unto the leper, 

Is banished to a 
chamber ’neath 
Gaia’s crust,

So he will stoppe 
being so 
annoying,

And perchance 
Kourtney  
will text  
himme later.

Perchance not. 
In Miami.

ong have 
we quested 

for an open 
concepte,

And an eat-in 
kitchen,

She shall say,
The thought of an 

en suite bath
Swelling her loins.
We can paint this 

wall moste foul,
He adds, all goode 

attitude,
It is not a problem, 

and what more,
I can really see  

us eating in this 
dyning room.

She agrees, their 
happiness soars.

Who are they, to 
Hunt Houses 
without being 
completely 
fucking 
unbearable?

It is a new dawn.
The Realtor faints,
From the shocke.

he will  
rise from 

the East,  
from Tampa 
moste olde,

And ye shall know 
her by her hair 
extensions.

One by one her 
rivals shall fall, 
till Michaelmas 
nyte,

When her 
Bachelore 
extends  
his final rose

And at last she 
speaketh her 
darkest truth:

I came not to win; 
I actually did 
come onlye  
to make friends. 
Later.

S F

t gibbous 
moon will 

Bravo’s king 
sign the writ:

Convene all 
Housewyfes 
Moste Real,

From County 
Orange to 
Jersey New,

In one great hall, 
to Watch What 
Happens, Live!

Alack, such a moot 
hath long been 
prophesied.

The Pinot floweth 
like bloode,  
the bloode  
like Pinot,

Their Invisaligned 
jaws upon  
each other’s 
ochre fleshe,

Ne’er sated, till 
they feast upon 
themselves.

We Watch What 
Happens. 
Dead.

A L

he wolf  
will lie 

down with  
the calf,

And the lorde  
will break  
bread with the 
peasant,

And Blake Shelton 
will spill his 
spiced wine

Upon Adam 
Levine’s 
circuitry panel,

And there shall  
be peace.

T

is wrath 
will be 

insatiable  
as the locuste

Scouring the 
copse, hot as  
the blacksmith

Hammering  
the forge,

As his warnings 
rot, unheeded, 
now all  
will taste his 
vengeance.

Chefs, O chefs,
Scott Conant told 

you he doesn’t 
fucking like 

Red onions.
Now, mankind, 

ye hath been 
Choppede.

H
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